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Abstract

We study the relationship between small-step semantics, big-step semantics and abstract machines, for programming languages that employ an outermost reduction strategy, i.e., languages where reductions near the root of the abstract syntax tree are performed before reductions near the leaves. In particular, we investigate how Biernacka and Danvy’s syntactic correspondence and Reynolds’s functional correspondence can be applied to inter-derive semantic specifications for such languages.

The main contribution of this dissertation is three-fold: First, we identify that backward overlapping reduction rules in the small-step semantics cause the refocusing step of the syntactic correspondence to be inapplicable. Second, we propose two solutions to overcome this in-applicability: backtracking and rule generalization. Third, we show how these solutions affect the other transformations of the two correspondences.

Other contributions include the application of the syntactic and functional correspondences to Boolean normalization. In particular, we show how to systematically derive a spectrum of normalization functions for negational and conjunctive normalization.
Resumé

Vi studerer sammenhængen mellem small-step semantikker, big-step semantikker og abstrakte maskiner, for programmeringssprog, der bruger yderste reduktionsstrategier, dvs. sprog, hvor reduktioner tæt på roden af det abstrakte syntaks-træ bliver udført før reduktioner nær bladene. Specielt undersøger vi, hvordan Biernacka og Danvys syntaktiske korrespondence og Reynolds’ funktionelle korrespondence kan anvendes til at udlede semantiske specifikationer fra hinanden for sådanne sprog.

Det primære resultat i denne afhandling består af tre dele: Først observerer vi, at reduktionsregler med bagudrettede overlap i small-step semantikker gør, at refokuserings-skridtet i den syntaktiske korrespondence ikke kan anvendes. Derefter fremsætter vi to løsninger til at overvinde denne manglende anvendelighed: tilbagevenden og regel-generalisering. Til sidst viser vi, hvordan disse løsninger påvirker de øvrige transformationer i de to korrespondencer.

De øvrige resultater inkluderer anvendelsen af de syntaktiske og funktionelle korrespondencer til Boolesk normalisering. Specielt viser vi, hvordan man systematisk kan udlede et spektrum af normaliseringsfunktioner for negationel og konjunktiv normalisering.
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Part I

Background and overview
Chapter 1

Introduction

We investigate how program transformations can be used to inter-derive semantic descriptions for programming languages that employ an outermost reduction strategy.

The traditional way to obtain different semantic descriptions (e.g., small-step semantics, big-step semantics, and abstract machines) of the same programming language is to invent them, and then manually prove the equivalence [54]. This approach allows some flexibility in the design of the individual semantic descriptions, so that the various features of the language can be studied (e.g., compile-time aspects such as type safety, and run-time aspects such as environments and stores) using the semantic description best suited for that type of reasoning. However, this approach also requires the invention of new semantic artifacts, and furthermore, the task of proving their equivalence requires even more inventiveness. Also, any subsequent changes to the intended semantics of the language need to be reflected in all the invented semantic artifacts, as well as their equivalence proofs.

To overcome these problems, various approaches to mechanically inter-deriving semantic descriptions have been suggested. Of particular interest here are two derivational techniques: Biernacka and Danvy’s syntactic correspondence [13] between small-step semantics and abstract machines, and Reynolds’s functional correspondence [2, 102] between big-step semantics and abstract machines. Both of these techniques consist of a sequence of meaning-preserving program transformations that manipulate the functional representation of the semantic artifacts. The use of meaning-preserving transformations also eliminates the need for ad hoc proofs of equivalence between the semantic artifacts: The semanticists can use their brains for things that matter, instead of for leg work.

Most programming-language semantics employ an innermost reduction strategy, preferring reductions near the leaves of the program syntax tree rather than reductions near the root. Accordingly, the syntactic and functional correspondences have mostly been applied to programming languages that employ innermost reduction. However, for programming languages that employ an outermost reduction strategy, the syntactic and functional correspondences do not apply as readily.

It is our thesis that
the syntactic and functional correspondences can be made applicable to
semantic descriptions of programming languages that employ an outermost reduction strategy.

The main challenge is the existence of backward overlapping reduction rules. The application of a backward overlapping rule can create a new redex at a more outermost position than
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the position of the contractum. When this happens, the refocusing transformation of the syntactic correspondence is no longer applicable.

In this work, we have not reverted to designing ad hoc derivations. Instead, we have designed methods that address backward overlapping reduction rules, and which let us reuse the rest of the correspondences as is.

1.1 Motivation

Outermost reduction strategies are uncommon in programming language semantics, though they are not unheard of. Languages based on weak-head normalization of the call-by-name or call-by-need λ-calculus (such as Haskell) are examples, but the syntactic and functional correspondences are applicable to these languages [3, 45, 46, 96]. For the call-by-name λ-calculus, the two correspondences give rise to the Krivine machine [2, 13, 107].

However, when moving to the problem of full normalization of the λ-calculus, the β-rule exhibits a backward overlap which causes refocusing to be inapplicable. Full normalization of the λ-calculus is used for optimization techniques in compilers for functional languages. Additionally, automated proof assistants must be able to perform cut elimination, and for proof assistants based on λ-terms (such as Coq), full cut elimination is equivalent to full normalization of the proof term in question.

Finally, normalization problems outside the realm of programming languages can sometimes be made more efficient when using an outermost reduction strategy. This is the case, for instance, when the reduction rules can eliminate entire subterms; it is more efficient to eliminate subterms that have not yet been normalized than to first normalize them and then eliminate the result.

1.2 Methodology

The goal of the present work is to discover techniques to inter-derive semantic descriptions for programming languages that use outermost reduction strategies.

We are interested in derivations that have the following characteristics:

• Methodical derivations: The derivations should be reusable for a large number of semantics, with little or no change in the individual transformations or the sequence in which they are performed. In other words, we are specifically not interested in ad hoc derivations that will only work for one specific semantic description.

• Minimalistic transformations: The individual transformations of the derivations should be as simple as possible. Minimalistic transformations make it easier to establish the soundness of the transformation, and make it easier to actually perform the transformation. Furthermore, the simpler the transformation, the easier it is to reuse in other settings, e.g., to establish new derivations for new classes of problems. Any new transformations that need to be developed should therefore either be reusable in a different setting, or be based on transformations that are already known.

We choose to specifically focus on adapting Biernacka and Danvy’s syntactic correspondence and Reynolds’s functional correspondence. In Section 7.6 we list a number of alternative
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derivational techniques in the literature. Common to these alternative techniques is that they
have never been reused, and involve new transformations rather than pre-existing ones.

In contrast, the syntactic and functional correspondences have both historically been
methodical and reusable derivations consisting of minimalistic and well-known transforma-
tions. The syntactic correspondence has been applied to a large number of small-step
semantics [5, 7, 8, 11, 14, 30, 59, 74, 89, 90, 112, 128, 135], in some cases to derive known
abstract machines, and in some cases to derive new ones. Similarly, the functional corre-
spondence has been applied to a large number of big-step semantics [1, 15, 30, 33, 72, 74, 83,
84, 89, 96, 101, 135], in some cases to derive known abstract machines, and in some cases to
derive new ones.

Terminology We use the word “methodical” to refer to a derivation (i.e., a sequence of
transformations) that can be re-used on many different semantic descriptions with little or
no change. “Methodical” derivations contrast “ad hoc” derivations, but should not be con-
fused with “identical” derivations, which would indicate that the derivations are always
applicable directly and without change.

We use the word “mechanical” to refer to individual transformations that require little or
no human thought or insight to perform. “Mechanical” transformations contrast “manual”
transformations, which require a large amount of human thought or insight, but should not
be confused with “automatic”, which would indicate that the transformation could always
be performed without human intervention at all.

For an explanation of the technical terms used in this dissertation, we refer the reader to
the technical glossary in Appendix B.

1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We develop the new concept of backtracking in the syntactic correspondence, which
mechanically enables refocusing for outermost reduction in the presence of backward
overlaps (Chapter 6).

• We show how the syntactic and functional correspondences can be applied to the De
Morgan laws and the law of double negation, to systematically derive a spectrum of
negational normalizers (Section 7.3).

• We develop the new concept of rule generalization, which enables refocusing for outer-
most reduction in the presence of backward overlaps, by constructing context-sensitive
reduction rules out of the backward overlapping rules (Section 7.4.0).

• We show how the syntactic and functional correspondences can be applied to the dis-
tributive laws for disjunctions over conjunctions, to systematically derive a spectrum
of negational normalizers (Section 7.4).

• We show how the exponential blowup of conjunctive normal forms can be reduced
to a linear blowup by sharing delimited continuations, and how the corresponding
normalization process can be inverted (Section 7.5).
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• We present a number of open questions in relation to outermost reduction strategies, as well as partial answers to some of these questions (Chapter 8).

1.4 Overview

This dissertation is structured into four parts:

• Part I presents the background material for the thesis and an overview of the results: Chapter 2 presents the styles of semantics that the thesis is concerned with, and how to represent them. Chapter 3 presents a useful type isomorphism. Chapter 4 presents the syntactic correspondence between small-step semantics and abstract machines. Chapter 5 presents the functional correspondence between big-step semantics and abstract machines.

• Part II contains the publications that have come out of the present work. Chapter 6 presents the notion of backtracking, and shows how it can be applied to enable refocusing, using the problem of addition of Peano numbers as a case study. Chapter 7 presents a spectrum of Boolean normalization functions, linked together by the syntactic and functional correspondences. In particular, the chapter presents the notion of rule generalization, and shows how it can be applied to enable refocusing.

• Part III contains open questions related to the present work: Chapter 8 presents a series of questions that have arisen during the work on this thesis. The chapter also attempts to provide partial answers to some of the questions.

• Part IV contains two appendices: Appendix A presents examples of how various styles of semantics can be represented in Standard ML, and gives an overview of the program transformations that link the representations together. Appendix B contains a technical glossary.
Chapter 2

Semantics and representations

This chapter outlines the various forms of semantics used in the present work, and how those semantics are represented.

We start by reviewing the notion of term rewriting as it relates to semantics (Section 2.1). We then review the notions of reduction semantics (Section 2.2) and abstract machines (Section 2.3). We summarize and conclude in Section 2.4.

2.1 Term rewriting

All definitions in this section are taken from TERESE [126], except where explicitly mentioned.

A term rewriting system consists of a grammar of terms and a set of reduction rules. A reduction rule consists of a left-hand side and a right-hand side, both of which are meta-terms, i.e., terms that may contain meta-variables ranging over terms. The left-hand side of a reduction rule is called a redex. The right-hand side of a reduction rule is called a contractum. A contractum can only contain meta-variables that occur in the corresponding redex.

The grammar of terms induces a notion of contexts as “a term with a hole”, and the left-hand sides of the reduction rules induce a grammar of redexes. In the grammar of redexes, meta-variables are represented as non-terminals of the grammar of terms. The grammars of terms and redexes induce a notion of normal form as a term that contains no redexes.

In the present work, we are especially interested in sets of reduction rules that exhibit backward overlaps [50, 66]. The definition of of backward overlaps as well as the dual definition of forward overlaps is as follows:

**Definition 1** (Backward and forward overlaps). Let $pr_1 \rightarrow c_1$ and $pr_2 \rightarrow c_2$ be reduction rules. If there exist a non-empty context $C$ and a meta-term $t$ containing at least one term constructor such that

- $pr_1 = C[t]$,
- $t$ unifies with $c_2$ with the most general unifier $\sigma$,

then $pr_1$ and $c_2$ are said to exhibit a backward overlap, and the two rules are said to be backward overlapping.

Dually, if there exist a non-empty context $C$ and a meta-term $t$ containing at least one term constructor such that
• $c_1 = C[t]$

• $t$ unifies with $pr_2$ with the most general unifier $\sigma$,

then $pr_2$ and $c_1$ are said to exhibit a forward overlap, and the two rules are said to be forward overlapping.

Section 6.3 explores the applicability of refocusing when the reduction rules contain backward and forward overlaps. The conclusion is that refocusing is inapplicable only when the reduction rules contain backward overlaps. We therefore only focus on backward overlaps for the remainder of this work.

For each rule and each instantiation of meta-variables of that rule, the term corresponding to the instantiated redex of that rule is said to reduce to the term corresponding to the instantiated contractum of that rule. Together, the reduction rules define a one-step reduction relation between terms, and that reduction relation is closed under contexts. Operationally, this means that reduction can take place in any context. The set of terms that a term can be reduced to is known as the reducts of the term.

The transitive closure of the one-step reduction relation defines a normalization relation between terms and values. Operationally, this means that normalization is not deterministic; a term can have several different normal forms. The enumeration of reducts obtained by applying the one-step relation successively on the way to a normal form is known as a reduction sequence.

In Section 7.4.0 we use a construction similar to backward chaining [50, 66]. We give the definition of backward chains here:

**Definition 2 (Backward chain).** Given a set of rewrite rules $R$, a backward chain of $R$ is a reduction sequence $t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow t_n$ such that all reductions in the sequence (except possibly for the last one) give rise to a backward overlap.

The construction in Section 7.4.0 amounts to introducing a new reduction rule for each backward chain in the reduction system while respecting the reduction strategy. We introduce reduction strategies next.

### 2.1.1 Term rewriting vs. programming-language semantics

A term rewriting system defines a bare-bones version of a small-step operational semantics; through the iteration of the one-step reduction relation, a term is related to a set of normal forms which define the possible meanings of the term.

However, in programming languages, we are typically interested in introducing various restrictions to the rewrite system. For instance, in order to obtain a deterministic programming language it is necessary to restrict the one-step reduction relation to be a reduction function. Another example is the need to introduce static guarantees that normalization of a term does not get stuck, e.g., by introducing a type system. We therefore introduce the following additional notions that we will use to impose useful restrictions on our term rewriting systems:
Reduction strategy  A reduction strategy restricts the one-step reduction relation to only consider some of the redexes in a term.

Typically, the restriction is imposed by considering the relative positions of the redexes in the term. We therefore define the notion of *position* within a term:

**Definition 3 (Position).** The position of a subterm \( s \) within a given term \( t \) is a vector of natural numbers defined inductively as follows:

- If \( s = t \), then \( s \) has position \( \langle \rangle \).
- If \( s \) is the \( n \)th child of a subterm with position \( p \), then \( s \) has position \( p \cdot \langle n \rangle \), where \( \cdot \) is the concatenation operator for vectors.

For example, consider the following Standard ML data type and example values:

```
datatype term = T0 of string
              | T1 of term
              | T2 of term × term
```

```
val t0 = T0 "a"
val t1 = T2 (T0 "b", T0 "a")
val t2 = T2 (T2 (T0 "a", T1 (T0 "b")), T2 (T1 (T0 "c")), T0 "d"))
```

```
val sa = T0 "a"
val sb = T0 "b"
val sc = T0 "c"
```

The term \( sa \) occurs at position \( \langle \rangle \) in \( t0 \), position \( \langle 1 \rangle \) in \( t1 \), and \( \langle 0,0 \rangle \) in \( t2 \). The term \( sb \) occurs at position \( \langle 0 \rangle \) in \( t1 \), and \( \langle 0,1,0 \rangle \) in \( t2 \), but does not occur as a subterm in \( t0 \), and therefore does not have a well-defined position in that term. The term \( sc \) occurs at position \( \langle 1,0,0,0 \rangle \) in \( t2 \), but does not occur as a subterm in \( t0 \) or \( t1 \), and therefore does not have a well-defined position in those terms.

If a position vector \( p \) is the concatenation of two other vectors \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) (i.e., \( p = p_1 \cdot p_2 \)), we say that \( p_1 \) is a prefix of \( p \). If \( p_2 \neq \langle \rangle \), we say that \( p_1 \) is a proper prefix of \( p \). If a subterm \( s \) occurs at position \( p \), then any term node that is more outermost than \( s \) (i.e., on the path from \( s \) to the root of the term) has a position which is a proper prefix of \( p \).

We are now in a position to define various classes of reduction strategies based on the relative positions of the redexes in a term:

**Definition 4 (Reduction strategies).** Let \( pr_1 \) and \( pr_2 \) be redexes in \( t \) with positions \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), respectively. The following list contains examples of reduction strategies:

- **Outermost reduction:** If \( p_1 \) is a proper prefix of \( p_2 \), then \( pr_2 \) is not considered for reduction. If \( p_2 \) is a proper prefix of \( p_1 \), then \( pr_1 \) is not considered for reduction. Otherwise, both \( pr_1 \) and \( pr_2 \) are considered for reduction.

- **Innermost reduction:** If \( p_1 \) is a proper prefix of \( p_2 \), then \( pr_1 \) is not considered for reduction. If \( p_2 \) is a proper prefix of \( p_1 \), then \( pr_2 \) is not considered for reduction. Otherwise, both \( pr_1 \) and \( pr_2 \) are considered for reduction.

- **Leftmost reduction:** If \( p_1 \) is a prefix of \( p_2 \), or \( p_2 \) is a prefix of \( p_1 \), then both \( pr_1 \) and \( pr_2 \) considered for reduction. Otherwise, if \( p_1 \) is lexicographically less than \( p_2 \), then \( pr_2 \) is not considered for reduction. Otherwise (i.e., \( p_2 \) is lexicographically less than \( p_1 \), \( pr_1 \) is not considered for reduction.
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• **Rightmost reduction:** If \( p_1 \) is a prefix of \( p_2 \), or \( p_2 \) is a prefix of \( p_1 \), then both \( pr_1 \) and \( pr_2 \) are considered for reduction. Otherwise, if \( p_1 \) is lexicographically less than \( p_2 \), then \( pr_1 \) is not considered for reduction. Otherwise (i.e., \( p_2 \) is lexicographically less than \( p_1 \)), \( pr_2 \) is not considered for reduction.

• **Leftmost-outermost reduction:** The combination of leftmost and outermost reduction, i.e., lexicographical ordering.

• **Leftmost-innermost reduction:** The combination of leftmost and innermost reduction, i.e., lexicographical ordering using reverse prefix ordering.

• **Rightmost-outermost reduction:** The combination of rightmost and outermost reduction, i.e., reverse lexicographical ordering but with standard prefix ordering.

• **Rightmost-innermost reduction:** The combination of rightmost and innermost reduction, i.e., reverse lexicographical ordering.

Each reduction strategy defines an ordering of redexes in a term, and, more generally, an ordering of the nodes in a term. Continuing the example above, consider the following terms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{val } t3 &= T2 (T2 (T0 "a", T1 (T0 "b")), T2 (T1 (T1 (T0 "a")), T0 "b")) \\
\text{val } sa &= T0 "a" \\
\text{val } sab &= T2 (T0 "a", T1 (T0 "b"))
\end{align*}
\]

The term \( sa \) occurs at positions \( \langle 0,0 \rangle \) and \( \langle 1,0,0,0 \rangle \) in \( t3 \). The occurrence at position \( \langle 0,0 \rangle \) is more leftmost than the occurrence at position \( \langle 1,0,0,0 \rangle \), because \( \langle 0,0 \rangle \) comes before \( \langle 1,0,0,0 \rangle \) in a lexicographical ordering. The term \( sab \) occurs at position \( \langle 0 \rangle \) in \( t3 \). This occurrence is more outermost than the occurrence of \( sa \) at position \( \langle 0,0 \rangle \), because \( \langle 0 \rangle \) is a proper prefix of \( \langle 0,0 \rangle \).

The reduction strategy restricts the one-step reduction relation to only consider the least redexes in that ordering. If the ordering is total, the reduction strategy is deterministic (in the list above, leftmost-outermost, leftmost-innermost, rightmost-outermost and rightmost-innermost are deterministic). However, a deterministic reduction strategy does not guarantee that the one-step reduction relation is a function, because the least redex might be reducible according to multiple reduction rules (or, equivalently, a reduction rule might itself be non-deterministic). If every redex is only reducible by one reduction rule, then the one-step reduction relation is a function, and normalization is deterministic.

Section 6.3 explores the applicability of refocusing when the reduction strategy is innermost and outermost. The conclusion is that refocusing is inapplicable only when the reduction strategy is outermost, and the reduction rules contain backward overlaps. Additionally, refocusing is known to only be applicable when the reduction strategy is deterministic [43]. We therefore only focus on deterministic outermost strategies for reduction systems with backward overlaps for the remainder of this work.

Since we are only concerned with deterministic reduction strategies, we can always assume that the subterms must be searched in a left-to-right fashion. If that is not the case, we can simply re-order the subterms of each term constructor such that left-to-right order is obtained [43].
2.2. REDUCTION SEMANTICS

2.1.2 Representation

In the present work, we do not represent term rewriting system explicitly. Rather, we use term rewriting as a stepping stone towards enabling the syntactic correspondence for outermost reduction.

2.2 Reduction semantics

A reduction semantics is a small-step operational semantics over a term language. In addition to an underlying term rewriting system, a reduction semantics consists of an explicit notion of values and a linear grammar of reduction contexts.

The choice of values and reduction contexts affect the behavior of the underlying term rewriting system. In particular, if the chosen set of values differs from the induced set of normal forms, reduction can now get stuck in a normal form that is not a value. Also, the choice of values and reduction contexts affect the reduction strategy.

Let us now briefly introduce these notions, and explain how we can implement them to suit our purposes.

Values The values of a reduction semantics is a set of terms that the semanticist deems to be final, i.e., terms that should not be reduced any further.

The set of values often differs from the set of normal forms induced by the underlying term rewriting system [97]. For example, the values of a weak-head normalization of the \( \lambda \)-calculus are:

\[
\nu ::= \lambda x. t
\]

Since a \( \lambda \)-abstraction can contain an arbitrary, un-normalized term, a value can contain a redex, and is therefore not necessarily a normal form. In this case, we adjust the reduction strategy to not consider redexes in subterms that are values.

Similarly, not all normal forms are values; for instance, in a language where the values are Booleans and integers, and the term language includes an if-then-else construct (with the standard reduction rules), the term ifthenelse(0, 1, 2) does not contain a redex, and is therefore technically a normal form. However, the term cannot be said to be meaningful; rather, it indicates an error, and we refer to such an erroneous term as stuck. In this case, we make the distinction between potential redexes and actual redexes. A potential redex is a term for which a reduction rule might apply, but which might also be a stuck term, e.g., because of incorrect types. An actual redex is a potential redex for which a reduction rule does apply.

In a reduction semantics, the grammar of potential redexes can use non-terminals from the grammar of values as well as non-terminals from the grammar of terms. A potential redex that uses a value non-terminal instead of a term non-terminal as one of its subterms indicates that that subterm must be fully normalized before this potential redex can be considered for reduction. Potential redexes with value non-terminals therefore indicate that the reduction strategy is innermost. Conversely, potential redexes with only term non-terminals indicate that the reduction strategy is outermost. These indications are not hard rules, though: For instance, the \( \beta \)-rule for weak-head normalization of the \( \lambda \)-calculus contains a term non-terminal inside a \( \lambda \)-abstraction, but because the \( \lambda \)-abstraction is a value, the reduction strategy could be either innermost or outermost.
Reduction contexts A reduction context is a context in which reduction is allowed to take place. The set of reduction contexts is specified explicitly with a linear grammar. This grammar can refer to non-terminals of the grammar of terms (to represent as of yet unevaluated terms), as well as to non-terminals of the grammar of values (to represent terms that have already been fully normalized).

The purpose of having an explicit representation of the contexts in the semantics is two-fold:

First, it provides another way to specify the intended reduction strategy, in that such a grammar can be used to disregard potential redexes in some parts of the term, or postpone the contraction of redexes in a subterm until another subterm has been normalized to a value. For this reason, not all contexts of the underlying term rewriting system are reduction contexts in the reduction semantics. We will often refer a context that is a reduction context as a “legal reduction context”.

Second, it provides a simple way to specify the behavior of control operators such as callcc, shift and reset, because it allows the reduction rules to be specified using all or parts of the current reduction context. In the latter case, the grammar of terms uses non-terminals from the grammar of contexts to represent reified reduction contexts.

2.2.1 Unique decomposition

The combination of a potential redex and its reduction context is referred to as a decomposition. When designing a reduction semantics it is often useful to establish the unique decomposition property [134]:

Definition 5 (Unique decomposition). A reduction semantics has the unique decomposition property iff every term is either a value, or contains only one redex with a legal reduction context.

In a reduction semantics with the unique decomposition property only one potential redex is ever considered for reduction, namely the one that has a legal reduction context. Consequently, in a reduction semantics with the unique decomposition property, the grammar of contexts essentially encodes a deterministic reduction strategy.

Although unique decomposition is commonly regarded as a fundamental property of reduction semantics, in the present work we will not assume that a reduction semantics automatically has the unique decomposition property. Dropping this assumption is justified for two reasons; first, the combination of backward overlaps and outermost reduction makes refocusing inapplicable even if the reduction semantics exhibits unique decomposition, because the backward overlap constructs a new redex at a more outermost position than that of the contractum. Second, it is not obvious that it is even possible to establish unique decomposition for a reduction semantics that have backward overlaps and uses an outermost reduction strategy (see Section 8.3 for a discussion).

2.2.2 Representation

We represent reduction semantics using data types and functions of Standard ML.

We represent the grammars of terms, values, potential redexes and reduction contexts using inductive data types. The grammars of terms, values and potential redexes are designed and encoded by hand. The grammar of reduction contexts is derived using Danvy and Zerny’s prelude to reduction semantics described in Section 4.1.
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We represent the reduction strategy using a recursive traversal over the term being normalized. The traversal is performed by two mutually tail-recursive functions in combination, decompose_term and decompose_cont. decompose_term takes the current subterm and its context as parameters, and dispatches on the term constructor at the root of the subterm. decompose_cont takes the current subterm (as an instance of the value data type) and its context as parameters, and dispatches on the immediate context constructor. The traversal is initiated through a function decompose, which takes a term as a parameter, and calls decompose_term with the term and the empty context.

If the input term is a value, decompose returns the same term as a result of the value data type. If the term is not a value, then the function returns a decomposition consisting of the next potential redex to be contracted, and its reduction context. Since every non-value term contains a potential redex, decompose is a total function.

We represent the reduction rules using a function from potential redexes to contractums (i.e., terms), called contract. Since a potential redex might not be an actual redex, this function not necessarily total.

In order to construct the next reduct in the reduction sequence, we also need a function that builds a reduct (of the type of terms) out of a contractum and a context. This function is called recompose, and is a left inverse of decompose.

We represent one-step reduction as the composition of decompose, contract and recompose:

One-step reduction is a partial function, because the input term might be a value (which is irreducible), or because the next potential redex is not an actual redex (the term is stuck).

We represent normalization using an iterator that continually calls the one-step reduction function, until a value is reached (or until reduction is stuck):

The resulting function is a small-step normalizer, because it enumerates the reduction sequence. The normalizer can get stuck (because contract is a partial function), but can also diverge if no value is reachable from the initial term through the reduction strategy.

2.2.3 A concrete example of a reduction semantics

As an example, let us show the representation of the reduction semantics for subtraction of natural numbers:

\footnote{Note that we do not assume that the reduction strategy is enforced by the grammar of contexts. The reduction strategy is enforced through the traversal function alone.}
\footnote{In some cases, a reduction rule can be non-deterministic, or, equivalently, an actual redex can be contracted using two or more distinct reduction rules. In such cases, contract is implemented in a non-deterministic fashion, because it represents a relation rather than a function.}
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The grammar of terms  An arithmetic expression is either a literal or a subtraction. We represent the abstract syntax of arithmetic expressions with the following ML data type:

datatype expr = LIT of int (* assumed to represent a natural number *)
  | SUB of expr × expr

Literals are assumed to represent natural numbers, i.e., to be non-negative integers. An ML value represents an abstract-syntax tree when it is inductively constructed using the constructors LIT and SUB. It has then the type expr.

So for example, \( \text{SUB} \ (\text{LIT} \ 3, \text{LIT} \ 2) \) represents \( 3 - 2 \) and \((4 - 1) - (7 - 5)\) is represented by \( \text{SUB} \ (\text{SUB} \ (\text{LIT} \ 4, \text{LIT} \ 1), \text{SUB} \ (\text{LIT} \ 7, \text{LIT} \ 5)) \). (If one wanted to be pedantic, one would write that \( \text{SUB} \ (\text{LIT} \ 3, \text{LIT} \ 2) \) evaluates to an ML value that represents the abstract-syntax tree corresponding to \( 3 - 2 \).)

The notion of value  A value is an expression without any subtractions. Since ML does not support subtyping, we represent normal forms with the following specialized data type:

datatype expr_nf = NAT of int

(* expr_nf → expr * )
fun embed_nf (NAT n)
  = LIT n

Our notion of value is this normal form:

type value = expr_nf

As for the meaning of an expression as a natural number or an error, we represent it with the following data type:

datatype result_or_wrong = RESULT of value
  | WRONG of string

Potential redexes  There is only one:

datatype potential_redex = PR_SUB of value × value

The result of contraction is either an expression or an error message:

datatype contractum_or_error = CONTRACTUM of expr
  | ERROR of string

The contraction function  Given an actual redex, the contraction function yields an expression; otherwise it yields an error message:

(* potential_redex → contractum_or_error *)
fun contract (PR_SUB (NAT n1, NAT n2))
  = if n1 < n2
    then ERROR ("underflow: " ^ (toString n1) ^ " - " ^ (toString n2))
    else CONTRACTUM (LIT (n1 - n2))

The reduction strategy  It determines the following grammar of reduction contexts:

datatype cont = C0
  | C1 of expr × cont
  | C2 of cont × value
2.3. ABSTRACT MACHINES

Thus equipped, we define the notion of value or decomposition with the following data type:

datatype value_or_decomposition = VAL of value
| DEC of potential_redex × cont

We are then in position to define a decomposition function and a recomposition function. The decomposition function maps an expression in normal form to this normal form and an expression not in normal form to a potential redex and its reduction context:

(* decompose : expr → value_or_decomposition *)

The recomposition function recomposes the reduction context over an expression; as such it is a left inverse of the decomposition function:

(* recompose : cont × expr → expr *)

The result of reduction is either an expression or an error message:

datatype reduct_or_stuck = REDUCT of expr
| STUCK of string

We are then in position to define a decompose-contract-recompose function representing one-step reduction:

(* expr → reduct_or_stuck *)
fun reduce e
  = (case decompose e
        of (VAL v)
          ⇒ STUCK "irreducible expression"
          | (DEC (pr, k))
          ⇒ (case contract pr
                of (CONTRACTUM e') ⇒ REDUCT (recompose (k, e'))
                | (ERROR s) ⇒ STUCK s))

Accordingly, we define a reduction-based evaluation function that iterates one-step reduction, using the result of decompose to detect whether we have reached a normal form:

(* value_or_decomposition → result_or_wrong *)
fun iterate (VAL v)
  = RESULT v
  | iterate (DEC (pr, k))
    = (case contract pr
        of (CONTRACTUM e') ⇒ iterate (decompose (recompose (k, e'))))
        | (ERROR s) ⇒ WRONG s)

(* expr → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize e = iterate (decompose e)

This evaluation function enumerates the following reduction sequence, for example: the first redex in the term \((5 - 7) - (4 - 1)\) is \(4 - 1\), which contracts to \(3\) and gives rise to the first reduct \((5 - 7) - 3\); the first redex in this reduct is \(5 - 7\), which is not an actual redex and thus yields the error message “underflow: 5 – 7.”

2.3 Abstract machines

An abstract machine is a state-transition system over source terms, where each transition requires no subgoal. The machine is equipped with one or more stacks, and possibly also with
other components such as an *environment* or a *store*. In addition to the grammar of source terms, the abstract machine comes with an explicit notion of values, a grammar of stack values, and grammars for any additional components. Just like for reduction semantics, the grammars of terms, values, stack values and other state components can depend on non-terminals from each other.

The initial state of the machine is a term with all empty stacks. The final state of the machine is a value with all empty stacks. The value part of the final state is considered the final value of the normalization process. If the initial term does not have a corresponding value, the abstract machine will either be stuck in some state from which there is no transition, or will diverge.

The purpose of using abstract machines as a semantic description of a language is to simulate the implementation of the language on a real machine.

### 2.3.1 Representation

An abstract machine is implemented as a set of individual functions in Standard ML. Each state corresponds to one function, and the components of each state are implemented as the parameters to the corresponding function. A pattern match on the components of the state allows the representation to determine which transition to take, and therefore also which state will be next. All calls made by the machine state functions are tail calls.

### 2.3.2 Two concrete examples of abstract machines

An abstract machine can be represented either in a small-step fashion or a big-step fashion. As an example, we show the small-step and big-step representations of an abstract machine that implements a deterministic finite automaton recognizing whether a given list of Booleans contains an even number of occurrences of `true`.

**A small-step abstract machine** A small-step representation contains an external driver loop or “trampoline” function [57] which drives the normalization process. When the functions representing the machine states return a state, the driver loop checks whether the state is a final or stuck state. If it is neither, the driver loop calls the machine state functions again. The representation looks as follows:

```
datatype intermediate_state = EVEN of bool list |
                          ODD of bool list

datatype state = INTERMEDIATE of intermediate_state |
                 FINAL of bool

fun single_step (EVEN nil) = FINAL true |
        (EVEN (true :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (ODD bs) |
        (EVEN (false :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (EVEN bs) |
        (ODD nil) = FINAL false |
        (ODD (true :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (EVEN bs) |
        (ODD (false :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (ODD bs)

fun driver_loop (FINAL b) = b |
        (INTERMEDIATE is) = driver_loop (single_step is)

fun main bs = driver_loop (INTERMEDIATE (EVEN bs))
```
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A big-step abstract machine  A big-step representation contains no driver loop. Rather, the machine states are mutually tail-recursive, and continues the normalization process until a final or stuck state is reached. The representation looks as follows:

```ml
fun even nil       = true
    | even (true :: bs) = odd bs
    | even (false :: bs) = even bs

and odd nil       = false
    | odd (true :: bs) = even bs
    | odd (false :: bs) = odd bs
```

```ml
fun main bs = even bs
```

2.4 Summary and conclusion

This chapter has introduced the notion of term rewriting as a bare-bones version of an operational semantics. Additionally, we have introduced the two styles of operational semantics that form the foundations of this work, namely reduction semantics and abstract machines. Since we are interested in manipulating functional representations of these styles of semantics, and we have therefore also described the nature of these representations. Term rewriting will serve as a stepping stone towards obtaining the representation of a reduction semantics.

The topic of the present work is how to make refocusing applicable for outermost reduction strategies, and to this end, this chapter has introduced a formal definition of outermost reduction strategies. The challenge of making refocusing applicable in this setting is the existence of backward-overlapping reduction rules, and we have therefore introduced a formal definition of backward overlaps, and of the dual notion of forward overlaps. One of the results of the present work is based on the notion of backward chains, of which we have also given a formal definition.

In the following chapters we present the program transformations that we use to link the representations of semantics that have been presented in this chapter.
A Useful Type Isomorphism

This chapter is dedicated to the type isomorphism $A + B \to C \cong (A \to C) \times (B \to C)$. This isomorphism will be useful in the prelude to reduction semantics (Section 4.1) and in the functional correspondence (Chapter 5).

We are specifically interested in the isomorphism when a direct-style function returns a sum. In this case, the continuation in its CPS counterpart can be split into two – one for each summand [29]. If one of the summands is used for an exceptional situation, then the domain of answers can be instantiated and the exceptional continuation can be lambda-dropped and inlined. We can therefore lambda-drop and inline the exceptional continuation. The resulting program uses the remaining continuation to drive the computation. Should the exceptional case arise, the remaining continuation is not applied and the computation stops.

Unlike the CPS-transformation, which is fully formalized, the type isomorphism presented in this chapter is only intended as a guideline. The proof obligation still exists at the term level on a case-by-case basis. However, in our specific use of the isomorphism, the correctness of the individual transformations that manifest the isomorphism is obvious, so we will not give a detailed correctness proof.

3.1 An example from programming

For example, consider the archetypal program mapping a tree of integers

\[
\text{datatype tree} = \text{LEAF of int} \\
| \text{NODE of tree \times tree}
\]

into the product of these integers. If one of these integers is zero (the exceptional situation), we know there and then that the result of the program is zero. In anticipation, we can use the option type and define an auxiliary function

```ml
(* prod0_aux : tree \to int option *)
fun prod0_aux (LEAF 0) = NONE
| prod0_aux (LEAF n) = SOME n
| prod0_aux (NODE (t1, t2)) = (case prod0_aux t1 of NONE => NONE |
| SOME p1)
```
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\[
\Rightarrow (\text{case prod0\_aux}\ t2
  \ \text{of}\ \text{NONE} \Rightarrow \text{NONE}
  \ |\ (\text{SOME}\ p2) \Rightarrow \text{SOME} (p1 \times p2))
\]

and use it to carry out the multiplications:

\[
\text{fun prod0\_t}\ (* : \text{tree} \rightarrow \text{int} *)
  = (\text{case prod0\_aux}\ t
  \ \text{of}\ \text{NONE} \Rightarrow 0
  \ |\ \text{SOME}\ p \Rightarrow p)
\]

After CPS-transformation (which is described in detail in Section 5.1), the auxiliary function looks like this:

\[
(* \text{prod1\_aux} : \text{tree} \times (\text{int option} \rightarrow \alpha) \rightarrow \alpha *)
\]

\[
\text{fun prod1\_aux}\ (\text{LEAF}\ 0, k)
  = k\ \text{NONE}
  |\ \text{prod1\_aux}\ (\text{LEAF}\ n, k)
  = k\ (\text{SOME}\ n)
  |\ \text{prod1\_aux}\ (\text{NODE}\ (t1, t2), k)
  = \text{prod1\_aux}\ (t1.
  \ \text{fn}\ \text{NONE} \Rightarrow k\ \text{NONE}
  \ |\ (\text{SOME}\ p1)
  \Rightarrow \text{prod1\_aux}\ (t2.
  \ \text{fn}\ \text{NONE} \Rightarrow k\ \text{NONE}
  \ |\ (\text{SOME}\ p2)
  \Rightarrow k\ (\text{SOME}\ (p1 \times p2)))
\]

Note how the co-domain of answers is generic.

We can use this function to carry out the multiplications by supplying an initial continuation:

\[
\text{fun prod1\_t}\ (* : \text{tree} \rightarrow \text{int} *)
  = \text{prod1\_aux}\ (t, \text{fn}\ \text{NONE} \Rightarrow 0
  \ |\ \text{SOME}\ p \Rightarrow p)
\]

We now split the sum-expecting continuation into two continuations, one for each summand, using the type isomorphism:

\[
(* \text{tree} \times (\text{unit} \rightarrow \alpha) \times (\text{int} \rightarrow \alpha) \rightarrow \alpha *)
\]

\[
\text{fun prod2\_aux}\ (\text{LEAF}\ 0, k0, kp)
  = k0\ ()
  |\ \text{prod2\_aux}\ (\text{LEAF}\ n, k0, kp)
  = kp\ n
  |\ \text{prod2\_aux}\ (\text{NODE}\ (t1, t2), k0, kp)
  = \text{prod2\_aux}\ (t1, k0, \text{fn}\ p1 \Rightarrow \text{prod2\_aux}\ (t2, k0, \text{fn}\ p2 \Rightarrow kp\ (p1 \times p2)))
\]

We then supply two initial continuations to carry out the multiplications:

\[
\text{fun prod2\_t}\ (* : \text{tree} \rightarrow \text{int} *)
  = \text{prod2\_aux}\ (t, \text{fn}\ () \Rightarrow 0, \text{fn}\ p \Rightarrow p)
\]

Finally, we can lambda-drop and inline the first continuation, thereby instantiating the domain of answers from being generic to being the type of the result of the multiplication:

\[
(* \text{tree} \times (\text{int} \rightarrow \text{int}) \rightarrow \text{int} *)
\]

\[
\text{fun prod3\_aux}\ (\text{LEAF}\ 0, k)
\]
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= 0
| prod3_aux (LEAF n, k)
= k n
| prod3_aux (NODE (t1, t2), k)
= prod3_aux (t1, fn p1 \Rightarrow prod3_aux (t2, fn p2 \Rightarrow k (p1 \times p2)))

We can then supply one initial continuation to carry out the multiplications:

fun prod3 t (* : tree \rightarrow int #)
= prod3_aux (t, fn p \Rightarrow p)

The final version of program uses the continuation to drive the traversal of the input tree. If a zero-leaf occurs, the continuation is not applied and the traversal stops. Otherwise, the continuation is applied and the traversal is carried on.

3.2 An example from semantics

As another example, consider the following data type representing subtraction expressions over natural numbers:

datatype expr = LIT of int (* assumed to represent a natural number #)
| SUB of expr \times expr

An evaluator (corresponding to \texttt{prod0} in the previous section) for this expression language looks like this:

datatype result_or_wrong = RESULT of value
| WRONG of string

(* expr \rightarrow result_or_wrong #)
fun evaluate_expr (LIT n)
= RESULT (NAT n)
| evaluate_expr (SUB (e1, e2))
= (case evaluate_expr e2
of (RESULT (NAT n2))
\Rightarrow (case evaluate_expr e1
of (RESULT (NAT n1))
\Rightarrow if n1 < n2
then WRONG ("underflow: " ^ (toString n1) ^ " - " ^ (toString n2))
else RESULT (NAT (n1 - n2))
| (WRONG s)
\Rightarrow WRONG s)
| (WRONG s)
\Rightarrow WRONG s)

(* expr \rightarrow result_or_wrong #)
fun evaluate e = evaluate_expr e

Since the subtraction of two natural numbers is not necessarily a natural number, evaluating these expressions can go wrong. Whenever evaluation goes wrong, we are in an exceptional situation where the evaluator must return immediately.

After CPS transforming the evaluator, we can split the \texttt{RESULT} and \texttt{WRONG} continuations, and then lambda-drop and inline the \texttt{WRONG} continuation. We then obtain the following evaluator (corresponding to \texttt{prod3} in the previous section):
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(* expr × (value → result_or_wrong) → result_or_wrong *)

fun evaluate_expr (LIT n, k) = k (NAT n)
| evaluate_expr (SUB (e1, e2), k) =
  evaluate_expr (e2, fn (NAT n2) ⇒
    evaluate_expr (e1, fn (NAT n1) ⇒
      if n1 < n2
          then WRONG ("underflow: " ^ (toString n1) ^ " - " ^ (toString n2))
          else k (NAT (n1 - n2))))

(* expr → result_or_wrong *)

fun evaluate e = evaluate_expr (e, fn v ⇒ RESULT v)

Note how the evaluator returns errors directly, without applying a continuation.

3.3 Summary and conclusion

This chapter has introduced a type isomorphism that allows us to split the continuation of a function returning a sum type into a function with two continuations, one for each type summand.

This type isomorphism has several applications outside of the scope of the present work. First, it provides a general utility to shortcut evaluation in case an exceptional situation arises, as illustrated in the example. Second, it provides the link between a representation of structural operational semantics [99] and a representation of reduction semantics, as illustrated in Appendix A.

In the present work, we use the type isomorphism in two places:

- In Section 4.1, we use it in the prelude to reduction semantics, which transforms a simple search function to a representation of a reduction semantics. By using the type isomorphism, we ensure that if a search function finds a potential redex, that potential redex is returned directly rather than through the continuation.

- In Chapter 5, we use it in the functional correspondence, which transforms between representations of abstract machines and big-step normalizers. By using the type isomorphism, we ensure that whenever normalization goes wrong, an error value is returned directly rather than through the continuation.
Chapter 4

The Syntactic Correspondence

Biernacka and Danvy’s syntactic correspondence is a sequence of program transformations that converts the representation of a small-step semantics into a representation of an abstract machine. Hence, the syntactic correspondence links small-step semantics to abstract machines by means of program transformations. The syntactic correspondence specifically applies to representations of a reduction semantics, which is a form of small-step semantics where reduction contexts have a syntactic specification.

Of particular significance is that the sequence of transformations is the same for every reduction semantics it is applied to. The syntactic correspondence can therefore be said to capture a structural connection between reduction semantics and abstract machines, rather than simply being an ad hoc way to derive a representation of a particular abstract machine from the representation of a particular reduction semantics.

We start this chapter by reviewing Danvy and Zerny’s prelude to reduction semantics, which is a way to derive the representation of a reduction semantics from a grammar of terms and a reduction strategy (Section 4.1). We then describe each of the transformations that constitute the syntactic correspondence: refocusing (Section 4.2), lightweight fusion and inlining (Section 4.3), transition compression (Section 4.4), and context specialization (Section 4.5). In each section we describe how the transformation is usually applied in the syntactic correspondence, and how the transformation must be adjusted to apply for outermost reduction. We summarize and conclude in Section 4.6.

4.1 Prelude to reduction semantics

The prelude to reduction semantics developed by Danvy and Zerny is a sequence of program transformations that can be used to derive the representation of a reduction semantics. We use the prelude because grammars of reduction contexts are non-trivial to specify by hand. The prelude allows us to specify just the grammar of terms, the reduction rules and a compositional search function that implements the desired reduction strategy. From these three components we are able to derive the remaining components of the representation, as described in Section 2.2.

The reason for using the prelude is two-fold: Firstly, writing down the search function forces the semanticist to spell out the reduction strategy completely. Secondly, once the search function is written down, the grammar of reduction contexts can be methodically derived, rather than invented by hand and then proven correct. The reason for this is that the
(implicit) evaluation context of the search function corresponds to the reduction contexts of the reduction semantics. The prelude derivation makes these contexts explicit, and this explicit representation corresponds to a specification of the reduction contexts of the reduction semantics.

4.1.1 The prelude for innermost reduction

The search function implements the reduction strategy. It traverses a term according the reduction strategy, in search of a potential redex. When the search function finds a potential redex, the redex is returned immediately. If no potential redex is found, the term is a value, and that value is returned. Thus, the search function induces the data type of values as the type of objects returned by the search function if no potential redex is found.

In order to introduce the remaining parts of the representation (the grammar of reduction contexts and the functions $\text{decompose}_\text{cont}$ and $\text{decompose}_\text{term}$), we now proceed in 5 steps:

1. We CPS transform the search function (CPS transformation is described in detail in Section 5.1).

2. We observe that the continuations introduced by the CPS transformations are applied to either potential redexes or values. We therefore exploit the type isomorphism described in Chapter 3 to split each continuation into two; one for values and one for potential redexes.

3. We observe that the continuations that are applied to potential redexes are always the identity function. We therefore eliminate these continuations from the function, and return the potential redexes directly.

4. We defunctionalize the value continuations (defunctionalization is described in detail in Section 5.2).

5. We make both the apply function for value continuations (which was introduced by defunctionalization) and the search function return not just the potential redex that was found, but also the first-order representation of the value continuation (which was also introduced by defunctionalization).

The resulting program has three components: The data type of defunctionalized value continuations represents to the grammar of reduction contexts. The apply function implements the $\text{decompose}_\text{cont}$ function. The search function implements the $\text{decompose}_\text{term}$ function. Thus, we have obtained the remaining components of a representation of a reduction semantics.

The five steps of the prelude are mechanical and minimalistic, and the derived grammar of contexts has the unique decomposition property.

4.1.2 The prelude for outermost reduction

For outermost reduction strategies the prelude does not always work. The reason for this discrepancy is not quite clear, so we defer the discussion to Section 8.3.

In order to use the prelude for outermost reduction strategies, we therefore sometimes use adjusted versions:
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- In Section 6.4 we simply use the grammar of contexts derived from an innermost reduction strategy. The grammar of reduction contexts derived like this does not exhibit unique decomposition. However, the grammar is sufficiently accurate to allow for a reduction semantics to be represented.

- In Section 7.3 the unadjusted prelude suffices, even though the reduction rules exhibit backward overlaps. (See Section 8.1 for a discussion about which backward overlaps are problematic).

- In Section 7.4 and Section 7.5 we first construct an adjusted set of reduction rules using backward chaining, and then use a two-stage version of the prelude. The grammar of reduction contexts derived like this does exhibit unique decomposition, but cannot be performed without some prior knowledge of the grammar of contexts. This knowledge is partially obtained from the backward chaining construction from Section 2.1.

4.2 Refocusing

Danvy and Nielsen’s refocusing is a transformation that is applied to a representation of a reduction semantics [43]. The purpose of refocusing is to eliminate the recomposition and subsequent decomposition of each reduct in the reduction sequence.

Recall the diagram that describes the functions of our representation of a reduction semantics:

The normalizer constructs each reduct in the reduction sequence by recomposing each contractum into its context. Refocusing eliminates the recomposition and part of the subsequent decomposition of each reduct, which makes the normalizer go directly from redex site to redex site instead of constructing each reduct:

4.2.1 Refocusing for innermost reduction

Refocusing is obtained by replacing every application of recompose and the subsequent application of decompose by an application of decompose_term. The initial application of decompose can be composed with a vacuous call to recompose (recomposing the initial term into the empty context), and therefore refocusing eliminates all calls to recompose and decompose.
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Refocusing is meaning-preserving only if the \textit{decompose} function always returns to the position of the last contraction. In other words, if \textit{decompose} returns the decomposition consisting of the potential redex \( \texttt{pr} \) and the reduction context \( \texttt{C} \), and \( \texttt{pr} \) reduces to the contractum \( \texttt{c} \) by a reduction rule, then refocusing is meaning-preserving if

\[
\text{decompose}(\text{recompose}(\texttt{C}, \texttt{c})) = \text{decompose\_term}(\texttt{c}, \texttt{C})
\]

This condition is known to hold for reduction semantics that have the unique decomposition property, and which use an innermost reduction strategy \cite{43}.

4.2.2 Refocusing for outermost reduction

For outermost reduction strategies, the existence of backward overlaps can invalidate the refocusing condition. If contraction occurs at position \( p \) using a backward overlapping rule, then a new potential redex might be created at position \( p_0 \), where \( p_0 \) is a prefix of \( p \). This new potential redex is more outermost than any potential redex in the contractum (which still resides at position \( p \)). Decomposing the contractum in its context might find a potential redex somewhere in the contractum, whereas decomposing the reduct from its root will find the potential redex at position \( p_0 \). Therefore, the refocusing condition does not hold for outermost reduction strategies in the presence of backward overlaps, and hence, refocusing is not in general meaning-preserving in these circumstances.

We are aware of two case studies in the literature where refocusing has been applied successfully without any adjustment to a reduction semantics with backward overlaps using an outermost reduction strategy:

- Weak-head normalization of the \( \lambda \)-calculus using call by name \cite{13,43}. Call by name is an outermost reduction strategy, and the \( \beta \)-rule backward overlaps with itself:

\[
(\lambda x_1.t) \, t_1 \mapsto t_1 / x_1
\]

If \( t \) has the form \( \lambda x_2.t' \) and the \( \beta \)-redex occurs as the left subterm of an application, contraction gives rise to a backward overlap. However, since the contractum \( \lambda x_2.t' \) is a value, the reduction strategy does not allow the contraction of any potential redex that occurs as a subterm of the contractum. Therefore, decomposing the contractum results in a value, and the \textit{decompose} function moves upwards in the term to find the newly constructed redex\textsuperscript{2}. Therefore, refocusing can be applied in this case.

- Outermost tree flattening using the associativity rule \cite{31} Sections 10-11]. The associativity rule backward overlaps with itself:

\[
(t_1 \cdot t_2) \cdot t_3 \mapsto t_1 \cdot (t_2 \cdot t_3)
\]

\textsuperscript{1}Danvy and Nielsen do not mention innermost reduction as an assumption of their proof \cite{43}. However, once it has been checked that a subterm is not a potential redex, their proof assumes that that subterm is a value. This assumption is equivalent to assuming an innermost reduction strategy.

\textsuperscript{2} Effectively, this phenomenon allows call by name to be implemented using an innermost reduction strategy. In a similar fashion, the Glasgow Haskell Compiler implements Haskell (i.e., call-by-need \( \lambda \)-calculus) using an innermost reduction strategy.
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If a redex occurs as the left subterm of a tree node, contraction gives rise to a backward overlap. However, if this is the case, then the term before contraction is of the form

\((t_1 \cdot t_2) \cdot t_3 \cdot t_4\)

This outermost redex of this term is rooted at the node with \(t_4\) as its right subterm, so the backward overlap only occurs when contracting a redex that is not outermost. Therefore, refocusing can be applied in this case. For the same reason, refocusing can be applied without problems in Section 7.3, even though that case study (negational normalization of Boolean terms) also exhibits backward overlaps.

In the present work we propose two techniques for making refocusing applicable for outermost reduction in general:

- Backtracking (Chapter 6). Whenever a backward overlapping rule is applied, rather than recomposing the contractum into the entire context, only recompose the contractum into a part of the context. The number of steps to recompose can be determined by analyzing the reduction rules that exhibit backward overlaps.

- Rule generalization based on backward chaining (Chapter 7). Backward overlapping rules are generalized to capture not just the potential redex but also the part of the context that may give rise to backward overlaps. The position of the potential redex of a generalized rule is defined as the top of this part of the context. Therefore, outermost reduction by the generalized rules captures the maximal context that can give rise to a backward overlap, and hence, backward overlaps no longer prevent refocusing.

In addition to the solutions proposed in the present work, we are aware of two cases where refocusing is applied to a reduction semantics with outermost reduction and backward overlaps. In both cases, the language being studied is the full normalization of the \(\lambda\beta\)-calculus using normal-order reduction:

- Danvy, Millikin and Munk \[48, 84, 89\] make one of the reduction rules applicable only in certain contexts. Therefore, if a potential redex of that rule is found, the normalizer must first check that it is in a legal context for that rule. Effectively, this is another way to perform backtracking. However, it is not obvious if or how this solution scales to other reduction semantics, since their form of backtracking occurs before contraction rather than after. Also, the reduction rule that is inapplicable in certain contexts is not the one that exhibits the backward overlap. Hence, it is not clear how to identify the problematic reduction rules.

- García-Pérez and Nogueira \[59, 60\] develop a notion of hybrid reduction strategy, where the reduction strategy is specified using a “hybrid” strategy, and a “subsidiary” strategy which the hybrid strategy relies on. As with Danvy, Millikin and Munk’s solution, one of the reduction rules is inapplicable in the subsidiary strategy. Additionally, the hybridization means that their refocus function must dispatch between the two decompose functions, which is done by pattern-matching on the immediate context. Furthermore, their refocus function silently performs a backtracking step if necessary.
Since the hybrid approach requires a redefinition of the refocus function, it is not obvious that the hybrid approach to refocusing captures the same structural connection between reduction semantics and abstract machines as the one captured by standard refocusing.

Although the refocus step itself is different, the hybrid approach to refocusing has some similarities to the backward chaining approach proposed in Chapter 7. We discuss these similarities in Section 8.4.

Neither of these case studies identify backward overlaps as the underlying issue.

4.3 Lightweight fusion and inlining

We now inline the contract function. The resulting normalizer consists of the functions decompose_term and decompose_cont (both of which perform only tail calls), and the iterator function which acts as a driver loop for the normalization process. The normalizer is therefore a small-step representation of an abstract machine.

To obtain a big-step representation, we apply Ohori and Sasano’s lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion [93], which is an optimization technique for fusing recursive functions. Given the definitions of recursive functions $f$ and $g$, lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion calculates a function $h$ that is equivalent to $g \circ f$, but where the fixed-point has been moved outside of $f$ and $g$. In other words, $h$ does not compute the intermediate data structure produced by $f$ before applying $g$, and lightweight fusion can therefore be seen as a form of inlining of recursive functions.

4.3.1 Lightweight fusion and inlining for innermost reduction

We use lightweight fusion to fuse the iterator with the decompose functions. The resulting function traverses the input term until it finds a decomposition, then contracts the potential redex in the decomposition (if it is an actual redex), and finally decompose_term on the contractum and the reduction context of the decomposition. Hence, the effect of the iterator is now modeled by direct recursion in the decompose functions.

The result is that the call to decompose_term that used to appear in non-tail positions in the main loop has now been pushed to tail positions in decompose_term or decompose_cont. Therefore, all calls are now tail calls, and the iterator is no longer used. The normalizer is therefore a big-step representation of an abstract machine.

4.3.2 Lightweight fusion and inlining for outermost reduction

The choice of reduction strategy does not affect how we apply lightweight fusion and inlining. However, in both the proposed solutions in the present work, after inlining contract and fusing the iterator and the decompose functions, the resulting normalizer contains non-tail calls to recompose. We now describe the causes of these non-tail calls, and how they are eliminated:

- Backtracking: After each contraction, decompose_term is applied to the result of an application of the backtrack function. When fusing the iterator, the non-tail call to backtrack and the tail call to decompose_term are collectively pushed to tail positions.
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in \texttt{decompose\_term} and \texttt{decompose\_cont}. The call to \texttt{backtrack} is therefore still in non-tail position, and since the \texttt{backtrack} function is the \texttt{recompose} function parameterized with the number of steps to \texttt{recompose}, the normalizer has a non-tail call to \texttt{recompose}.

This non-tail call can be eliminated by inlining the call to \texttt{recompose}. Since the number of backtracking steps is known in advance, any recursive calls to \texttt{recompose} can be unfolded. Thus, the non-tail call to \texttt{recompose} is eliminated.

- Rule generalization by backward chaining: After each contraction, the contractum consists of a term and a delimited context (the part of the context that can cause backward overlaps). To construct a term out of these two components, \texttt{contract} must make a call to \texttt{recompose}. This call becomes a non-tail call when \texttt{contract} is inlined.

The result of this non-tail call will immediately be decomposed again. We therefore have another case where a call to \texttt{recompose} is followed by a call to \texttt{decompose}, so we can apply refocusing once more and resume decomposition inside the captured delimited context. This second application of refocusing is sound for the same reason that the first application was sound; the captured delimited context is the result of an application of \texttt{decompose}, and since backward overlaps have been eliminated, we can conclude that the term corresponding to this context still does not contain a redex.

Thus, the non-tail call to \texttt{recompose} is eliminated.

4.4 Transition compression

At each transition, pattern matching on the state components determines which transition the abstract machine takes next. But sometimes, a transition moves to a state \(S\) where the next transition (to state \(S'\)) can be determined without further pattern matching of \(S\). We can therefore shortcut the transition system, and move directly to \(S'\), thereby making the abstract machine more efficient. The resulting abstract machine shortcuts some steps, and is therefore more efficient.

4.4.1 Transition compression for innermost reduction

Typically, transition compression can be applied for the transitions that involve contraction, and in some cases transitions that arise as the result of light-weight fusion of the iterator can also be compressed. Determining which transitions can be compressed is an entirely mechanical process.

4.4.2 Transition compression for outermost reduction

When using backtracking, the transitions involving the \texttt{backtrack} function are usually also candidates for transition compression. Other than that, the choice of reduction strategy does not affect how we apply transition compression, nor does it affect the result of transition compression.
4.5 Context specialization

In some cases, the normalizer introduces context constructors for which parts of the components are known. In these cases, we can introduce new context constructors that specialize the existing ones with respect to these known components. The purpose of specializing contexts is that the terms in question will typically need to be decomposed at a later stage.

The resulting abstract machine shortcuts some steps, and is therefore more efficient.

4.5.1 Context specialization for innermost reduction

The typical candidates for context specialization are context constructors where a component is a term for which we know the root constructor. Rather than constructing this new term and then later decomposing it (including the already known term constructor), we can shortcut this decomposition step by introducing the specialized context constructor, and having `decompose_cont` perform the shortcut when it encounters the new context constructor.

4.5.2 Context specialization for outermost reduction

Typically, the choice of reduction strategy has no effect on how context specialization is applied. However, when using rule generalization by backward chaining, we can end up in a situation where a component of a context constructor is the result of a non-tail call to `recompose`. Such a situation arises in Section 7.4 and Section 7.5 because the backward overlapping reduction rule duplicates a term constructor for disjunctions.

The result of this non-tail call to `recompose` is not decomposed immediately, so we cannot apply refocusing to eliminate the non-tail call. However, the result will be decomposed eventually, so we can introduce a specialized context constructor that captures the arguments of `recompose`. Once the result is due for decomposition (i.e., when `decompose_cont` encounters the specialized context constructor), we implicitly apply refocusing, and continue decomposition in the captured context.

When this last case of context specialization has been performed, all calls are finally tail calls, and the normalizer represents a big-step abstract machine. For this reason, we consider context specialization part of the syntactic correspondence, rather than simply an optimization technique for abstract machines.

4.6 Summary and conclusion

This chapter has introduced Biernacka and Danvy’s syntactic correspondence between reduction semantics and abstract machines. The correspondence takes the form of transformations that are applied to a representation of a reduction semantics, and we have described each individual transformation: Refocusing, lightweight fusion, inlining, transition compression and context specialization. The result is a big-step representation of an abstract machine.

Additionally, we have introduced Danvy and Zerny’s prelude to reduction semantics. The prelude takes the form of transformations that are applied to a search function: CPS transformation, the type isomorphism from Chapter 3, and defunctionalization. The transformations are the same as the ones of the functional correspondence, and so we have deferred the description of CPS transformation and defunctionalization to the following chap-
The result of applying the prelude to a search function is the representation of a reduction semantics.

For innermost reduction strategies, the transformations of the prelude and the syntactic correspondence are entirely methodical. For outermost reduction strategies, however, the existence of backward overlaps require some adjustments to the transformations of the prelude and the correspondence:

- The prelude: In general, the existence of backward overlaps makes the prelude inapplicable. To make the prelude applicable, one must either derive and use the grammar of contexts from the corresponding innermost reduction semantics, or use a two-stage version of the prelude. The former solution is entirely methodical, but in general gives rise to a reduction semantics that does not exhibit unique decomposition. The latter solution does give rise to a reduction semantics exhibiting unique decomposition, but requires some prior knowledge of the structure of the grammar of contexts. This knowledge can be partially obtained using generalized reduction rules based on backward chaining, but this rule generalization is only partially mechanical, and therefore requires some human insight. Starting from the generalized rules, however, the two-stage version of the prelude itself is methodical.

- Refocusing: In general, the existence of backward overlaps makes refocusing inapplicable. To make refocusing applicable, one must either use backtracking, or use the backward chaining construction to generalize the backward overlapping reduction rules. The former solution is entirely mechanical, but in general gives rise to abstract machines that are sub-optimal, and that are not in defunctionalized form (so the functional correspondence does not apply). The latter solution requires a two applications of refocusing (one as the first transformation, and one after transition compression), which is mechanical, but also requires generalized reduction rules, and as mentioned above, rule generalization is only partially mechanical.

- Lightweight fusion: Lightweight fusion is applicable without any adjustments, and the transformation is therefore entirely mechanical.

- Inlining: Inlining is applicable without any adjustments, and the transformation itself is therefore entirely mechanical. However, when using backtracking it is necessary to inline not only the \textit{contract} function but also the \textit{backtrack} function.

- Context specialization: Context specialization is applicable without any adjustments, and the transformation itself is therefore entirely mechanical. However, when using rule generalization, context specialization needs to be generalized to also specialize according to calls to \textit{recompose}. The generalization of context specialization is standard in partial evaluation [22], and is therefore entirely mechanical.

Identifying backward overlaps in the reduction rules is entirely mechanical, and the semanticist can therefore choose which of the proposed solutions to use.

When using backtracking, one must perform an additional analysis of the backward overlaps in order to obtain the number of steps to backtrack. This analysis is also entirely mechanical, and allows for the mechanical introduction of the \textit{backtrack} function in the refocusing step. The only other adjustment needed to the syntactic correspondence is the inlining of the call to \textit{backtrack}, which is also entirely mechanical. The derivation therefore
consists only of mechanical transformations in a predictable sequence, and the derivation is therefore methodical.

When using rule generalization, the actual rule generalization is only partially mechanical. However, once the rules have been generalized, the derivation continues using existing transformations in the usual sequence (with an additional use of refocusing at the end). The derivation itself is therefore methodical, but does rely on a non-mechanical stepping stone.
Chapter 5

The Functional Correspondence

Reynolds’s functional correspondence [2, 102] is a sequence of program transformations that converts between representations of big-step semantics and representations of abstract machines. Hence, the functional correspondence links big-step semantics to abstract machines by means of program transformations. The functional correspondence specifically applies to representations of big-step semantics in the form of evaluation functions.

Of particular significance is that the sequence of transformations is the same for every evaluation function it is applied to. The functional correspondence can therefore be said to capture a structural connection between evaluation functions and abstract machines, rather than simply being an ad hoc way to derive a representation of a particular abstract machine from the representation of a particular big-step semantics.

An additional advantage of the functional correspondence is that every transformation in the functional correspondence has a left inverse [25, 41]. This reversibility is of particular interest in the present work, because our starting point is the representation of an abstract machine derived from a small-step semantics using the syntactic correspondence of Chapter 4.

We now describe each of the transformations that constitute the functional correspondence: CPS transformation, along with its left inverse direct-style transformation (Section 5.1), and defunctionalization, along with its left inverse refunctionalization (Section 5.2). In each section we describe how the transformation is usually applied in the functional correspondence, and how the transformation must be adjusted to apply for outermost reduction. We summarize and conclude in Section 5.3.

5.1 CPS transformation and its left inverse

A continuation is a functional representation of “the rest of the computation”. A continuation-passing style transformation or CPS transformation is a transformation that makes the current continuation explicitly available to the program at every program point. The current continuation is represented as an anonymous function, which is passed as an extra parameter to the original functions of the program. (For details about the multiple discoveries of continuations and the CPS transformation, we refer to Reynolds’s historical account [103] and its addition [40, Section 8]).

If the original function returns a value (i.e., the function causes no computation to take place), the continuation is applied to that value; this causes the rest of the computation to
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take place. If the original function makes one or more function calls, these calls are transformed into a single call to the first one of the original calls. The continuation that is passed to this new call is the same as the one passed to the original function, but extended with the rest of the calls that the original function makes. If the continuation is extended with multiple calls, then the extension is CPS transformed as well. Once the first call reaches a value, the remaining calls are performed by the extended continuation before the original continuation is applied; this ensures that the rest of the computation takes place.

As an example of the CPS transformation, consider a Standard ML implementation of the Ackermann function:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } A (m, n) &= \\
&\text{if } m = 0 \text{ then } n + 1 \text{ else if } n = 0 \text{ then } A(m - 1, 1) \text{ else } A(m - 1, A(m, n - 1)) 
\end{align*}
\]

For simplicity, we regard applications of the functions +, - and = as simple terms, so we do not transform them. The first consequent is the only branch in which a simple value is returned. In the first alternative branch, both conditional branches contain tail calls. In the second alternative, there is also a recursive call which is not in tail position. The non-tail call is performed first (because of call by value), and the result is used as an actual parameter in tail call.

CPS transformation yields the following function:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } A (m, n, k) &= \\
&\text{if } m = 0 \text{ then } k (n + 1) \text{ else if } n = 0 \text{ then } A(m - 1, 1, k) \text{ else } A(m, n - 1, \text{fn } v' \Rightarrow A(m - 1, v', k)) 
\end{align*}
\]

In the first consequent, the received continuation \(k\) is applied to the result of the original function. Applying the continuation ensures that “the rest of the computation” is performed when a result is reached. The tail call of second consequent of the original program is passed the received continuation. Since the call was originally a tail call, no further computation occurs in that branch, and so “the rest of the computation” is unchanged for that recursive calls. The second alternative contains the same two calls as before, but they have ‘switched places’ syntactically. However, they will be performed in the same order as before: The former non-tail call is now a tail call, and the continuation that is passed to this call is the original continuation extended with the original tail call, thereby performing “the rest of the computation” of that branch.

Since it is necessary to identify which original call will be performed first, the exact definition of the CPS transformation depends on the evaluation order of the meta-language (i.e., the language that the un-transformed program is written in) \[102\]. Our representations are all written in Standard ML, we will use the left-to-right call-by-value CPS transformation \[97\].

The functional correspondence exploits two inter-related properties of normalizers in continuation-passing style. First, all calls are tail calls, i.e., the value of a function application is either a simple value (requiring no further computation), or is given by the value of exactly
one other function application (requiring only trivial intermediate computation). Second, the CPS transformation makes the evaluation context of the normalizer explicitly available to the normalizer as the current continuation.

5.1.1 The left inverse

The left inverse of the CPS transformation is the direct-style transformation \[25\]. As with CPS transformations, the exact definition of the direct-style transformation depends on the metalinguage, and we will use the direct-style transformation specific to left-to-right call-by-value evaluation.

A direct-style transformation is only applicable to programs in continuation-passing style. However, some CPS programs are not in the image of the CPS transformation:

- Programs that sometimes ignore their continuations: These programs ignore the rest of the computation, and return their results directly (e.g., in the case of an error). In these situations one can perform the reverse transformation as the one described in Chapter \[3\]. Introduce an identity function and lambda-lift it (thereby introducing an exceptional continuation), and then apply the type isomorphism from right to left. This puts the program in the image of the CPS transformation, and it can then be direct-style transformed.

- Programs that apply another continuation than the current one: These programs ignore the “current” rest of the computation, and instead apply a rest of the computation that was captured at a previous program point. Programs of this type can be direct-style transformed using the control operator \texttt{callcc} \[38\].

- Programs that apply continuations in non-tail positions: These programs perform the rest of the computation, but then perform additional computations on the result. In effect, such continuations capture only a part of the rest of the computation. For this reason, we refer to such continuations as delimited continuations. Programs of this type can be direct-style transformed using the control operators \texttt{shift} and \texttt{reset} \[34\].

In the specific case studies where we use the direct-style transformation (Section \[7.4\] and Section \[7.5\]), the program in question is in continuation-composing style. This means that there is one un-delimited continuation, which represents the rest of the computation, and one delimited continuation. The direct-style transformation of such a program works in two stages: First, the un-delimited continuation is transformed. Second, the delimited continuation is transformed. The resulting program is in direct style, and uses \texttt{shift} and \texttt{reset}.

5.2 Defunctionalization and its left inverse

Reynolds’s defunctionalization \[102\] is a transformation that turns higher-order programs into equivalent first-order programs.

In the transformed program, each anonymous function is represented by a constructor of a new data type, which means that the functions become “firstified” by the transformation. Each constructor holds the values that occur free in the transformed function. To model the application of such a firstified function, a special apply function is also introduced. The
apply function dispatches on the constructor of the data type, and performs the computation of the function that the constructor represents.

As an example, consider the following higher-order implementation of an environment:

```ocaml
defunctionalize the program, we introduce a new data type containing two constructors, one for each of the abstractions. The first abstraction is replaced by the constructor EMPTY, and the second abstraction is replaced by the constructor NON_EMPTY, which itself contains the three values x, v and env. We also introduce a function apply, which dispatches on the introduced data type and performs the duties of each of the anonymous abstractions in the original program.

The result of defunctionalization is as follows:

```ocaml
data type α env = EMPTY | NON_EMPTY of string × α × α env

exception UNBOUND of string

(* α env × string → α #)
fun apply (EMPTY, x’)
  = raise UNBOUND x’
| apply (NON.Empty (x, v, env), x’)
  = if x = x’
  then v
  else apply (env, x’)

(* α env #)
val empty = EMPTY

(* string × α env → α #)
fun lookup (x, env)
  = apply (env, x)

(* string × α × α env → α env #)
fun extend (x, v, env)
  = NON_EMPTY (x, v, env)
```

Notice how the introduced data type is isomorphic to the type (string * 'a) list with EMPTY and NON_EMPTY taking the places of nil and ::, respectively. In other words, the result
of defunctionalizing an environment implemented using anonymous abstractions (i.e., higherorder) is isomorphic to an environment implemented using association lists (i.e., first-order).

The functional correspondence exploits that defunctionalization can be used to transform the higher-order continuations of a CPS transformed normalizer into a first-order representation. This means that the defunctionalized normalizer has access to a first-order representation of its evaluation context. A first-order representation of the context enables the interpreter to inspect the context (rather than just to apply it to a value). The result of defunctionalizing the continuations of a CPS transformed functional interpreter is a small-step representation of an abstract machine.

5.2.1 The left inverse

The left inverse of defunctionalization is \textit{refunctionalization} \cite{41}.

We are particularly interested in applying refunctionalization to big-step representations of abstract machines. In these representations, the data type for stack values represents defunctionalized continuations. The apply function (if it exists) is a function of a state where the transitions depend on the top element of the stack.

Refunctionalization is only applicable to programs in defunctionalized form. However, not all small-step representations of abstract machines are in defunctionalized form. This is the case for instance for the abstract machine derived for outermost addition of Peano numbers derived in Section 6.4.

In the specific cases where we use refunctionalization (Section 7.4 and Section 7.5), the abstract machine in question contains two data types and two apply functions, in which case it is necessary to defunctionalize the abstract machine twice. The resulting normalizer is in continuation-composing style.

5.3 Summary and conclusion

This chapter has introduced Reynolds’s functional correspondence between big-step semantics and abstract machines. The correspondence takes the form of transformations that are applied to a representation of a big-step semantics, and we have described each individual transformation: CPS transformation, the type isomorphism from Chapter 3, and defunctionalization. The result is a big-step representation of an abstract machine.

Since all the transformations have left inverses, the functional correspondence can be applied in reverse order, starting from a big-step representation of an abstract machine and resulting in the representation of a big-step semantics. Since the starting point in the present work is an abstract machine derived using the syntactic correspondence, we are primarily interested in this reverse order. For this reverse transformation to be applicable, the big-step abstract machine must be in defunctionalized form, i.e., in the image of defunctionalization.

For innermost reduction strategies, the transformations of the functional correspondence are entirely methodical. For outermost reduction strategies, the existence of backward overlaps in the corresponding reduction semantics causes the syntactic correspondence to produce either an abstract machine which is not in defunctionalized form, or which operates using two stacks. For the functional correspondence to be applicable to an abstract machine with two stacks, we must apply each transformation in two stages:
• Refunctionalization: The abstract machine contains two stacks, and in the representation each stack has an associated data type of stack values and a function that dispatches on the contents of that stack. Each of the data types represent a defunctionalized function space, with the associated dispatch function as the associated apply function. Each of these data types can be refunctionalized separately, which results in a two-stage version of refunctionalization. Each stage is entirely mechanical, provided that the data type and apply function can be identified.

• The type isomorphism from Chapter 3: The refunctionalized abstract machine is in continuation-passing style, but may contain branches where no continuation is applied. As mentioned above, we can introduce a new identity continuation in these branches, lambda-lift it, and use the type isomorphism from right to left to obtain a program that always applies a continuation to its result.

• Direct-style transformation: The representation is now in continuation-composing style, which means that the representation uses both un-delimited and delimited continuations. The representation can be direct-style transformed in two stages by first transforming the un-delimited continuation, and then transforming the delimited continuation. Each transformation is entirely mechanical, since it is simple to distinguish between the delimited continuation and the un-delimited continuation: The co-domain of the un-delimited continuation is polymorphic.

If the abstract machine is in defunctionalized form, the two-stage version of the functional correspondence is a simple extension of the traditional, one-stage correspondence. The transformation is therefore still entirely methodical.
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Abstract

Reduction semantics is a popular format for small-step operational semantics of deterministic programming languages with computational effects. Each reduction semantics gives rise to a reduction-based normalization function where the reduction sequence is enumerated. Refocusing is a practical way to transform a reduction-based normalization function into a reduction-free one where the reduction sequence is not enumerated. This reduction-free normalization function takes the form of an abstract machine that navigates from one redex site to the next without systematically detouring via the root of the term to enumerate the reduction sequence, in contrast to the reduction-based normalization function.

We have discovered that refocusing does not apply as readily for reduction semantics that use an outermost reduction strategy and have overlapping rules where a contractum can be a proper subpart of a redex. In this chapter, we consider such an outermost reduction semantics with backward-overlapping rules, and we investigate how to apply refocusing to still obtain a reduction-free normalization function in the form of an abstract machine.

6.1 Introduction

A Structural Operational Semantics [99] is a small-step semantics where reduction steps are specified with a relation. For a deterministic programming language, this relation is a function, and evaluation is defined as iterating this one-step reduction function until a normal form is found, if there is one. This way of evaluating a term is said to be “reduction-based” because it enumerates each reduct in the reduction sequence, reduction step by reduction step. A reduction step from a term $t_i$ to the reduct $t_{i+1}$ is carried out by locating a redex $r_i$ in $t_i$, contracting $r_i$ into a contractum $c_i$, and then constructing $t_{i+1}$ as an instance of $t_i$ where $c_i$ replaces $r_i$. In a Structural Operational Semantics, the context of every redex is represented logically as a proof tree.
A Reduction Semantics \[53\] is a small-step semantics where the context of every redex is represented syntactically as a term with a hole. To reduce the term \( t_i \) to the reduct \( t_{i+1} \), \( t_i \) is decomposed into a redex \( r_i \) and a reduction context \( C_i[] \), \( r_i \) is contracted into a contractum \( c_i \), and \( C_i[] \) is recomposed with \( c_i \) to form \( t_{i+1} \). Graphically:

\[
t_i = C_i[r_i] \rightarrow C_i[c_i] = t_{i+1}
\]

A reduction step is therefore carried out by rewriting a redex into a contractum according to the reduction rules, with a rewriting strategy that matches the reduction order and is often reflected in the structure of the reduction context. If the reduction strategy is deterministic, it can be implemented with a function. Applying this decomposition function to a term which is not in normal form gives a reduction context and a potential redex.

Reduction is stuck for terms that are in normal form (i.e., where no potential redex occurs according to the reduction strategy), or if a potential redex is found which is not an actual one (e.g., if an operand has a type that the semantics deems incorrect).

For a deterministic programming language, the reduction strategy is deterministic, and so it yields a unique next potential redex to be contracted, if there is one. Furthermore, for any actual redex, only one reduction rule can apply. Therefore, there are no critical pairs and rewriting is confluent.

The format of reduction semantics lends itself well to ensure properties such as type safety \[133\], thanks to the subject reduction property from type theory. It also makes it possible to account for control operators and first-class continuations by making the reduction context part of the reduction rules \[12, 53\]. Today reduction semantics are in common use in the area of programming languages \[54, 95\].

### 6.1.1 Reduction-based vs. reduction-free evaluation

Evaluating a term is carried out by enumerating its reduction sequence, reduction step after reduction step:

\[
\ldots \rightarrow C_{i-1}[c_{i-1}] = C_i[r_i] \rightarrow C_i[c_i] = C_{i+1}[r_{i+1}] \rightarrow C_{i+1}[c_{i+1}] = C_{i+2}[r_{i+2}] \rightarrow \ldots
\]

This reduction-based enumeration requires all of the successive reducts to be constructed, which is inefficient. So in practice, alternative, reduction-free evaluation functions are sought, often in the form of an abstract machine, and many such abstract machines are described in the literature.

Over the last decade, Danvy and his students have been putting forward a methodology for systematically constructing such abstract machines \[31, 32, 43\]: instead of recomposing the reduction context with the contractum to obtain the next reduct in the reduction sequence and then decomposing this reduct into the next potential redex and its reduction context, we simply continue the decomposition of the contractum in its reduction context, as depicted with a squiggly arrow:

\[
\ldots \rightarrow C_{i-1}[c_{i-1}] \leadsto C_i[r_i] \leadsto C_i[c_i] \leadsto C_{i+1}[r_{i+1}] \leadsto C_{i+1}[c_{i+1}] \leadsto C_{i+2}[r_{i+2}] \leadsto \ldots
\]

This shortcut works for deterministic reduction strategies where after recomposition, decomposition always comes back to the contractum and its reduction context before continuing \[43\]. In particular, it always works for innermost reduction, and has given rise to a ‘syntactic correspondence’ between reduction semantics and abstract machines \[12, 13\].
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This syntactic correspondence has proved successful to reconstruct many pre-existing abstract machines as well as to construct new ones [5, 49, 60, 113], even in the presence of control operators [12, 40]. For a class of examples, it applies to all the reduction semantics of Felleisen et al.’s latest textbook [54]. More generally, it concretizes Plotkin’s connection between calculi and programming languages [97] in that it mechanizes the connection between reduction order (in the small-step world) and evaluation order (in the big-step world), and between not getting stuck (in the small-step world) and not going wrong (in the big-step world).

That said, we have discovered that for reduction semantics that use an outermost strategy and have backward-overlapping rules [50, 63, 66], refocusing does not apply as readily: indeed after recomposition, decomposition does not always come back to the contractum and its reduction context – it might stop before, having found a potential redex that was in part constructed by the previous contraction. The goal of our work here is to study reduction semantics that use an outermost strategy (“outermost reduction semantics”) and that have backward-overlapping rules, and to investigate how to apply refocusing to still obtain an abstract machine implementing a reduction-free normalization function.

6.1.2 Overview

We first illustrate reduction semantics for arithmetic expressions with an innermost reduction strategy (Section 6.2), where all the elements of our domain of discourse are touched upon: BNF of terms; reduction rules and contraction function; reduction strategy and BNF of reduction contexts; recomposition of a context with a term; decomposition of a term either into a normal form or into a potential redex and a reduction context; left inverseness of recomposition with respect to decomposition; one-step reduction as decomposition, contraction, and recomposition; reduction-based evaluation as the iteration of one-step reduction; refocusing; and reduction-free evaluation. We then turn to the issue of overlapping rules (Section 6.3). With respect to refocusing, the only problematic combination of overlaps and strategies is backward-overlapping rules and outermost strategy (Section 6.4). To solve the problem, we suggest to backtrack after contracting a redex, which enables refocusing (Section 6.5). For symmetry, we also consider foretracking (Section 6.6). We then review related work (Section 6.7).

6.2 A simple example with an innermost strategy

We consider a simple language of arithmetic expressions with a zero-ary constructor 0, a unary constructor S, and a binary constructor A. The goal is to normalize a given term into a normal form using only the constructors 0 and S.

Terms: The BNF of terms reads as follows:

\[ t ::= 0 \mid S(t) \mid A(t, t) \]

Terms in normal form: The BNF of terms in normal form reads as follows:

\[ t_{nf} ::= 0 \mid S(t_{nf}) \]
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**Reduction rules:** The BNF of potential redexes reads as follows:

\[ \text{pr} ::= A(0, t_2) \mid A(S(t_{1}^{nf}), t_2) \]

The reduction rules read as follows:

\[
A(0, t_2) \rightarrow t_2 \\
A(S(t_{1}^{nf}), t_2) \rightarrow S(A(t_{1}^{nf}, t_2))
\]

Note the occurrence of \( t_{1}^{nf} \), which is in normal form, in the left-hand side of the second reduction rule: it is characteristic of innermost reduction.

All potential redexes are actual ones, i.e., no terms are stuck. We can thus implement contraction as a total function:

\[
\text{pr} \rightarrow c \\
\text{contract}(\text{pr}) = c
\]

**Reduction strategy:** We are looking for the leftmost-innermost redex. This reduction strategy is materialized with the following grammar of reduction contexts:

\[ \text{C}[: ] ::= \Box[: ] \mid \text{C}[S[: ]] \mid \text{C}[A[: ], t]] \]

We obtained this grammar by CPS-transforming a search function implementing the innermost reduction strategy and then defunctionalizing its continuation [47].

**Lemma 1 (Unique decomposition).** Any term not in normal form can be decomposed into exactly one reduction context and one potential redex.

**Recomposition:** As usual, a reduction context is iteratively recomposed with a term using a left fold, as specified by the following abstract-machine transitions:

\[
\langle \Box [t] \rangle_{\text{rec}} \uparrow t \\
\langle \text{C}[S[t]] \rangle_{\text{rec}} \uparrow \langle \text{C}[S[t]] \rangle_{\text{rec}} \\
\langle \text{C}[A([t_1], t_2)] \rangle_{\text{rec}} \uparrow \langle \text{C}[A([t_1], t_2)] \rangle_{\text{rec}}
\]

This abstract machine is a deterministic finite automaton with two states: an intermediate state pairing a context and a term, and a final state holding a term. Each transition corresponds to a context constructor. There is therefore no ambiguity and no incompleteness. Recomposition is defined as the iteration of these transitions:

\[
\langle \text{C}[t] \rangle_{\text{rec}} \uparrow^* t' \\
\text{recompose}(\text{C}, t) = t'
\]

Since a context constructor is peeled off at each iteration, making the size of the context decrease, the recomposition function is total.
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**Decomposition:** Likewise, a term is iteratively decomposed in an innermost fashion into a potential redex and its reduction context, as specified by the following abstract-machine transitions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle C[0]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow \langle C[0]\rangle_{\text{cont}} \\
\langle C[S(t)]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow \langle C[S(t)]\rangle_{\text{term}} \\
\langle C[A(t_1, t_2)]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow \langle C[A(t_1, t_2)]\rangle_{\text{term}} \\
\langle \Box[t]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow t_{\text{nf}} \\
\langle C[S(t_{\text{nf}})]\rangle_{\text{cont}} \rightarrow \langle C[S(t_{\text{nf}})]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \\
\langle C[A([0], t_2)]\rangle_{\text{cont}} \rightarrow \langle C[A([0], t_2)]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \\
\langle C[A([S(t_{\text{nf}}), t_2)]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow \langle C[A([S(t_{\text{nf}}), t_2)]\rangle_{\text{term}}
\end{align*}
\]

This abstract machine is a deterministic pushdown automaton with four states where the context is the stack: two intermediate states pairing a context and a term, and two final states, one for the case where the given term is in normal form, and one for the case where it decomposes into a context and a potential redex. Each transition from the first intermediate state corresponds to a term constructor, and each transition rule from the second intermediate state corresponds to a context constructor. Each transition from the first intermediate state peels off a term constructor, and each transition from the second intermediate state peels off a context constructor. There is therefore no ambiguity and no incompleteness.

Furthermore, each transition preserves an invariant: recomposing the current context with the current term yields the original term.

Given a term to decompose, the initial machine state pairs this term with the empty context. There are two final states: one for terms in normal form (and therefore containing no redex), and one for potential redexes and their reduction context. Decomposition, which is defined as the iteration of these machine transitions, is therefore a total function:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \Box[t]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow t_{\text{nf}} \\
\langle C[S(t_{\text{nf}})]\rangle_{\text{cont}} \rightarrow \langle C[S(t_{\text{nf}})]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \\
\langle C[A([0], t_2)]\rangle_{\text{cont}} \rightarrow \langle C[A([0], t_2)]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \\
\langle C[A([S(t_{\text{nf}}), t_2)]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow \langle C[A([S(t_{\text{nf}}), t_2)]\rangle_{\text{term}}
\end{align*}
\]

A notable property: Due to the invariant of the abstract machine implementing decomposition, the recomposition function is a left inverse of the decomposition function.

**One-step reduction:** One-step reduction is implemented as, successively, the decomposition of a given term into a potential redex and its reduction context; the contraction of this redex into a contractum; and the recomposition of the reduction context with the contractum:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \Box[t]\rangle_{\text{dec}} \rightarrow \langle C[pr]\rangle_{\text{cont}} \\
pr \rightarrow c \quad \langle C[c]\rangle_{\text{rec}} \rightarrow t' \\
\langle \Box[t]\rangle_{\text{term}} \rightarrow t_{\text{nf}}
\end{align*}
\]

Reduction-based evaluation: A term is evaluated into a normal form by iterating one-step reduction:

\[
\begin{align*}
t \rightarrow t_{\text{nf}} \\
t \Rightarrow_{\text{rb}} t_{\text{nf}}
\end{align*}
\]
Towards reduction-free evaluation: Between one contraction and the next, we recompose the reduction context with the contractum until the next reduct, which we decompose into the next potential redex and its reduction context. But since the reduction strategy is innermost (and deterministic), the decomposition of the next reduct will come back to the site of this contractum and this context before continuing. This offers us the opportunity to shortcut the recomposition and decomposition to this contractum and this context and thus to refocus by just continuing the decomposition in situ. More formally, we have

\[
\frac{t \Downarrow^* \ C[pr] \quad C[pr] \ (\Downarrow; \Downarrow^*)^+ \ t_{nf}}{t \Rightarrow_{rf} t_{nf}}
\]

where \((\Downarrow; \Downarrow^*)\) denotes contraction in context followed by decomposition (and was noted \(\Rightarrow\) in Section 6.1.1).

An example: See Figure 6.1.

Reduction-free evaluation: After applying refocusing, we follow the steps of the syntactic correspondence \([12, 13, 31]\), fusing the iteration and refocus functions, inlining the contract function, and compressing corridor transitions. The resulting normalizer implements a tran-
sition system described by the following abstract machine:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{term} \quad \langle \text{C}[t] \rangle \quad \text{term} \\
&\leftrightarrow \quad \langle \text{C}[0] \rangle \quad \text{cont}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{term} \quad \langle \text{C}[\text{S}(t)] \rangle \\
&\leftrightarrow \quad \langle \text{C}[\text{S}[t]] \rangle \quad \text{term}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{term} \quad \langle \text{C}[A(t_1, t_2)] \rangle \\
&\leftrightarrow \quad \langle \text{C}[A([t_1], t_2)] \rangle \quad \text{term}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{cont} \quad \langle \text{C}[\text{A}(t_1, t_2)] \rangle \\
&\leftrightarrow \quad \langle \text{C}[\text{A}([0], t_2)] \rangle \quad \text{term}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{cont} \quad \langle \text{C}[\text{A}([\text{S}(t_{nf})], t_2)] \rangle \\
&\leftrightarrow \quad \langle \text{C}[\text{S}([\text{A}([t_{nf}], t_2)])] \rangle \quad \text{cont}
\end{align*}
\]

### 6.3 Backward-overlapping rules

Refocusing (i.e., the short-cutting of recomposition and decomposition after contraction) is possible when, after recomposing a reduction context with a contractum into a reduct, the subsequent decomposition of this reduct comes back to this contractum and context before continuing.

However, there are cases where decomposition of the reduct does not come back to the contractum. For example, this is the case when the reduction strategy is outermost and the contractum is a proper subpart of a potential redex: then after recomposing a reduction context with a contractum into a reduct, the subsequent decomposition of this reduct would not come back to this contractum and context—it would stop at the newly created potential redex, above the contractum. So when the reduction strategy is outermost and a contractum can be a subpart of a potential redex, refocusing is not possible.

A contractum can be a subpart of a potential redex when the reduction rules contain \textit{backward overlaps}.

**Definition 6 (Backward-overlapping rules).** Let \( l_1 \rightarrow r_1 \) and \( l_2 \rightarrow r_2 \) be two reduction rules. If \( l_1 \) decomposes into a non-empty context \( C \) and a term \( t \) that contains at least one term constructor and that unifies with \( r_2 \), then the two rules are said to be \textit{backward-overlapping} \([50, 63, 66]\).

Symmetrically, if the left-hand side of one reduction rule can form a proper subpart of the right-hand side of another rule, the reduction rules are said to be \textit{forward-overlapping}.

The combination of backward-overlapping rules and outermost reduction does not occur often in programming languages. However, it does occur in the full normalization of \( \lambda \)-terms using normal-order reduction, which has applications for comparing normal forms in proof assistants. Other occurrences can more readily be found outside the field of programming-language semantics, in the area of term rewriting.

We distinguish four cases of reduction strategy in combination with rule overlaps, and treat each of them in the following sections:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rule overlaps</th>
<th>innermost strategy</th>
<th>outermost strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>forward-overlapping rules</td>
<td>Section 6.3.1</td>
<td>Section 6.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backward-overlapping rules</td>
<td>Section 6.3.3</td>
<td>Section 6.3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.3.1 Forward overlaps and innermost strategy

In this case, a contractum may contain a potential redex. This redex will be found in due course when the contractum is decomposed. The detour via an intermediate reduct can therefore be avoided.

6.3.2 Forward overlaps and outermost strategy

In this case, a contractum may contain a potential redex. This redex will also be found in due course when the contractum is decomposed. The detour via an intermediate reduct can therefore be avoided.

6.3.3 Backward overlaps and innermost strategy

In this case, a contractum may be a proper subpart of a potential redex. However, it should be considered after the contractum has been decomposed in search for an innermost redex, which will happen in due course. The detour via an intermediate reduct can therefore be avoided.

6.3.4 Backward overlaps and outermost strategy

In this case, a contractum may be a proper subpart of a potential redex. This potential redex should be considered before decomposing the contractum since it occurs further out in the term (i.e., towards its root). Avoiding the detour via an intermediate reduct would in general miss this potential redex and therefore not maintain the reduction order. Does it mean that we need to detour via every intermediate reduct to normalize a term outside-in in the presence of backward overlaps? In this worst-case scenario, reduction-free outside-in normalization would be impossible in the presence of backward overlaps.

It is our observation that this worst-case scenario can be averted: most of the detour via an intermediate reduct can be avoided if we can identify the position of the correct potential redex without detouring all the way to the root.

In the next section, we show how to systematically determine the position of the next potential redex relative to the contractum in the presence of backward overlaps. This extra piece of information makes it possible to move upwards in the term to the position of the potential redex. Most of the detour via the intermediate reduct can therefore be avoided.

6.4 The simple example with an outermost strategy

We now consider the same simple language of arithmetic expressions again, but this time using an outermost reduction strategy.

Terms: The BNF of terms is unchanged:

\[ t ::= 0 \mid S(t) \mid A(t, t) \]

Terms in normal form: The BNF of terms in normal form is also unchanged:

\[ t^{nf} ::= 0 \mid S(t^{nf}) \]
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Reduction rules: The BNF of potential redexes now reads as follows:

\[ \text{pr} ::= A(0, t_2) | A(S(t_1), t_2) \]

The reduction rules now read as follows:

\[ A(0, t_2) \rightarrow t_2 \]
\[ A(S(t_1), t_2) \rightarrow S(A(t_1, t_2)) \]

Note the occurrence of \( t_1 \), which is not necessarily in normal form, in the left-hand side of the second reduction rule: it is characteristic of outermost reduction.

All potential redexes are actual ones, i.e., no terms are stuck. We can thus implement contraction as a total function:

\[ \text{pr} \rightarrow c \]
\[ \text{contract}(\text{pr}) = c \]

Reduction strategy: We are looking for the leftmost-outermost redex. We materialize this reduction strategy with the same grammar of reduction contexts as in the innermost case:

\[ C[] ::= [] | C[S[]] | C[A[], t] \]

As in Section 6.2, we obtained this grammar by CPS-transforming a search function implementing the outermost reduction strategy and then defunctionalizing its continuation.¹

In contrast to Section 6.2, a term not in normal form can be decomposed into more than one reduction context and one potential redex. For example, the term \( A(S(A(S(t_0), t_1)), t_2) \) can be decomposed into \( [][A(S(A(S(t_0), t_1)), t_2)] \) and \( [][S[A(S(t_0), t_1)], t_2] \). The first of these decompositions corresponds to the leftmost-outermost redex of the term, so that decomposition is the one returned by \text{decompose}. However, this non-unique decomposition puts us outside the validity conditions of refocusing, so we are on our own here.

Recomposition: It is defined as in Section 6.2.

Decomposition: A term is decomposed in an outermost fashion into a potential redex and its reduction context with the following abstract-machine transitions:

\[ \langle C[0] \rangle_{\text{term}} \downarrow \langle C[0] \rangle_{\text{cont}} \]
\[ \langle C[S(t)] \rangle_{\text{term}} \downarrow \langle C[S[t]] \rangle_{\text{term}} \]
\[ \langle C[A(t_1, t_2)] \rangle_{\text{term}} \downarrow \langle C[A(t_1, t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} \]
\[ \langle C[A(0, t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} \downarrow \langle C[A(0, t_2)] \rangle \]
\[ \langle C[A(S(t_1), t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} \downarrow \langle C[A(S(t_1), t_2)] \rangle \]
\[ \langle C[A(A(t_11, t_12), t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} \downarrow \langle C[A(A(t_11, t_12), t_2)] \rangle \]

¹A more precise grammar for contexts exists in the outermost case. It presents the same problems for refocusing as the one used here, and the solution we present also applies to it. Being unaware of any mechanical way to derive a precise grammar for outermost reduction, we therefore present our solution using this less precise but mechanically derivable grammar.
As in Section 6.2, this abstract machine is a pushdown automaton where the context is the stack. This time, the machine has five states: two intermediate states pairing a context and a term, one intermediate state with two terms and a context (this state handles \( \mathcal{A} \) terms – the \( \mathcal{A} \) is shown in the transitions above, but can be left implicit in an implementation), and two final states, one for the case where the given term is in normal form, and one for the case where the term decomposes into a context and a potential redex.

Each transition rule from the first intermediate state corresponds to a term constructor. Each transition rule from the second intermediate state corresponds to a term constructor on the left-hand side of an addition. Each transition rule from the third intermediate state corresponds to a context constructor. There is no transition rule to handle \( \mathcal{A} \) context constructors in the third state, because the machine will move to the second state if it sees a \( \mathcal{A} \) term constructor, after which the machine is guaranteed to find a potential redex. There is therefore no ambiguity and no incompleteness.

Furthermore, each transition preserves an invariant: recomposing the current context with the current term yields the original term. Given a term to decompose, the initial machine state pairs this term with the empty context. There are two final states: one for terms in normal form (and therefore containing no redex at all), and one for potential redexes and their reduction context. Decomposition, which is defined as the iteration of these machine transitions, is therefore a total function:

\[
\langle \square [t] \rangle \downarrow \text{term} \downarrow^\ast \text{nf} \\
\text{decompose}(t) = t\text{nf}
\]

\[
\langle \square [t] \rangle \downarrow \text{term} \downarrow^\ast C[\text{pr}] \\
\text{decompose}(t) = C[\text{pr}]
\]

A notable property: Due to the invariant of the abstract machine implementing decomposition, as in Section 6.2, the recomposition function is still a left inverse of the decomposition function.

One-step reduction: It is defined as in Section 6.2.

Reduction-based evaluation: It is defined as in Section 6.2.

A backward overlap: The reduction rules contain a backward overlap:

\( A(0, t_2) \mapsto t_2 \)

\( A(S(t_1), t_2) \mapsto S(A(t_1, t_2)) \)

On the right-hand side of both reduction rules, the contractum may occur as the first subterm in the left-hand side of the second rule. Additionally, the contractum of the first rule may occur as the first subterm of the left-hand side of the first rule.

Towards reduction-free evaluation: Between one contraction and the next, we recompose the reduction context with the contractum until the next reduct, which we decompose into the next potential redex and its reduction context.

Contrary to the innermost case, we now cannot be sure that decomposition of the next reduct will come back to this contractum and context before continuing, because a contractum in the context of an addition may be a new redex.
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However, we can see from the reduction rules that any new redex constructed in this way cannot be positioned any higher than one step above the contractum, so decomposition will always return at least to the site of this new redex. Hence, if we backtrack/recompose one step after each contraction, we can short-cut the recomposition and decomposition to this point, and just continue the decomposition \textit{in situ}.

More formally, we have

\[
\frac{t \vdash \text{pr} \ C[\text{pr}]}{t \Rightarrow_{\text{pr}} \ C[\text{pr}]} \quad \frac{\langle [\rightarrow]; \uparrow; \downarrow^* \rangle^* \ t_{\text{nf}}}{t \Rightarrow_{\text{rf}} t_{\text{nf}}}
\]

where \((\langle [\rightarrow]; \uparrow; \downarrow^* \rangle^* \) denotes contraction under context followed by one step of backtracking/recomposition and then decomposition.

The need for backtracking is caused by the existence of backward-overlapping rules. In the present example, we only need to backtrack one step, but in general, multiple steps are needed (Section 6.5 explains how to determine the number of necessary backtracking steps). Our contribution here is that backtracking is sufficient to enable refocusing and therefore reduction-free evaluation.

An example: See Figure 6.2

Reduction-free evaluation: After applying refocusing, we fuse the iteration and refocus functions, we inline the contract function and the backtracking function, and we compress corridor transitions. The resulting normalizer implements a transition system described by the following abstract machine:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{term} & \to \langle \Box [t] \rangle \\
\langle C[0] \rangle_{\text{term}} & \to \langle C[0] \rangle_{\text{cont}} \\
\langle C[S(t)] \rangle_{\text{term}} & \to \langle C[S(t)] \rangle_{\text{term}} \\
\langle C[A(t_1, t_2)] \rangle_{\text{term}} & \to \langle C[A(t_1, t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} \\
\langle \Box [A(0, t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} & \to \langle \Box [t_2] \rangle_{\text{term}} \\
\langle C[S[A(0, t_2)]] \rangle_{\text{add}} & \to \langle C[S(t_2)] \rangle_{\text{term}} \\
\langle C[A([A(0, t_2), t'_2])] \rangle_{\text{add}} & \to \langle C[A(t_2, t'_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} \\
\langle \Box [A(S(t_1), t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} & \to \langle \Box [S[A(t_1, t_2)]] \rangle_{\text{add}} \\
\langle C[S[A(S(t_1), t_2)]] \rangle_{\text{add}} & \to \langle C[S[A(t_1, t_2)]] \rangle_{\text{add}} \\
\langle C[A([A(S(t_1), t_2), t'_2])] \rangle_{\text{add}} & \to \langle C[A(S[A(t_1, t_2), t'_2])] \rangle_{\text{add}} \\
\langle C[A([A(t_11, t_12), t_2])] \rangle_{\text{add}} & \to \langle C[A([A(t_11, t_12)], t_2)] \rangle_{\text{add}} \\
\langle \Box [t_{\text{nf}}] \rangle_{\text{cont}} & \to t_{\text{nf}} \\
\langle C[S[t_{\text{nf}}]] \rangle_{\text{cont}} & \to \langle C[S(t_{\text{nf}})] \rangle_{\text{cont}}
\end{align*}
\]

The effect of backtracking can be seen in the third and sixth transitions of the second intermediate state, where contraction in an addition context gives rise to a new redex above the position of the contractum. In these cases, the machine peels off a context constructor until it reaches the position of the new redex.
6.5 Backtracking

6.5.1 Identifying the number of backtracking steps

In our example, it is sufficient to backtrack one step after each contraction. In general, it may be necessary to backtrack further in order to discover a new potential redex and enable refocusing.

For each contractum, the number of steps to backtrack can be determined by analyzing the reduction rules for backward overlaps, i.e., by identifying which subterms of left-hand sides the contractum unifies with. The number of steps to backtrack is the depth of the unifying subterm, i.e., the depth of the hole in the context $C$ of Definition 6. This analysis can be performed statically because the depth of the hole is a property of the reduction rules, not of the reduction strategy. In other words, the analysis is neither performed over the constitutive elements of the normalization function (so no case-by-case semantic manipulation is required) nor during the normalization process (so no extra overhead is introduced).

Determining the existence of backward overlaps is local and mechanical, and hence, so is determining the necessary number of backtracking steps for each contractum. However, rather than determining the number of backtracking steps for each reduction rule, we can obtain a conservative estimate of the necessary number of backtracking steps for all reduction
The effect of backtracking on the abstract machine

In practice, the choice of analysis (one precise number of backtracking steps for each reduction rule or one conservative number of backtracking steps for all reduction rules) has little impact on the resulting abstract machine. The reason is that any superfluous backtracking steps introduced in the abstract machine by an overly conservative analysis can be removed by the subsequent transition compressions. The contract function pattern-matches on terms, so after it is inlined, the abstract machine knows a number of term constructors of the contractum. The backtrack function pattern-matches on contexts, so after it is inlined, the abstract machine knows a number of context constructors of the immediate context. Within the window between the top-most known context constructor and the bottom-most known term constructor, transition compression makes the abstract machine move directly to the earliest position (according to the reduction strategy) at which the next redex can be found. Hence, if the context does not give rise to a redex, all the backtracking steps into that context are removed by transition compression.

Still, avoiding superfluous backtracking has two beneficial consequences; first, it simplifies transition compression because lowering the number of backtracking steps reduces the number of cases that need to be considered in the abstract machine. Second, it ensures that backtracking is only performed one new redex pattern at a time, thereby limiting the depth of pattern matching on the context.

Backward overlaps without the need for backtracking

In some cases, the combination of backward overlaps and outermost reduction can be dealt with without backtracking. Two examples in the literature illustrate cases where backtracking is not needed:

- The call-by-name \( \lambda \)-calculus \([13, 43]\). In this case, the contractum that gives rise to a backward overlap is in normal form: it is a \( \lambda \)-abstraction that occurs on the left of an application node; this application node forms a new \( \beta \)-redex. Decomposing the contractum therefore does not yield a potential redex inside the contractum, and thus the decomposition process moves outwards in the term and finds the newly formed potential redex.

- Outermost tree flattening \([31]\). In this case, the backward overlap only occurs when contracting a redex which is not outermost, so backtracking is not needed.

Foretracking

Symmetrically to backtracking, one could envision foretracking as a symmetric solution to innermost reduction in reduction systems with forward overlaps, i.e., where the contraction
may construct a new redex at a lower position than the contractum. However, refocusing is defined as resuming decomposition in the context of the contractum, so the newly constructed redex will be found in due time without using a separate foretracking function.

Additionally, one might envision that foretracking would result in a more efficient abstract machine, because unnecessary decomposition steps could be eliminated by a forward overlap analysis. However, the same superfluous steps are eliminated by transition compression of the abstract machine derived without foretracking.

So all in all, foretracking is not needed to go from an innermost reduction semantics to an abstract machine.

### 6.7 Related work

Refocusing has mainly been applied for weak reduction in the \( \lambda \)-calculus, for normal order, applicative order, etc. For full reduction in the \( \lambda \)-calculus, a backward overlap exists. As analyzed in Section 6.3, this overlap is only problematic for outermost reduction, e.g., normal order. We are aware of two previous applications of refocusing to full normal-order reduction of the \( \lambda \)-calculus: one by Danvy, Millikin and Munk [48, 84, 89], in the mid-2000’s, and a recent one by García-Pérez and Nogueira [59, 60]:

- Danvy, Millikin and Munk make one of the reduction rules applicable only in certain contexts. Therefore, if a potential redex of that rule is found, the normalizer must first check that it is in a legal context for that rule. Effectively, this is another way to perform backtracking. However, it is not obvious if or how this solution scales to other reduction semantics, since their form of backtracking occurs before contraction rather than after. Also, the reduction rule that is inapplicable in certain contexts is not the one that exhibits the backward overlap. Hence, it is not clear how to identify the problematic reduction rules.

- García-Pérez and Nogueira overcome the backward overlap (without identifying it as such) by developing a notion of hybrid strategy and by integrating backtracking in the refocus function. Our solution is more minimalistic and remains mechanical: we simply analyze the reduction rules to detect backward overlaps when the reduction strategy is outermost, and in that case, we backtrack accordingly after contraction and before refocusing.

Backward and forward overlaps have been considered for some 30 years in relation to termination and confluence properties of term rewriting systems [50, 51, 63, 66, 70], and more recently in Jiresch’s thesis [73]. Whereas term rewriting studies normalization relations, where any potential redex in the term may be contracted, we consider normalization operationally as functions, where a deterministic reduction strategy determines which potential redex to contract next.

As mentioned in Section 6.5, refocusing can in some cases be applied without backtracking, even if the reduction semantics contains backward overlaps. A formal definition of backward overlaps for which backtracking is needed would be similar to the definition of narrowable terms [126], which is a concept used in term rewriting [78, 118]. However, narrowing is used to solve equations [82], and hence it is unrelated to our goal here.
6.8 Conclusion

We have considered refocusing for reduction semantics with an outermost reduction strategy, and we have discovered that in that case, the original conditions for refocusing [43] are not satisfied. We have then singled out backward-overlapping rules as the only stumbling block towards reduction-free normalization, and we have outlined how to overcome this stumbling block in a systematic way, by analyzing the backward overlaps in the reduction rules. In particular, we have shown how to implement the backtracking function, how to incorporate the backtracking function into the derivation, and how to statically determine the minimal number of backtracking steps, be it relative to each reduction rule or to all of them. We have also shown how to determine whether backtracking is actually necessary.

We have also analyzed all the other combinations (innermost / outermost reduction strategy and forward / backward overlaps in the reduction rules) and demonstrated how refocusing is a simple and effective way to go from reduction-based normalization in the form of a reduction semantics to reduction-free normalization in the form of an abstract machine.
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A Spectrum of Boolean Normalization Functions

Preliminary version presented as an invited talk at the 20th ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Partial Evaluation and Semantics-Based Program Manipulation (PEPM), 2011 ([49])

with Olivier Danvy and Ian Zerny

Abstract

This chapter stems from the 20th anniversary of PEPM. It illustrates semantics-based program manipulation by inter-deriving reduction-based, small-step normalization functions and reduction-free, big-step normalization functions for Boolean terms. We successively consider negational normal forms and conjunctive normal forms. At the beginning of the spectrum, the reduction-based normalization functions proceed in many reduction steps: they explicitly implement double negation and De Morgan’s laws (resp. the distributivity of disjunctions over conjunctions) by enumerating the reduction sequence according to a given reduction strategy. The reduction-free normalization functions operate in one pass: they internalize the reduction strategy into an evaluation order and they carry out double negation and De Morgan’s laws (resp. the distributivity of disjunctions over conjunctions) implicitly, in passing. At the end of the spectrum, the reduction-free negational normalization functions are compositional and in direct style, and the reduction-free conjunctive normalization functions are compositional, use delimited continuations, and can be expressed in direct style with the delimited-control operators shift and reset. The exponential blowup of conjunctive normal forms can be reduced to linear by sharing delimited continuations in normal forms, yielding a normalization function that is invertible. Each of these semantic artifacts is usually designed by hand, on a case-by-case basis. Our overarching message here is that they can all be inter-derived methodically.

7.1 Introduction

The normalization of Boolean terms into negational normal form and the subsequent normalization into conjunctive normal form can be equivalently viewed as a reduction-based, small-step process, where the reduction rules are repeatedly applied until a normal form is obtained, and as a reduction-free, big-step process, where a given Boolean term is traversed in one pass, using structural recursion. Occasionally, the normalization is also specified with an abstract machine, which can itself be equally viewed as a small-step process and as a big-step one [39].
The goal of this chapter is to inter-derive these normalization processes methodically, using the program transformations in the functional correspondence between evaluators and big-step abstract machines \[2, 102\] and in the syntactic correspondence between calculi and small-step abstract machines \[12\], to which we have added a prelude \[47\].

**Overview** In Section 7.2, we specify the abstract syntax of Boolean terms, of negational normal forms, and of conjunctive normal forms. In Section 7.3, we inter-derive the normalization of Boolean terms into negational normal form, listing each intermediate step in full detail (a preliminary version of Section 7.3 was presented as an invited talk at the 20th anniversary of PEPM \[49\]). In Section 7.4, we inter-derive the normalization of negational normal forms into conjunctive normal forms, succinctly reusing the same presentation as in Section 7.3. For emphasis, the presentations of Sections 7.3.1 to 7.3.4 and 7.4.1 to 7.4.4 are deliberately parallel, so that the reader can easily identify what is generic to the methodology and what is specific to each example. In Section 7.5, we show how sharing delimited continuations in the conjunctive normal form conflates it into a size that is linear with respect to the size of the original Boolean term. In Section 7.6, we review related work and we conclude in Section 7.7. Throughout, we use pure ML as a functional meta-language and additionally we make use of the delimited control operators shift and reset for the direct-style normalization function in Section 7.4.5.

### 7.2 Domain of discourse

Our Boolean terms consist of variables, negations, conjunctions, and disjunctions:

\[
t ::= x \mid \neg t \mid t \land t \mid t \lor t
\]

Double negation and De Morgan’s laws provide conversion rules between Boolean terms, where double negations are introduced or eliminated and where negations float up or down an abstract-syntax tree:

\[
\neg (\neg t) \leftrightarrow t \\
\neg (t_1 \land t_2) \leftrightarrow (\neg t_1) \lor (\neg t_2) \\
\neg (t_1 \lor t_2) \leftrightarrow (\neg t_1) \land (\neg t_2)
\]

These conversion rules can be oriented into reduction rules. For example, the following reduction rules eliminate double negations and make negations float down the abstract-syntax tree of a given term:

\[
\neg (\neg t) \rightarrow t \\
\neg (t_1 \land t_2) \rightarrow (\neg t_1) \lor (\neg t_2) \\
\neg (t_1 \lor t_2) \rightarrow (\neg t_1) \land (\neg t_2)
\]

Any Boolean term can be reduced to a negational normal form, where only variables are negated:

\[
l ::= x \mid \neg x \\
t_{\text{nnf}} ::= l \mid t_{\text{nnf}} \land t_{\text{nnf}} \mid t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}}
\]

A negational normal form is thus a mixed tree of conjunctions and disjunctions of literals.
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Likewise, the distributivity laws provide conversion rules between negational normal forms, where disjunctions float up or down an abstract-syntax tree:

\[
\begin{align*}
t_{\text{nnf}} & \lor (t_{\text{nnf}} \land t_{\text{nnf}}) \leftrightarrow (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}}) \land (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}}) \\
(t_{\text{nnf}} \land t_{\text{nnf}}) & \lor t_{\text{nnf}} \leftrightarrow (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}}) \land (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}})
\end{align*}
\]

These conversion rules can be oriented into reduction rules. For example, the following reduction rules make disjunctions float down the abstract syntax tree of a given term in negational normal form:

\[
\begin{align*}
t_{\text{nnf}} & \lor (t_{\text{nnf}} \land t_{\text{nnf}}) \rightarrow (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}}) \land (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}}) \\
(t_{\text{nnf}} \land t_{\text{nnf}}) & \lor t_{\text{nnf}} \rightarrow (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}}) \land (t_{\text{nnf}} \lor t_{\text{nnf}})
\end{align*}
\]

Any Boolean term in negational normal form can be reduced into a conjunctive normal form, where conjunctions, disjunctions and literals are stratified:

\[
\begin{align*}
l := & x | \neg x \\
t_{\text{dnf}} := & t_{\text{dnf}} \lor t_{\text{dnf}} | l \\
t_{\text{cnf}} := & t_{\text{cnf}} \land t_{\text{cnf}} | t_{\text{dnf}}
\end{align*}
\]

A conjunctive normal form is thus a stratified tree of conjunctions of disjunctions of literals.

In the rest of this section, we implement terms and normal forms in ML.

**Terms** A Boolean term is either a variable, a negated term, a conjunction of two terms, or a disjunction of two terms. We implement Boolean terms with the following ML data type:

```ml
datatype term = VAR of ide \\
| NEG of term \\
| CONJ of term \times term \\
| DISJ of term \times term
```

With type `ide = string`.

The fold functional associated to this data type abstracts its recursive descent by parameterizing what to do in each case:

```ml
fun foldr_term (var, neg, conj, disj) t = 
    let fun visit (VAR x) = var x 
        | visit (NEG t) = neg (visit t) 
        | visit (CONJ (t1, t2)) = conj (visit t1, visit t2) 
        | visit (DISJ (t1, t2)) = disj (visit t1, visit t2) 
    in visit t 
end
```

The ML encoding of terms is an adequate representation:

**Proposition 1** (Adequacy of Boolean terms). There is a bijection between derivable terms in the grammar of Boolean terms and constructible values in the data type `term`.

Since we have no structural properties on Boolean terms, e.g., substitution, a bijection is sufficient to ensure the adequacy of their representation.

It is out of the scope of this work to formally establish the adequacy of our implementation in ML. (In that, we follow the standard practice of textbooks on formal semantics [71,91].)
Negational normal forms  A Boolean term is in negational normal form when the only sub-
terms that are negated are variables. Since ML does not support subtyping, we implement
negational normal forms with the following specialized data types:

datatype literal = POSVAR of ide
| NEGVAR of ide
datatype term_nnf = LIT_nnf of literal
| CONJ_nnf of term_nnf × term_nnf
| DISJ_nnf of term_nnf × term_nnf

The fold functional associated to this data type abstracts its recursive descent by parameter-
izing what to do in each case:

(* (ide → α) × (ide → α) × (α → β) × (β × β → β) × (β × β → β) #)
(* → term_nnf → β #)

fun foldr_term_nnf (posvar, negvar, lit, conj, disj) t
  = let fun visit_l (POSVAR x) = posvar x
       | visit_l (NEGVAR x) = negvar x
       fun visit_n (LIT_nnf l) = lit (visit_l l)
       | visit_n (CONJ_nnf (n1, n2)) = conj (visit_n n1, visit_n n2)
       | visit_n (DISJ_nnf (n1, n2)) = disj (visit_n n1, visit_n n2)
in visit_n t
end

For example, a negational normal form is dualized by recursively mapping positive occur-
rences of variables to negative ones, negative occurrences of variables to positive ones, con-
junctions to disjunctions, and disjunctions to conjunctions:

(* term_nnf → term_nnf *)
fun dualize t
  = foldr_term_nnf (NEGVAR, POSVAR, LIT_nnf, DISJ_nnf, CONJ_nnf) t

For another example, a negational normal form is embedded into a Boolean term by map-
ing every specialized constructor into the corresponding original constructor(s):

(* term_nnf → term *)
fun embed_nnf t
  = foldr_term_nnf (VAR, fn x ⇒ NEG (VAR x), fn t ⇒ t, CONJ, DISJ) t

The ML encoding of negational normal forms is an adequate representation:

Proposition 2 (Adequacy of negational normal forms). There is a bijection between derivable
terms in the grammar of negational normal forms and constructible values in the data type term_nnf.

Conjunctive normal forms  A Boolean term is in conjunctive normal form when it is strati-
fied as conjunctions of disjunctions of literals. Again, since ML does not support subtyping,
we implement normal forms with the following specialized data types:

datatype disj_cnf = DISJ_leaf of literal
| DISJ_node of disj_cnf × disj_cnf
datatype conj_cnf = CONJ_leaf of disj_cnf
| CONJ_node of conj_cnf × conj_cnf
type term_cnf = conj_cnf

The fold functional associated to this data type abstracts its recursive descent by parameter-
izing what to do in each case:
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\[(\ast (l i t e r a l \rightarrow \alpha) \times (\alpha \times \alpha \rightarrow \alpha) \times (\alpha \rightarrow \beta) \times (\beta \times \beta \rightarrow \beta) \ast)\]

\[(\ast \rightarrow \text{conj.cnf} \rightarrow \beta \ast)\]

```
fun foldr_term_cnf (dleaf, dnode, cleaf, cnod) t
  = let fun visit_d (DISJ_leaf l) = dleaf l
       | visit_d (DISJ_node (d1, d2)) = dnode (visit_d d1, visit_d d2)
       fun visit_c (CONJ_leaf d) = cleaf (visit_d d)
       | visit_c (CONJ_node (c1, c2)) = cnod (visit_c c1, visit_c c2)
   in visit_c t end
```

A conjunctive normal form is embedded into a negational normal form by mapping every specialized constructor into the corresponding original constructor:

\[(\ast \text{term.cnf} \rightarrow \text{term.nnf} \ast)\]

```
fun embed_cnf t = foldr_term_cnf (LIT_nnf, DISJ_nnf, fn t ⇒ t, CONJ_nnf) t
```

The ML encoding of conjunctive normal forms is an adequate representation:

**Proposition 3** (Adequacy of conjunctive normal forms). There is a bijection between derivable terms in the grammar of conjunctive normal forms and constructible values in the data type `term_cnf`.

7.3 Leftmost-outermost negational normalization

In this section, we consider negational normal forms. We go from a leftmost-outermost (small-step) reduction strategy to the corresponding leftmost-outermost (big-step) evaluation strategy. We first implement the reduction strategy (Section 7.3.1) as a prelude to implementing the corresponding reduction semantics (Section 7.3.2). We then turn to the syntactic correspondence between reduction semantics and abstract machines (Section 7.3.3) and to the functional correspondence between abstract machines and normalization functions (Section 7.3.4). The resulting normalization function is compositional, and can be variously expressed with the fold functional associated to source terms (Section 7.3.5).

7.3.1 Prelude to a reduction semantics

The reduction strategy along with the notions of value and of potential redex (i.e., an actual redex or one that is stuck) puts us in position to state a compositional search function that implements the reduction strategy and that maps a given term either to the corresponding value, if it is in normal form, or to a potential redex (Section 7.3.1.1). From this search function, we derive a decomposition function mapping a given term either to the corresponding value, if it is in normal form, or to a potential redex and its reduction context (Section 7.3.1.2). As a corollary, we can then state the associated recomposition function that maps a reduction context and a contractum to the corresponding reduct (Section 7.3.1.3).

7.3.1.1 The reduction strategy

The reduction strategy consists in locating the leftmost-outermost negation of a term which is not a variable. A value therefore is a term where only variables are negated, i.e., a negational normal form:

```
type value = term.nnf
```

A potential redex is the negation of a term that is not a variable:
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```
datatype potential_redex = PR_NEG of term
| PR_CONJ of term × term
| PR_DISJ of term × term

(* potential_redex → term *)
fun pr2t (PR_NEG t)  = NEG (NEG t)
| pr2t (PR_CONJ (t1, t2)) = NEG (CONJ (t1, t2))
| pr2t (PR_DISJ (t1, t2)) = NEG (DISJ (t1, t2))
```

The following compositional search function implements the reduction strategy. It searches a potential redex depth-first and from left to right, using an auxiliary function for negated subterms:

```
datatype found = VAL of value
| POTRED of potential_redex

(* term → found *)
fun search_term_neg (VAR x) = VAL (LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| search_term_neg (NEG t) = POTRED (PR_NEG t)
| search_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2)) = POTRED (PR_CONJ (t1, t2))
| search_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2)) = POTRED (PR_DISJ (t1, t2))

(* term → found *)
fun search_term (VAR x) = VAL (LIT_nnf (POSVAR x))
| search_term (NEG t) = search_term_neg t
| search_term (CONJ (t1, t2)) = (case search_term t1
of (VAL v1)
  ⇒ (case search_term t2
    of (VAL v2)
      ⇒ VAL (CONJ_nnf (v1, v2))
      | (POTRED pr)
        ⇒ POTRED pr)
    | (POTRED pr)
      ⇒ POTRED pr)
  | (POTRED pr)
    ⇒ POTRED pr)
| search_term (DISJ (t1, t2)) = (case search_term t1
of (VAL v1)
  ⇒ (case search_term t2
    of (VAL v2)
      ⇒ VAL (DISJ_nnf (v1, v2))
      | (POTRED pr)
        ⇒ POTRED pr)
    | (POTRED pr)
      ⇒ POTRED pr)
  | (POTRED pr)
    ⇒ POTRED pr)

(* term → found *)
fun search t = search_term t
```

When a negation is encountered, the auxiliary function `search_term_neg` is called upon to decide whether this negation is a value or a potential redex.

By adequacy of our representation, the search function implements the leftmost-outermost reduction strategy:

**Property 1** (soundness). Let \( t \) represent the term \( t \), let \( pr \) represent the potential redex \( pr \), and let \( t_{\text{nff}} \) represent a negational normal form:
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- search \( t \) evaluates to \( \text{POTRED } pr \) if and only if \( pr \) is the leftmost-outermost redex in \( t \); and
- search \( t \) evaluates to \( \text{VAL } t_{\text{nnf}} \) and \( \text{embed}_{\text{nnf}} t_{\text{nnf}} \) evaluates to \( t \) if and only if \( t \) does not contain a redex.

7.3.1.2 From searching to decomposing

Let us transform the search function of Section 7.3.1.1 into a decomposition function for the reduction semantics of Section 7.3.2. The only difference between searching and decomposing is that given a non-value term, searching yields a potential redex whereas decomposing yields a potential redex and its reduction context, i.e., a decomposition. This reduction context is the defunctionalized continuation of the search function, and we construct it as such, by (1) CPS-transforming the search function [34, 119] (and then simplifying it one bit) and (2) defunctionalizing its continuation [42, 102].

**CPS transformation** The search function is CPS-transformed by naming its intermediate results, sequentializing their computation, and introducing an extra functional argument, the continuation, that maps an intermediate result to a final answer:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{search1\_term\_neg} (\text{VAR } x, \text{ k}) &= \text{k (VAL (LIT\_nnf (POSVAR x)))} \\
| \text{search1\_term\_neg} (\text{NEG } t, \text{ k}) &= \text{k (POTRED (PR\_NEG } t)) \\
| \text{search1\_term\_neg} (\text{CONJ } (t1, t2), \text{ k}) &= \text{k (POTRED (PR\_CONJ } (t1, t2))) \\
| \text{search1\_term\_neg} (\text{DISJ } (t1, t2), \text{ k}) &= \text{k (POTRED (PR\_DISJ } (t1, t2))) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{search1\_term} (\text{VAR } x, \text{ k}) &= \text{k (VAL (LIT\_nnf (NEGVAR } x))) \\
| \text{search1\_term} (\text{NEG } t, \text{ k}) &= \text{search1\_term\_neg} (t, \text{ k}) \\
| \text{search1\_term} (\text{CONJ } (t1, t2), \text{ k}) &= \text{search1\_term\_neg} (t1, \text{ k}) \\
&\quad \text{fn (VAL } v1) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{search1\_term\_neg} (t2, \text{ fn (VAL } v2)) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{k (VAL (CONJ\_nnf } (v1, v2))) \\
&\quad | (\text{POTRED } pr) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{k (POTRED } pr)) \\
&\quad | (\text{POTRED } pr) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{k (POTRED } pr)) \\
| \text{search1\_term} (\text{DISJ } (t1, t2), \text{ k}) &= \text{search1\_term\_neg} (t1, \text{ k}) \\
&\quad \text{fn (VAL } v1) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{search1\_term\_neg} (t2, \text{ fn (VAL } v2)) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{k (VAL (DISJ\_nnf } (v1, v2))) \\
&\quad | (\text{POTRED } pr) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{k (POTRED } pr)) \\
&\quad | (\text{POTRED } pr) \\
&\quad \Rightarrow \text{k (POTRED } pr)) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{search1 } t &= \text{search1\_term } (t, \text{ fn } f \Rightarrow f)
\end{align*}
\]
Simplifying the CPS-transformed search  The search is completed as soon as a potential redex is found. It can thus be simplified by only applying the continuation when a value is found:

```haskell
(* term × (value → found) → found *)
fun search2_term_neg (VAR x, k) = k (LIT nnf (NEGVAR x))
| search2_term_neg (NEG t, k) = POTRED (PR_NEG t)
| search2_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k) = POTRED (PR_CONJ (t1, t2))
| search2_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k) = POTRED (PR_DISJ (t1, t2))
```

```haskell
(* term × (value → found) → found *)
fun search2_term (VAR x, k)
  = k (LIT nnf (POSVAR x))
| search2_term (NEG t, k)
  = search2_term_neg (t, k)
| search2_term (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
  = search2_term (t1, fn v1 ⇒
                  search2_term (t2, fn v2 ⇒
                                k (CONJ nnf (v1, v2))))
| search2_term (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
  = search2_term (t1, fn v1 ⇒
                  search2_term (t2, fn v2 ⇒
                                k (DISJ nnf (v1, v2))))
```

```haskell
(* term → found *)
fun search2 t = search2_term (t, fn v ⇒ VAL v)
```

Potential redexes are now returned directly and the VAL constructor is relegated to the initial continuation.

Defunctionalization  To defunctionalize the continuation, we first enumerate the inhabitants of its function space. These inhabitants arise from the initial continuation in the definition of `search2` and in the 4 intermediate continuations in the definition of `search2_term`. We therefore partition the continuation with these 5 functional abstractions, 4 of which have free variables. We then represent this partition as

- a data type with 5 constructors that are parameterized with the free variables of the corresponding function abstraction, together with
- a function `apply3_cont` dispatching upon these 5 constructors and mapping them to the corresponding function abstractions:

```haskell
data type cont = C0
| C1 of value × cont
| C2 of cont × term
| C3 of value × cont
| C4 of cont × term
```

```haskell
(* cont → value → found *)
fun apply3_cont C0 = (fn v ⇒ VAL v)
| apply3_cont (C1 (v1, k)) = (fn v2 ⇒ apply3_cont k (CONJ nnf (v1, v2)))
| apply3_cont (C2 (k, t2)) = (fn v1 ⇒ search3_term (t2, C1 (v1, k)))
| apply3_cont (C3 (v1, k)) = (fn v2 ⇒ apply3_cont k (DISJ nnf (v1, v2)))
| apply3_cont (C4 (k, t2)) = (fn v1 ⇒ search3_term (t2, C3 (v1, k)))
```
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```ml
(* term × cont → found *)
and search3_term_neg (VAR x, k) = apply3_cont k (LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| search3_term_neg (NEG t, k) = POTRED (PR_NEG t)
| search3_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k) = POTRED (PR_CONJ (t1, t2))
| search3_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k) = POTRED (PR_DISJ (t1, t2))

(* term × cont → found *)
and search3_term (VAR x, k) = apply3_cont k (LIT_nnf (POSVAR x))
| search3_term (NEG t, k) = search3_term_neg (t, k)
| search3_term (CONJ (t1, t2), k) = search3_term (t1, C2 (k, t2))
| search3_term (DISJ (t1, t2), k) = search3_term (t1, C4 (k, t2))

(* term → found *)
fun search3 t = search3_term (t, C0)
```

This data type of defunctionalized continuations is that of reduction contexts. Transliterating it from ML, the grammar of reduction contexts reads as follows:

```
C ::= [] | v ∧ C | C ∧ t | v ∨ C | C ∨ t
```

NB. This grammar of contexts has been mechanically derived, not invented.

We have defined `apply3_cont` in curried form to emphasize that it maps each constructor to a continuation. In the following, we consider its uncurried definition to manifest that each function is always fully applied. With this uncurried definition, the program above implements a pushdown automaton where the defunctionalized continuation plays the role of the pushdown stack. This automaton has four states: `search3` (the initial state), `search3_term`, `search3_term_neg` (a final state), and `apply3_cont` (another final state). Each transition is carried out with a tail call: this pushdown automaton is implemented as a big-step abstract machine [39].

**Decomposition** We are now in position to extend the search function to not only return a potential redex (if one exists) *but also its reduction context*. The result is the decomposition function of a reduction semantics, where `value_or_decomposition`, `decompose`, `decompose_term`, `decompose_term_neg`, and `decompose_cont` are the clones of `found`, `search3`, `search3_term`, `search3_term_neg`, and `apply3_cont`:

```
datatype value_or_decomposition = VAL of value
  | DEC of potential_redex × cont
```

```ml
(* cont × value → value_or_decomposition *)
fun decompose_cont (C0, v) = VAL v
| decompose_cont (C1 (v1, k), v2) = decompose_cont (k, CONJ_nnf (v1, v2))
| decompose_cont (C2 (k, t2), v1) = decompose_term (t2, C1 (v1, k))
| decompose_cont (C3 (v1, k), v2) = decompose_cont (k, DISJ_nnf (v1, v2))
| decompose_cont (C4 (k, t2), v1) = decompose_term (t2, C3 (v1, k))

(* term × cont → value_or_decomposition *)
and decompose_term_neg (VAR x, k) = decompose_cont (k, LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| decompose_term_neg (NEG t, k) = DEC (PR_NEG t, k)
| decompose_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k) = DEC (PR_CONJ (t1, t2), k)
| decompose_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k) = DEC (PR_DISJ (t1, t2), k)

(* term × cont → value_or_decomposition *)
and decompose_term (VAR x, k) = decompose_cont (k, LIT_nnf (POSVAR x))
```
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| decompose_term (NEG t, k) = decompose_term_neg (t, k) |
| decompose_term (CONJ (t1, t2), k) = decompose_term (t1, C2 (k, t2)) |
| decompose_term (DISJ (t1, t2), k) = decompose_term (t1, C4 (k, t2)) |

(* term → value_or_decomposition *)

fun decompose t = decompose_term (t, CO)

The decompose function implements the decomposition of a term as a leftmost-outermost redex in its reduction context:

**Property 2** (soundness). Let \( t \) represent the term \( C[p] \), let \( p \) represent the potential redex \( p \), and let \( k \) represent the reduction context \( C \): \( \text{decompose } t \) evaluates to \( \text{DEC } (p, k) \).

### 7.3.1.3 Recomposing

The recompose function is the left inverse of the decompose function:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{identity} & \quad \circ \\
\text{decompose} & \quad \text{↘} \\
\text{recompose} & \quad \text{↗}
\end{align*}
\]

We implement it with a left fold over the given reduction context to recompose it around the given term:

(* cont × term → term *)

fun recompose_cont (CO, t) = t
| recompose_cont (C1 (v1, k), t2) = recompose_cont (k, CONJ (embed_nnf v1, t2)) |
| recompose_cont (C2 (k, t2), t1) = recompose_cont (k, CONJ (t1, t2)) |
| recompose_cont (C3 (v1, k), t2) = recompose_cont (k, DISJ (embed_nnf v1, t2)) |
| recompose_cont (C4 (k, t2), t1) = recompose_cont (k, DISJ (t1, t2)) |

(* value_or_decomposition → term *)

fun recompose (VAL v) = embed_nnf v
| recompose (DEC (p, k)) = recompose_cont (k, pr2t pr)

The recompose function implements the recomposition of a context around a term:

**Property 3** (soundness). Let \( k \) represent the context \( C \), let \( t \) represent the term \( t \), and let \( t' \) represent the term \( C[t] \): \( \text{recompose_cont } (k, t) \) evaluates to \( t' \).

### 7.3.2 A reduction semantics

We are now fully equipped to implement a reduction semantics for negational normalization.

### 7.3.2.1 Notion of reduction

The reduction rules implement double negation and De Morgan’s laws:
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datatype contractum_or_error = CONTRACTUM of term |
ERROR of string

(* potential_redex → contractum_or_error *)
fun contract (PR_NEG t) = CONTRACTUM t |
contract (PR_CONJ (t1, t2)) = CONTRACTUM (DISJ (NEG t1, NEG t2)) |
contract (PR_DISJ (t1, t2)) = CONTRACTUM (CONJ (NEG t1, NEG t2))

In the present case, all potential redexes are actual ones, i.e., no terms are stuck.

7.3.2.2 One-step reduction

Given a non-value term, a one-step reduction function (1) decomposes this non-value term into a potential redex and a reduction context, (2) contracts the potential redex if it is an actual one, and (3) recomposes the reduction context around the contractum:

If the potential redex is not an actual one, reduction is stuck. Given a value term, reduction is also impossible:

datatype reduct_or_stuck = REDUCT of term |
STUCK of string

(* term → reduct_or_stuck *)
fun reduce t = (case decompose t of (VAL v) ⇒ STUCK "irreducible term" |
(DEC (pr, k)) ⇒ (case contract pr of (CONTRACTUM t') ⇒ REDUCT (recompose_cont (k, t')) |
(ERROR s) ⇒ STUCK s))

This one-step reduction function is the hallmark of a reduction semantics [53, 54]:

**Property 4** (soundness). Let \( t \) represent \( t \) and \( t' \) represent \( t' \): \( \text{reduce} \ t \) evaluates to \( \text{REDUCT} \ t' \) if and only if \( t \) reduces to \( t' \) in one step by leftmost-outermost reduction.

7.3.2.3 Reduction-based normalization

A reduction-based normalization function is one that iterates the one-step reduction function until it yields a value or becomes stuck:

If it yields a value, this value is the result of normalization, and if it becomes stuck, normalization goes wrong:
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```haskell
datatype result_or_wrong = RESULT of value
 | WRONG of string

The following definition uses decompose to distinguish between value and non-value terms:

```haskell
(* value_or_decomposition → result_or_wrong *)
fun iterate (VAL v)
  = RESULT v
| iterate (DEC (pr, k))
  = (case contract pr
      of (CONTRACTUM t') ⇒ iterate (decompose (recompose_cont (k, t'))))
  | (ERROR s) ⇒ WRONG s)
```

(* term → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize t = iterate (decompose t)

**Property 5** (soundness). Let \( t \) represent \( t \) and \( v \) represent \( v \): normalize \( t \) evaluates to RESULT \( v \) if and only if \( t \) reduces to \( v \) by leftmost-outermost reduction.

### 7.3.3 From reduction-based to reduction-free normalization

In this section, we transform the reduction-based normalization function of Section 7.3.2.3 into a spectrum of reduction-free normalization functions. Whereas the reduction-based normalization function enumerates the successive reducts in the reduction sequence, the reduction-free normalization functions do not construct any intermediate reduct.

We first refocus the reduction-based normalization function to deforest the intermediate reducts [43, 116]. The result is a small-step abstract machine implementing the iteration of the refocus function (Section 7.3.3.1). We then inline the contraction function (Section 7.3.3.2), and we apply lightweight fusion [93] to transform this small-step abstract machine into a big-step one [39] (Section 7.3.3.3). This machine exhibits a number of corridor transitions, and we compress them (Section 7.3.3.4). As a postlude to transition compression, we specialize the contexts of the machine (Section 7.3.3.5). The resulting abstract machine is in defunctionalized form [42], and we refunctionalize it [41] (Section 7.3.4.1). The result is in continuation-passing style and we re-express it in direct style [25] (Section 7.3.4.2). The resulting direct-style function is a traditional conversion function for Boolean formulas; in particular, it is compositional.

**Modus operandi** In each of the following subsections, we derive successive versions of the normalization function, indexing its components with the number of the subsection.

#### 7.3.3.1 Refocusing

The normalization function of Section 7.3.2.3 is reduction-based because it constructs every intermediate reduct in the reduction sequence. In its definition, decompose is always applied to the result of recompose_cont after the first decomposition. In fact, a vacuous initial call to recompose_cont ensures that decompose is always applied to the result of recompose_cont:

```haskell
fun normalize t = iterate (decompose (recompose_cont (C0, t)))
```
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We can factor out these composite calls in a function, \( \text{refocus0} \), that maps a contractum and its reduction context to the next potential redex and the next reduction context, if such a pair exists, in the reduction sequence:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{refocus0} \ (t, k) &= \text{decompose} \ (\text{recompose\_cont} \ (k, t)) \\
\text{fun } \text{iterate0} \ (\text{VAL} \ v) &= \text{RESULT} \ v \\
&\quad \mid \text{iterate0} \ (\text{DEC} \ (\text{pr}, k)) \\
&\quad \quad = (\text{case contract pr} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{of} \ (\text{CONTRACTUM} \ t') \Rightarrow \text{iterate0} \ (\text{refocus0} \ (t', k)) \\
&\quad \quad \quad | \ (\text{ERROR} \ s) \Rightarrow \text{WRONG} \ s)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{normalize0} \ t &= \text{iterate0} \ (\text{refocus0} \ (t, C0))
\end{align*}
\]

Extensionally, the refocus function goes from a redex site to the next redex site, if there is one:

\[
\begin{align*}
\quad \quad \text{reduce} \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{reduce} \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{reduce} \\
\text{decompose} \quad \quad \text{refocus} \quad \quad \text{refocus} \quad \quad \text{recompose\_cont}
\end{align*}
\]

Intensionally, it first recomposes the reduction context around the contractum into the next reduct, and then it decomposes this reduct into the next redex site, if there is one: that is what \( \text{refocus0} \) does, just above. But since the reduction strategy is deterministic, the subsequent decomposition comes back to the current redex site and then, depending on the contractum, either keeps heading toward the next redex site by decomposing the contractum if it is not a value or keeps exploring the context if the contractum is a value – which is what \( \text{decompose\_term} \) does. Therefore the next reduct need not be constructed: it can be deforested away by making the refocus function simply continue the decomposition of the contractum in the current context, i.e., by defining it as \( \text{decompose\_term} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{refocus1} \ (t, k) &= \text{decompose\_term} \ (t, k)
\end{align*}
\]

This deforestation technique applies under common conditions (e.g., the grammar of reduction contexts should be context-free) that are satisfied here.

The refocused normalization function therefore reads as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{iterate1} \ (\text{VAL} \ v) &= \text{RESULT} \ v \\
&\quad \mid \text{iterate1} \ (\text{DEC} \ (\text{pr}, k)) \\
&\quad \quad = (\text{case contract pr} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{of} \ (\text{CONTRACTUM} \ t') \Rightarrow \text{iterate1} \ (\text{refocus1} \ (t', k)) \\
&\quad \quad \quad | \ (\text{ERROR} \ s) \Rightarrow \text{WRONG} \ s)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{normalize1} \ t &= \text{iterate1} \ (\text{refocus1} \ (t, C0))
\end{align*}
\]
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This refocused normalization function is reduction-free because it is no longer based on a (one-step) reduction function and it no longer enumerates the successive reducts in the reduction sequence.

In the rest of this section, we mechanically transform this reduction-free normalization function into an abstract machine.

7.3.3.2 Inlining the contraction function

We first unfold the call to \texttt{contract} in the definition of \texttt{iterate1}, and name the resulting function \texttt{iterate2}. Reasoning by inversion, there are three potential redexes and therefore the DEC clause in the definition of \texttt{iterate1} is replaced by three DEC clauses in the definition of \texttt{iterate2}:

\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \texttt{refocus2} \text{ (} t, k \text{)} &= \texttt{decompose_term} \text{ (} t, k \text{)} \\
\text{fun } \texttt{iterate2} \text{ (}\text{VAL } v\text{)} &= \text{RESULT } v \\
& | \texttt{iterate2} \text{ (DEC (PR\_NEG } t, k) \text{)} \\
& | \texttt{iterate2} \text{ (DEC (PR\_CONJ (} t_1, t_2)\text{)} \text{)} \\
& | \texttt{iterate2} \text{ (DEC (PR\_DISJ (} t_1, t_2)\text{)} \text{)} \\
\text{fun } \texttt{normalize2} \text{ } t &= \texttt{iterate2} \text{ (refocus2 (} t, \text{CO}) \text{)}
\end{align*}

7.3.3.3 Lightweight fusion: from small-step abstract machine to big-step abstract machine

The refocused normalization function is a small-step abstract machine \cite{39} implementing a pushdown automaton in which the context is represented using the stack: \texttt{refocus2} (i.e., \texttt{decompose_term}, \texttt{decompose_term\_neg} and \texttt{decompose_cont}) acts as an inner transition function and \texttt{iterate2} as an outer transition function. The outer transition function (also known as a ‘driver loop’ and as a ‘trampoline’ \cite{57}) keeps activating the inner transition function until a value is obtained. Using Ohori and Sasano’s ‘lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion’ \cite{93}, we fuse \texttt{iterate2} and \texttt{refocus2} (i.e., \texttt{decompose_term}, \texttt{decompose_term\_neg} and \texttt{decompose_cont}) so that the resulting function \texttt{iterate3} is directly applied to the result of \texttt{decompose_term}, \texttt{decompose_term\_neg} and \texttt{decompose_cont}. The result is a big-step abstract machine implementing a pushdown automaton and consisting of four (mutually tail-recursive) state-transition functions:

- \texttt{normalize3\_term} is the composition of \texttt{iterate2} and \texttt{decompose_term}, and a clone of \texttt{decompose_term};
- \texttt{normalize3\_term\_neg} is the composition of \texttt{iterate2} and \texttt{decompose_term\_neg}, and a clone of \texttt{decompose_term\_neg};
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- normalize3_cont is the composition of iterate2 and decompose_cont that directly calls iterate3 over a value or a decomposition instead of returning it to iterate2 in the way decompose_cont did;

- iterate3 is a clone of iterate2 that calls the fused function normalize3_term; and

- normalize3 is a clone of normalize that calls the fused function normalize3_term.

```plaintext
(* cont × value → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize3_cont (C0, v)
  = iterate3 (VAL v)
  | normalize3_cont (C1 (v1, k), v2)
    = normalize3_cont (k, CONJ_nnf (v1, v2))
  | normalize3_cont (C2 (k, t2), v1)
    = normalize3_term (t2, C1 (v1, k))
  | normalize3_cont (C3 (v1, k), v2)
    = normalize3_cont (k, DISJ_nnf (v1, v2))
  | normalize3_cont (C4 (k, t2), v1)
    = normalize3_term (t2, C3 (v1, k))

(* term × cont → result_or_wrong *)
and normalize3_term_neg (VAR x, k)
  = normalize3_cont (k, LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
  | normalize3_term_neg (NEG t, k)
    = iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG t, k))
  | normalize3_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
    = iterate3 (DEC (PR_CONJ (t1, t2), k))
  | normalize3_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
    = iterate3 (DEC (PR_DISJ (t1, t2), k))

(* term × cont → result_or_wrong *)
and normalize3_term (VAR x, k)
  = normalize3_cont (k, LIT_nnf (POSVAR x))
  | normalize3_term (NEG t, k)
    = normalize3_term_neg (t, k)
  | normalize3_term (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
    = normalize3_term (t1, C2 (k, t2))
  | normalize3_term (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
    = normalize3_term (t1, C4 (k, t2))

(* value_or_decomposition → result_or_wrong *)
and iterate3 (VAL v)
  = RESULT v
  | iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG t, k))
    = normalize3_term (t, k)
  | iterate3 (DEC (PR_CONJ (t1, t2), k))
    = normalize3_term (DISJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), k)
  | iterate3 (DEC (PR_DISJ (t1, t2), k))
    = normalize3_term (CONJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), k)

(* term → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize3 t = normalize3_term (t, C0)
```
7.3.3.4 Hereditary transition compression

In the abstract machine of Section 7.3.3.3, many of the transitions are ‘corridor’ ones in that they yield configurations for which there is a unique further transition. Let us hereditarily compress these transitions. We consider each of their clauses in turn:

Clause \text{normalize3\_cont} (C_0, v):

\[
\text{normalize3\_cont} (C_0, v) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_cont } \ast) \\
\text{iterate3} (\text{VAL} v) = (\ast \text{ by inlining iterate3 } \ast) \\
\text{RESULT} v
\]

Clause \text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (NEG t, k):

\[
\text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (NEG t, k) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_term\_neg } \ast) \\
\text{iterate3} (\text{DEC} (\text{PR\_NEG} t, k)) = (\ast \text{ by inlining iterate3 } \ast) \\
\text{normalize3\_term} (t, k)
\]

Clause \text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (CONJ (t_1, t_2), k):

\[
\text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (CONJ (t_1, t_2), k) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_term\_neg } \ast) \\
\text{iterate3} (\text{DEC} (\text{PR\_CONJ} (t_1, t_2), k)) = (\ast \text{ by inlining iterate3 } \ast) \\
\text{normalize3\_term} (\text{DISJ} (\text{NEG} t_1, \text{NEG} t_2), k) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_term } \ast) \\
\text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (t_1, \text{C}_4 (k, \text{NEG} t_2)) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_term } \ast) \\
\text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (t_1, \text{C}_4 (k, \text{NEG} t_2))
\]

Clause \text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (DISJ (t_1, t_2), k):

\[
\text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (DISJ (t_1, t_2), k) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_term\_neg } \ast) \\
\text{iterate3} (\text{DEC} (\text{PR\_DISJ} (t_1, t_2), k)) = (\ast \text{ by inlining iterate3 } \ast) \\
\text{normalize3\_term} (\text{CONJ} (\text{NEG} t_1, \text{NEG} t_2), k) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_term } \ast) \\
\text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (t_1, \text{C}_2 (k, \text{NEG} t_2)) = (\ast \text{ by inlining normalize3\_term } \ast) \\
\text{normalize3\_term\_neg} (t_1, \text{C}_2 (k, \text{NEG} t_2))
\]

As a corollary of the compressions, the definition of \text{iterate3} is now unused and can be elided. Renaming the indices from 3 to 4, the resulting abstract machine reads as follows:

\[
(* \text{ cont } \times \text{ value } \rightarrow \text{ result, or wrong } *) \\
\text{fun \ normalize4\_cont} (C_0, v) = \text{RESULT} v \\
| \text{normalize4\_cont} (C_1 (v_1, k), v_2) = \text{normalize4\_cont} (k, \text{CONJ\_nnf} (v_1, v_2)) \\
| \text{normalize4\_cont} (C_2 (k, t_2), v_1) = \text{normalize4\_term} (t_2, C_1 (v_1, k)) \\
| \text{normalize4\_cont} (C_3 (v_1, k), v_2)
\]
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= normalize4_cont (k, DISJ_nnf (v1, v2))
| normalize4_cont (C4 (k, t2), v1)
= normalize4_term (t2, C3 (v1, k))

(* term × cont → result_or_wrong *)
and normalize4_term_neg (VAR x, k)
= normalize4_cont (k, LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| normalize4_term_neg (NEG t, k)
= normalize4_term (t, k)
| normalize4_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize4_term_neg (t1, C4 (k, NEG t2))
| normalize4_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize4_term_neg (t1, C2 (k, NEG t2))

(* term × cont → result_or_wrong *)
and normalize4_term (VAR x, k)
= normalize4_cont (k, LIT_nnf (POSVAR x))
| normalize4_term (NEG t, k)
= normalize4_term (t, k)
| normalize4_term (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize4_term (t1, C2 (k, t2))
| normalize4_term (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize4_term (t1, C4 (k, t2))

(* term → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize4 t = normalize4_term (t, C0)

7.3.3.5 Context specialization

As a postlude to transition compression, we observe that the normalizer sometimes uses context constructors C2 and C4 where the second argument is a negation. We therefore introduce specialized context constructors C2NEG and C4NEG for those cases, and subsequently compress corridor transitions in normalize5_cont to directly call normalize5_term_neg for the new contexts:

datatype cont = C0
| C1 of value × cont
| C2 of cont × term
| C2NEG of cont × term
| C3 of value × cont
| C4 of cont × term
| C4NEG of cont × term

(* cont × value → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize5_cont (C0, v)
= RESULT v
| normalize5_cont (C1 (v1, k), v2)
= normalize5_cont (k, CONJ_nnf (v1, v2))
| normalize5_cont (C2 (k, t2), v1)
= normalize5_term (t2, C1 (v1, k))
| normalize5_cont (C2NEG (k, t2), v1)
= normalize5_term_neg (t2, C1 (v1, k))
| normalize5_cont (C3 (v1, k), v2)
= normalize5_cont (k, DISJ_nnf (v1, v2))
| normalize5_cont (C4 (k, t2), v1)
= normalize5_term (t2, C3 (v1, k))
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| normalize5_cont (C4NEG (k, t2), v1) = normalize5_term_neg (t2, C3 (v1, k))
| normalize5_cont (k, LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x)) = normalize5_cont (k, LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| normalize5_cont (NEG t, k) = normalize5_term (t, k)
| normalize5_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
| normalize5_term_neg (t1, C4NEG (k, t2)) = normalize5_term_neg (t1, C4NEG (k, t2))
| normalize5_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
| normalize5_term_neg (t1, C2 (k, t2)) = normalize5_term_neg (t1, C2 (k, t2))
| normalize5_term_neg (VAR x, k)
| normalize5_term_neg (k, LIT_nnf (POSVAR x)) = normalize5_term_neg (k, LIT_nnf (POSVAR x))
| normalize5_term_neg (NEG t, k) = normalize5_term_neg (t, k)
| normalize5_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
| normalize5_term_neg (t1, C2 (k, t2)) = normalize5_term_neg (t1, C2 (k, t2))
| normalize5_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
| normalize5_term_neg (t1, C4 (k, t2)) = normalize5_term_neg (t1, C4 (k, t2))

(\* term \times cont \rightarrow result_or_wrong * )

and normalize5_term_neg (VAR x, k)
= normalize5_cont (k, LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| normalize5_term_neg (NEG t, k) = normalize5_term (t, k)
| normalize5_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize5_term_neg (t1, C4NEG (k, t2))
| normalize5_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize5_term_neg (t1, C2NEG (k, t2))

(\* term \times cont \rightarrow result_or_wrong * )

and normalize5_term (VAR x, k)
= normalize5_cont (k, LIT_nnf (POSVAR x))
| normalize5_term (NEG t, k) = normalize5_term (t, k)
| normalize5_term (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize5_term (t1, C2 (k, t2))
| normalize5_term (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize5_term (t1, C4 (k, t2))

(\* term \rightarrow result_or_wrong * )

fun normalize5 t = normalize5_term (t, C0)

A consequence of this context specialization is that the definitions of normalize5_term and
normalize4_term_neg are now symmetric.

7.3.4 From abstract machines to normalization functions

In this section, we transform the abstract machine of Section 7.3.3.5 into two compositional
normalization functions, one in continuation-passing style (Section 7.3.4.1) and one in direct
style (Section 7.3.4.2).

7.3.4.1 Refunctionalization

Like many other big-step abstract machines [2, 31], the abstract machine of Section 7.3.3.5 is
in defunctionalized form [42]: the reduction contexts, together with normalize5_cont, are
the first-order counterpart of a function. This function is introduced with the data-type
constructors C0, etc., and eliminated with calls to the dispatching function normalize5_cont.
The higher-order counterpart of this abstract machine reads as follows:

(\* term \times (value \rightarrow \alpha) \rightarrow \alpha * )

fun normalize6_term_neg (VAR x, k)
= k (LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| normalize6_term_neg (NEG t, k) = normalize6_term (t, k)
| normalize6_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize6_term_neg (t1, fn v1 \Rightarrow
normalize6_term_neg (t2, fn v2 \Rightarrow
k (DISJ_nnf (v1, v2))))
| normalize6_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
= normalize6_term_neg (t1, fn v1 \Rightarrow
normalize6_term_neg (t2, fn v2 \Rightarrow
k (CONJ_nnf (v1, v2))))
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\[
\text{normalize6\_term (VAR} x, k) = k (\text{LIT\_nnf (POSVAR} x))
\]
\[
| \text{normalize6\_term (NEG} t, k) = \text{normalize6\_term\_neg (t, k)}
\]
\[
| \text{normalize6\_term (CONJ (t1, t2), k)} = \text{normalize6\_term (t1, fn v1 ⇒ normalize6\_term (t2, fn v2 ⇒ k (CONJ\_nnf (v1, v2)))))}
\]
\[
| \text{normalize6\_term (DISJ (t1, t2), k)} = \text{normalize6\_term (t1, fn v1 ⇒ normalize6\_term (t2, fn v2 ⇒ k (DISJ\_nnf (v1, v2)))))}
\]

\[
\text{normalize6 t = normalize6\_term (t, fn v ⇒ RESULT v)}
\]

This normalization function is compositional over source terms: all recursive calls are over a proper subpart of the corresponding left-hand side. It can therefore be expressed with the fold functional for terms.

### 7.3.4.2 Back to direct style

The refunctionalized definition of Section 7.3.4.1 is in continuation-passing style since it has a functional accumulator and all of its calls are tail calls [25]. Its direct-style counterpart reads as follows:

\[
\text{fun normalize7\_term\_neg (VAR} x) = \text{LIT\_nnf (NEGVAR} x)
\]
\[
| \text{normalize7\_term\_neg (NEG} t) = \text{normalize7\_term t}
\]
\[
| \text{normalize7\_term\_neg (CONJ (t1, t2)) = DISJ\_nnf (normalize7\_term\_neg t1, normalize7\_term\_neg t2)}
\]
\[
| \text{normalize7\_term\_neg (DISJ (t1, t2)) = CONJ\_nnf (normalize7\_term\_neg t1, normalize7\_term\_neg t2)}
\]

\[
\text{fun normalize7 t = RESULT (normalize7\_term t)}
\]

This normalization function is compositional over source terms.

### 7.3.5 Catamorphic normalization functions

As a postlude to the functional correspondence, we observe that the compositional normalization function of Section 7.3.4.2 features two mutually recursive functions from terms to
values. These two functions can be expressed as one, using the following type isomorphism:

\[(A \rightarrow B) \times (A \rightarrow B) \simeq A \rightarrow B^2\]

Computationally, this isomorphism can be exploited in two ways: by representing \(B^2\) as \(2 \rightarrow B\), which in ML gives rise to a lazy pair, and by representing \(B^2\) as \(B \times B\), which in ML gives rise to an eager pair. Both of these representations are extensionally equal because the normalization functions are total. Let us review each of them.

**Representing \(B^2\) as \(2 \rightarrow B\)**

We first need a two-element type to account for the “polarity” of the current sub-term, i.e., whether the number of negations between the root of the given term and the current sub-term is even (in which case the polarity is positive) or it is odd (in which case the polarity is negative):

```plaintext
datatype polarity = PLUS | MINUS
```

We are now in position to express the normalization function with one recursive descent over the given term, threading the current polarity in an inherited fashion, and returning a term in normal form:

```plaintext
(* term \rightarrow (polarity \rightarrow value) *)
fun normalize8_term (VAR x) = (fn PLUS => LIT_nnf (POSWAR x) | MINUS => LIT_nnf (NEGWAR x))
| normalize8_term (NEG t) = let val c = normalize8_term t
in fn PLUS => c MINUS | MINUS => c PLUS
end
| normalize8_term (CONJ (t1, t2)) = let val c1 = normalize8_term t1
val c2 = normalize8_term t2
in fn PLUS => CONJ_nnf (c1 PLUS, c2 PLUS) | MINUS => DISJ_nnf (c1 MINUS, c2 MINUS)
end
| normalize8_term (DISJ (t1, t2)) = let val c1 = normalize8_term t1
val c2 = normalize8_term t2
in fn PLUS => DISJ_nnf (c1 PLUS, c2 PLUS) | MINUS => CONJ_nnf (c1 MINUS, c2 MINUS)
end
```

```plaintext
(* term \rightarrow result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize8 t = RESULT (normalize8_term t PLUS)
```

Initially, the given term has a positive polarity.

To make it manifest that this normalization function is (1) compositional and (2) singly recursive, let us express it as a catamorphism, i.e., as an instance of `foldr_term`:

```plaintext
(* term \rightarrow (polarity \rightarrow value) *)
val normalize9_term = foldr_term
(fn x => (fn PLUS => LIT_nnf (POSWAR x) | MINUS => LIT_nnf (NEGWAR x)),
  fn c => (fn PLUS => c MINUS
```
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```plaintext
| MINUS ⇒ c PLUS).
| fn (c1, c2) ⇒ (fn PLUS ⇒ CONJ_nnf (c1 PLUS . c2 PLUS)
| MINUS ⇒ DISJ_nnf (c1 MINUS . c2 MINUS)).
| fn (c1, c2) ⇒ (fn PLUS ⇒ DISJ_nnf (c1 PLUS . c2 PLUS)
| MINUS ⇒ CONJ_nnf (c1 MINUS . c2 MINUS))
```

(* term → result_or_wrong *)

```
fun normalize9 t = RESULT (normalize9_term t PLUS)
```

**Representing B² as B × B**  We use a pair holding a term in normal form and its dual. This pair puts us in position to express the normalization function with one recursive descent over the given term, returning a pair of terms in normal form in a synthesized fashion:

(* term → value × value *)

```
fun normalize10_term (VAR x)
  = (LIT_nnf (POSVAR x), LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x))
| normalize10_term (NEG t)
  = let val (tp, tm) = normalize10_term t
     in (tm, tp)
  end
| normalize10_term (CONJ (t1, t2))
  = let val (tp1, tm1) = normalize10_term t1
      val (tp2, tm2) = normalize10_term t2
      in (CONJ_nnf (tp1, tp2), DISJ_nnf (tm1, tm2))
  end
| normalize10_term (DISJ (t1, t2))
  = let val (tp1, tm1) = normalize10_term t1
      val (tp2, tm2) = normalize10_term t2
      in (DISJ_nnf (tp1, tp2), CONJ_nnf (tm1, tm2))
  end
```

(* term → result_or_wrong *)

```
fun normalize10 t = let val (tp, tm) = normalize10_term t
                   in RESULT tp
                   end
```

The final result is the positive component of the resulting pair.

To make it manifest that this normalization function is (1) compositional and (2) singly recursive, let us express it as a catamorphism, i.e., as an instance of foldr_term:

(* term → value × value *)

```
val normalize11_term
  = foldr_term
    (fn x
     ⇒ (LIT_nnf (POSVAR x), LIT_nnf (NEGVAR x)))
    fn (tp, tm)
      ⇒ (tm, tp).
    fn ((tp1, tm1), (tp2, tm2))
      ⇒ (CONJ_nnf (tp1, tp2), DISJ_nnf (tm1, tm2)).
    fn ((tp1, tm1), (tp2, tm2))
      ⇒ (DISJ_nnf (tp1, tp2), CONJ_nnf (tm1, tm2)))
```

(* term → result_or_wrong *)

```
fun normalize11 t = let val (tp, tm) = normalize11_term t
                   in RESULT tp
                   end
```
7.3.6 Implementation and testing

All the elements of the spectrum, from normalize and normalize0 to normalize11, are implemented in Standard ML. We have run each of them on an array of tests and verified that they all yield the same results.

7.3.7 Summary and conclusion

We have refocused the reduction-based normalization function of Section 7.3.2.3 into a reduction-free, small-step abstract machine, and we have exhibited a spectrum of corresponding reduction-free normalization functions that all are inter-derivable.

We wish to emphasize that the starting point (the small-step reduction semantics) and the ending point (the big-step compositional normalization functions) are natural ones, i.e., undergraduate teaching material in functional programming. However, they have not been invented here, but inter-derived in a mechanical way. Proving from scratch that they are equivalent, on the other hand, is non-trivial. In fact, the proof techniques involved to establish this equivalence form the core of Nielson and Nielson’s popular textbook Semantics with Applications [91]. In contrast, each of the derivation steps used here is elementary and methodical.

An additional advantage of the present calculational method is that it is reusable. For example, it is now a simple exercise to consider a rightmost-outermost reduction strategy, or a leftmost-innermost reduction strategy, or a rightmost-innermost reduction strategy, and to calculate the corresponding spectrum of negational normalization functions. In the rest of this chapter, we reuse the method for other reduction semantics: to obtain conjunctive normal forms (Section 7.4), and to obtain conjunctive normal forms with sharing (Section 7.5).

7.4 Leftmost-outermost conjunctive normalization

In this section, we consider conjunctive normal forms. We go from a leftmost-outermost reduction strategy to the corresponding leftmost-outermost evaluation strategy. Unlike the rules for negational normalization, however, the rules for conjunctive normalization do not allow for a straightforward transformation. We therefore begin this section by adjusting the reduction rules for conjunctive normalization (Section 7.4.0). Following the same steps as in Section 7.3, we then implement the reduction strategy for the new rules (Section 7.4.1) as a prelude to implementing the corresponding reduction semantics (Section 7.4.2). We then turn to the syntactic correspondence between reduction semantics and abstract machines (Section 7.4.3) and to the functional correspondence between abstract machines and normalization functions (Section 7.4.4).

7.4.0 Generalized reduction

Consider the two reduction rules provided by the distributivity laws presented in Section 7.2

\[
\begin{align*}
t_{\text{nnf}}1 \lor (t_{\text{nnf}}2 \land t_{\text{nnf}}3) & \rightarrow (t_{\text{nnf}}1 \lor t_{\text{nnf}}2) \land (t_{\text{nnf}}1 \lor t_{\text{nnf}}3) \\
(t_{\text{nnf}}1 \land t_{\text{nnf}}2) \lor t_{\text{nnf}}3 & \rightarrow (t_{\text{nnf}}1 \lor t_{\text{nnf}}3) \land (t_{\text{nnf}}2 \lor t_{\text{nnf}}3)
\end{align*}
\]
Unlike the reduction rules for negational normalization, these rules overlap in two ways:

1. Redexes overlap because a term can be an instance of several redexes, which is characteristic of critical pairs. For example, the term \((\text{nnf}_1 \land \text{nnf}_2) \lor (\text{nnf}_3 \land \text{nnf}_4)\) can be reduced by either rule. For conjunctive normalization, this critical pair results in a non-confluent rewrite system where normal forms are not unique: the order in which the reduction rules are applied matters, and depending on this order, distinct normal forms can be obtained.

Fortunately, we are considering a fixed reduction strategy – leftmost outermost – and therefore there is no ambiguity as to which is the next redex to contract in a non-value term: the reduction strategy can be implemented not just with a relation, but with a function.

2. Redexes and contractums overlap because when a contractum is a conjunction and occurs as an immediate subterm of a disjunction, this disjunction is the root of a new redex, which is characteristic of backwards overlaps [50, 66].

For example, given four terms in negational normal form \(t_1, t_2, t_3,\) and \(t_4,\) the leftmost-outermost redex of the term \(((t_1 \land t_2) \lor t_3) \lor t_4\) is the left subterm of the topmost disjunction: it is the dashed subtree below on the left. This term reduces in one step to \(((t_1 \lor t_3) \land (t_2 \lor t_3)) \lor t_4\). The contractum is a conjunction: it is the dotted subtree below in the middle. The contractum is the left subtree of the topmost disjunction which now forms the next redex to be contracted: it is the dashed tree below on the right.

This next redex would be found by recomposing the current reduction context around the contractum and decomposing the resulting reduct. It would, however, not be found by decomposing the contractum in the current context. Hence, it is not meaning-preserving to continue decomposition in the context of the contractum, and refocusing is therefore inapplicable in this situation, unlike in Section 7.3.

This problem occurs because of an overlap between the left-hand sides and right-hand sides of the reduction rules where a right-hand side can occur as a sub-pattern of a left-hand side. Such overlaps can make the next redex be spread across the current context and the current contractum.

Leftmost-outermost conjunctive normalization is the first case study we have encountered where refocusing does not directly apply. Subsequently, Danvy and Johannsen have conducted a taxonomic investigation of refocusing for a reduction semantics whose reduction order may not just be innermost, as usual, but also outermost, like here, and where reduction rules may overlap forward or backward [37]. We found out
that the only combination for which refocusing does not apply directly is outermost reduction and backward overlapping rules, which is the situation here. We also showed that it is then sufficient to backtrack in the reduction context on a case-by-case basis to re-enable refocusing.

The issue of backward overlaps also arises when fully normalizing \( \lambda \)-terms using normal order. Danvy, Millikin and Munk [48, 84, 89] overcame this issue (without identifying it as such) by backtracking after applying the refocus function. García-Pérez and Nogueira [59, 60] overcame it (without identifying it as such either) by developing a notion of hybrid strategy and by integrating backtracking in the refocus function.

Instead of backtracking, here is a more global solution: eliminating rule overlaps altogether.

1. To eliminate what looks like critical pairs, i.e., overlapping redexes, we restrict the left-hand side of the first reduction rule to \( t_{dnf} \lor (t_{nnf} \land t_{nnf}) \), exploiting the fact that the reduction strategy goes from left to right.

2. To eliminate backward overlaps, i.e., overlaps between left-hand sides and right-hand sides, we first note that the form of a conjunction in the context of disjunctions is \( D \subseteq [t_{nnf} \land t_{nnf} ] \), where \( D \) is a context of (restricted) disjunctions defined by:

\[
D ::= [ ] \mid D \lor t_{nnf} \mid t_{dnf} \lor D
\]

Using this observation, we can generalize the reduction rules to eliminate the construction of new redexes:

\[
D[t_{nnf} \land t_{nnf}] \rightarrow D[t_{nnf}] \land D[t_{nnf}]
\]

This generalized rule describes a form of context-sensitive contraction [12] where only a delimited part of the context is used in the contraction. In effect, the generalized contraction hereditarily pulls out a conjunction in one single step, thereby avoiding the construction of intermediate redexes.

The position of a redex of the generalized rule is defined by the position of the top-most constructor of \( D \). Leftmost-outermost reduction by the generalized rule therefore implies that the redex does not reside in the immediate context of a disjunction (if it did, \( D \) could be extended upwards, creating a new redex in a more outermost position).

Let us now prove that leftmost-outermost reduction by this generalized reduction rule is sound with respect to leftmost-outermost reduction by the original two reduction rules. We use the notation \( t \rightarrow t' \) to denote that \( t \) reduces to \( t' \) by reducing the leftmost-outermost redex of \( t \) using the original reduction rules, and \( \rightarrow^* \) to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of \( \rightarrow \). Also, we use \( t \rightarrow t' \) to denote that \( t \) reduces to \( t' \) by reducing the leftmost-outermost redex of \( t \) using the generalized rule:

**Proposition 6** (soundness). Let \( r = D[t_{nnf} \land t_{nnf}] \), and let \( t = C[r] \), where \( C \) is any context such that \( r \) is the leftmost-outermost redex of \( t \) by the generalized reduction rule, meaning that \( t \rightarrow C[D[t_{nnf}] \land D[t_{nnf}]] \). Then \( t \rightarrow^* C[D[t_{nnf}] \land D[t_{nnf}]] \).

**Proof.** By induction on \( D \):

**Case** \( D = [ ] \) By reflexivity of \( \rightarrow^* \).
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Case \(D = D_0[[] \lor t_{nnf}]\)

\[
t = C[D_0[[t_{nnf1} \land t_{nnf2}] \lor t_{nnf}]] \\
\rightarrow C[D_0[[t_{nnf1} \lor t_{nnf2}] \land (t_{nnf2} \lor t_{nnf})]] \\
\rightarrow^* C[D_0[t_{nnf1} \lor t_{nnf}] \land D_0[t_{nnf2} \lor t_{nnf}]] \\
= C[D[t_{nnf1}] \land D[t_{nnf2}]]
\]

Case \(D = D_0[t_{dnf} \lor [[]]\)

\[
t = C[D_0[t_{dnf} \lor (t_{nnf1} \land t_{nnf2})]] \\
\rightarrow C[D_0[[t_{dnf} \lor t_{nnf1}] \land (t_{dnf} \lor t_{nnf2})]] \\
\rightarrow^* C[D_0[t_{dnf} \lor t_{nnf1}] \land D_0[t_{dnf} \lor t_{nnf2}]] \\
= C[D[t_{nnf1}] \land D[t_{nnf2}]]
\]

Note that in the proof steps that apply the induction hypothesis (the steps using \(\rightarrow^*\)), the induction hypothesis is applied to the leftmost-outmost redex of the term, as required.

This generalization of reduction rules is similar to the construction of backward chains \[50, 66\]. However, contrary to the construction of backward chains, it is necessary that our rule generalization preserves the leftmost-outmost reduction strategy of the original reduction semantics. Although rule generalization and the associated proof of soundness is not a mechanical step, in this case study it provides a simple extension which enables refocusing and lets us reuse the sequence of mechanical derivation steps of the syntactic correspondence. With this adjusted reduction rule, we can therefore proceed as in Section 7.3.

7.4.1 Prelude to a reduction semantics

The reduction strategy along with the notions of value and of potential redex puts us in position to state a compositional search function that implements the reduction strategy and maps a given term either to the corresponding value, if it is in normal form, or to a potential redex. Reflecting the grammar of delimited contexts used to specify the generalized reduction rule, we specify the search for a potential redex in two stages. First, we search for the leftmost-outmost conjunction inside a disjunction. From this search function, we derive a decomposition function mapping a given term either to the corresponding value, if it is in the grammar of \(t_{dnf}\), or to the leftmost-outmost conjunction and its context of disjunctions (Section 7.4.1.0). Second, we search for the leftmost-outmost disjunction containing a conjunction (Section 7.4.1.1). From this search function, we derive a decomposition function mapping a given term either to the corresponding value, if it is in the grammar of \(t_{cnf}\), or to a potential redex and its reduction context (Section 7.4.1.2). As a corollary, we can then state the associated recomposition function that maps a reduction context and a contractum to the corresponding reduct (Section 7.4.1.3).

7.4.1.0 Prelude to the reduction strategy

Under the assumption that there is a surrounding disjunction, we must locate the leftmost-outmost conjunction. A value therefore is a term where there are no conjunctions, i.e., a term in the grammar \(t_{dnf}\):
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```plaintext
datatype found_d = VAL_d of disj cnf
  | LMOM_CONJ of term nnf × term nnf

The following implements the reduction strategy as a compositional search function. It searches for a conjunction depth-first and from left to right:

```plaintext
(* term nnf → found_d *)
fun search_term_d (LIT nnf x)
  = VAL_d (DISJ_leaf x)
  | search_term_d (CONJ nnf (t1, t2))
    = LMOM_CONJ (t1, t2)
  | search_term_d (DISJ nnf (t1, t2))
    = (case search_term_d t1
         of (VAL_d d1)
           ⇒ (case search_term_d t2
                of (VAL_d d2)
                  ⇒ VAL_d (DISJ_node (d1, d2))
                    | (LMOM_CONJ conj)
                      ⇒ LMOM_CONJ conj)
                    | (LMOM_CONJ conj)
                      ⇒ LMOM_CONJ conj)
    ⇒ LMOM_CONJ conj)

(* term nnf → found_d *)
fun search_d t = search_term_d t
```

From searching to decomposing  As in Section 7.3.1.2, we transform the search function into a decomposition function. We do so by (1) CPS-transforming the search function (and then simplifying it one bit), (2) defunctionalizing its continuation, which gives the implementation of $D$ in Section 7.4.0, and (3) returning a conjunction (if one exists) and its context of disjunctions. The result is a pushdown automaton with 3 states (1 initial state and 2 final states) where the defunctionalized continuation plays the role of the stack:

```plaintext
datatype cont_d = D0
  | D1 of cont_d × term nnf
  | D2 of disj cnf × cont_d

and (3) returning a conjunction (if one exists) and its context of disjunctions. The result is a pushdown automaton with 3 states (1 initial state and 2 final states) where the defunctionalized continuation plays the role of the stack:

```plaintext
datatype value_or_decomposition_d = VAL_d of disj cnf
  | DEC_d of term nnf × term nnf × cont_d

(* cont_d × disj cnf → value_or_decomposition_d *)
fun decompose_cont_d (D0, d)
  = VAL_d d
  | decompose_cont_d (D1 (D, t2), d1)
    = decompose_term_d (t2, D1 (D, t2))
  | decompose_cont_d (D2 (d1, D), d2)
    = decompose_cont_d (D1 (D, D1 (D, t2)))

(* term nnf × cont_d → value_or_decomposition_d *)
and decompose_term_d (LIT nnf x, D)
  = decompose_cont_d (D, DISJ_leaf x)
  | decompose_term_d (CONJ nnf (t1, t2), D)
    = DEC_d (t1, t2, D)
  | decompose_term_d (DISJ nnf (t1, t2), D)
    = decompose_term_d (t1, D1 (D, t2))
```
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(* term.nnf \rightarrow value_or.decomposition_d *)
defun decompose_d t = decompose_term_d (t, DO)

This automaton is implemented as a big-step abstract machine: each transition is carried out
by a tail call.

7.4.1.1 The reduction strategy

The reduction strategy consists in locating the leftmost-outermost conjunction that is directly
below a disjunction. A value therefore is a term where disjunctions contain no conjunctions,
i.e., a conjunctive normal form:

type value = term.cnf

A potential redex is the distribution of disjunctions over a conjunction:

datatype potential_redex = PR_DISTR_DISJ of term.nnf \times term.nnf \times cont_d

The following compositional search function implements the reduction strategy. It searches
for a potential redex depth-first and from left to right:

datatype found_c = VAL_c of value
| POTRED_c of potential_redex

(* term.nnf \rightarrow found_c *)
defun search0_term_c (LIT_nnf x)
  = VAL_c (CONJ_leaf (DISJ_leaf x))
| search0_term_c (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2))
  = (case search0_term_c t1
      of (VAL_c c1)
        ⇒ (case search0_term_c t2
            of (VAL_c c2)
              ⇒ VAL_c (CONJ_node (c1, c2))
                | (POTRED_c pr)
                ⇒ POTRED_c pr)
              | (POTRED_c pr)
            ⇒ POTRED_c pr)
      | (POTRED_c pr)
    ⇒ POTRED_c pr)
| search0_term_c (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2))
  = (case decompose0_term_d (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2), DO)
      of (VAL_d d)
        ⇒ VAL_c (CONJ_leaf d)
        | (DEC_d (t1, t2, D))
        ⇒ POTRED_c (PR_DISTR_DISJ (t1, t2, D)))

(* term.nnf \rightarrow found_c *)
defun search0_term_c t = search0_term_c t

By adequacy of our representation, the search function implements the leftmost-outermost
reduction strategy:

**Property 7** (soundness). Let t represent the term t, let pr represent the potential redex pr, and let
t_cnf represent a conjunctive normal form:

- search0_c t evaluates to POTRED pr if and only if pr is the leftmost-outermost redex in t; and
- search0_c t evaluates to VAL t_cnf and embed_cnf t_cnf evaluates to t if and only if t does
  not contain a redex.
7.4.1.2 From searching to decomposing

As in Section 7.3.1.2, we transform the search function into a decomposition function. We do so by (1) CPS-transforming the search function (and then simplifying it one bit), (2) defunctionalizing its continuation, which gives the implementation of C in Section 7.4.0, and (3) returning a potential redex (if one exists) and its reduction context. The result is a pushdown automaton with 5 states (1 initial state and 2 final states) and 2 stacks (each of which is a defunctionalized continuation) implemented as a big-step abstract machine:

```
datatype cont_c = C0
  | C1 of cont_c × term_nnf
  | C2 of conj_cnff × cont_c
```

and

```
datatype value_or_decomposition = VAL of value
  | DEC of potential_redex × cont_c
```

```
(* cont_d × disj_cnff × cont_c → value_or_decomposition *)
fun decompose_cont_d (D0, d, C)
  = decompose_cont_c (C, CONJ_leaf d)
| decompose_cont_d (D1 (D, t2), d1, C)
  = decompose_term_d (t2, D2 (d1, D), C)
| decompose_cont_d (D2 (d1, D), d2, C)
  = decompose_cont_d (D, DISJ_node (d1, d2), C)
```

```
(* term_nnf × cont_d × cont_c → value_or_decomposition *)
and decompose_term_d (LIT_nnf x, D, C)
  = decompose_cont_d (D, DISJ_leaf x, C)
| decompose_term_d (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2), D, C)
  = DEC (PR_DISTR_DISJ (t1, t2, D), C)
| decompose_term_d (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2), D, C)
  = decompose_term_d (t1, D1 (D, t2), C)
```

```
(* cont_c × conj_cnff → value_or_decomposition *)
and decompose_cont_c (C0, c)
  = VAL c
| decompose_cont_c (C1 (C, t2), c1)
  = decompose_term_c (t2, C2 (c1, C))
| decompose_cont_c (C2 (c1, C), c2)
  = decompose_cont_c (C, CONJ_node (c1, c2))
```

```
(* term_nnf × cont_c → value_or_decomposition *)
and decompose_term_c (LIT_nnf x, C)
  = decompose_cont_c (C, CONJ_leaf (DISJ_leaf x))
| decompose_term_c (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2), C)
  = decompose_term_c (CONJ_nnf (t1, C1 (C, t2))
| decompose_term_c (t as DISJ_nnf (t1, t2), C)
  = decompose_term_d (t, D0, C)
```

```
(* term_nnf → value_or_decomposition *)
fun decompose t = decompose_term_c (t, C0)
```

The decompose function implements the decomposition of a term as a leftmost-outermost redex in its reduction context:

**Property 8** (soundness). Let t represent the term C[pr], let pr represent the potential redex pr, and let k represent the reduction context C: decompose t evaluates to DEC (pr, k).
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7.4.1.3 Recomposing

We implement recomposition with a left fold over the given reduction context to recompose it around the given term:

\[
\text{fun recompose\_d (D0, t) = t} \\
| \text{recompose\_d (D1 (D, t2), t1) = recompose\_d (D, DISJ\_nnf (t1, t2))} \\
| \text{recompose\_d (D2 (d1, D), t2) = recompose\_d (D, DISJ\_nnf (embed\_cnf (CONJ\_leaf d1), t2))}
\]

\[
\text{fun recompose\_c (C0, t) = t} \\
| \text{recompose\_c (C1 (C, t2), t1) = recompose\_c (C, CONJ\_nnf (t1, t2))} \\
| \text{recompose\_c (C2 (c1, C), t2) = recompose\_c (C, CONJ\_nnf (embed\_cnf c1, t2))}
\]

\[
\text{fun recompose (VAL v) = embed\_cnf v} \\
| \text{recompose (DEC (pr, C)) = recompose\_c (C, pr2t pr)}
\]

(\text{# potential\_redex \rightarrow term\_nnf #})

and \text{pr2t (PR\_DISTR\_DISJ (t1, t2, D)) = recompose\_d (D, CONJ\_nnf (t1, t2))}

The recompose function implements the recomposition of a context around a term:

\textbf{Property 9 (soundness).} Let \(k\) represent the context \(C\), let \(t\) represent the term \(t\), and let \(t'\) represent the term \(C[t]\): \text{recompose\_c (k, t) evaluates to t'}.

7.4.2 A reduction semantics

We are now fully equipped to implement a reduction semantics for conjunctive normalization.

7.4.2.1 Notion of reduction

The reduction rule is implemented as:

\[
\text{datatype contractum\_or\_error = CONTRACTUM of term\_nnf} \\
| \text{ERROR of string}
\]

\[
\text{fun contract (PR\_DISTR\_DISJ (t1, t2, D)) = CONTRACTUM (CONJ\_nnf (recompose\_d (D, t1), recompose\_d (D, t2)))}
\]

In the present case, all potential redexes are actual ones, i.e., no terms are stuck.

7.4.2.2 One-step reduction

Given a non-value term, a one-step reduction function (1) decomposes this non-value term into a potential redex and a reduction context, (2) contracts the potential redex if it is an actual one, and (3) recomposes the reduction context around the contractum. If the potential
redex is not an actual one, reduction is stuck. Given a value term, reduction is also impossible:

datatype reduct_or_stuck = REDUCT of term_nnf | STUCK of string

(* term_nnf → reduct_or_stuck *)
fun reduce t
  = (case decompose t
      of (VAL v)
         ⇒ STUCK "irreducible term"
      | (DEC (pr, C))
         ⇒ (case contract pr
              of (CONTRACTUM t') ⇒ REDUCT (recompose_c (C, t'))
              | (ERROR s) ⇒ STUCK s))

Property 10 (soundness). Let \( t \) represent \( t \) and \( t' \) represent \( t' \): \( \text{reduce} \ t \) evaluates to \( \text{REDUCT} \ t' \) if and only if \( t \) reduces to \( t' \) in one step by leftmost-outermost reduction.

7.4.2.3 Reduction-based normalization

A reduction-based normalization function is one that iterates the one-step reduction function until it yields a value or becomes stuck. If it yields a value, this value is the result of normalization, and if it becomes stuck, normalization goes wrong:

datatype result_or_wrong = RESULT of value | WRONG of string

The following definition uses \( \text{decompose} \) to distinguish between value and non-value terms:

(* value_or_decomposition → result_or_wrong *)
fun iterate (VAL v)
  = RESULT v
| iterate (DEC (pr, C))
  = (case contract pr
       of (CONTRACTUM t') ⇒ iterate (decompose (recompose_c (C, t'))))
  | (ERROR s) ⇒ WRONG s)

(* term_nnf → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize t = iterate (decompose t)

Property 11 (soundness). Let \( t \) represent \( t \) and \( v \) represent \( v \): \( \text{normalize} \ t \) evaluates to \( \text{RESULT} \ v \) if and only if \( t \) reduces to \( v \) by leftmost-outermost reduction.

7.4.3 From reduction-based to reduction-free normalization

This section follows the steps of Section 7.3.3: we refocus the reduction-based normalization function of Section 7.4.2.3, inline the contraction function, fuse the resulting small-step abstract machine into a big-step one, and compress its corridor transitions hereditarily.

As a postlude to transition compression, we observe that the normalizer contains a non-tail call to \( \text{recompose}_d \) which stems from the inlining of \( \text{contract} \), and whose result will
subsequently be decomposed again. We therefore introduce a specialized context constructor \(C_1^\prime\) for this case, to short-cut the recomposition and subsequent decomposition of this subterm.

The result – a big-step abstract machine with two stacks – reads as follows:

```plaintext
datatype cont_d = D0
  | D1 of cont_d × term_nnf
  | D2 of disj_cnf × cont_d

datatype cont_c = C0
  | C1 of cont_c × term_nnf
  | C2 of conj_cnf × cont_c
  | C1' of cont_c × cont_d × term_nnf

(* cont_d × disj_cnf × cont_c → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize4_cont_d (D0, d, C)
  = normalize4_cont_c (C, CONJ_leaf d)
  | normalize4_cont_d (D1 (D, t2), d1, C)
  = normalize4_term_d (t2, D2 (d1, D), C)
  | normalize4_cont_d (D2 (d1, D), d2, C)
  = normalize4_cont_d (D, DISJ_node (d1, d2), C)

(* term_nnf × cont_d × cont_c → result_or_wrong *)
and normalize4_term_d (LIT_nnf x, D, C)
  = normalize4_cont_d (D, DISJ_leaf x, C)
  | normalize4_term_d (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2), D, C)
  = normalize4_term_d (t1, D, C1' (C, D, t2))
  | normalize4_term_d (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2), D, C)
  = normalize4_term_d (t1, D1 (D, t2), C)

(* cont_c × conj_cnf → result_or_wrong *)
and normalize4_cont_c (C0, c)
  = RESULT c
  | normalize4_cont_c (C1 (C, t2), c1)
  = normalize4_cont_c (t2, C2 (c1, C))
  | normalize4_cont_c (C2 (c1, C), c2)
  = normalize4_cont_c (C, CONJ_node (c1, c2))
  | normalize4_cont_c (C1' (C, D, t2), c1)
  = normalize4_term_d (t2, D, C2 (c1, C))

(* term_nnf × cont_c → result_or_wrong *)
and normalize4_term_c (LIT_nnf x, C)
  = normalize4_cont_c (C, CONJ_leaf (DISJ_leaf x))
  | normalize4_term_c (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2), C)
  = normalize4_term_c (t1, C1 (C, t2))
  | normalize4_term_c (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2), C)
  = normalize4_term_d (t1, D1 (D0, t2), C)

(* term_nnf → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize4 t = normalize4_term_c (t, C0)
```

### 7.4.4 From abstract machines to normalization functions

This section follows the steps of Section 7.3.4: we refunctionalize the abstract machine of Section 7.4.3 and we transform the resulting normalization function into direct style.
7.4.4.1 Refunctionalization

As in Section 7.3.3, the big-step abstract machine of Section 7.4.3 is in defunctionalized form: the reduction contexts, together with normalize4_cont_d and normalize4_cont_c, are the first-order counterparts of two functions. The higher-order counterpart of this abstract machine reads as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
& (* \text{term}_\text{nnf} \times (\text{disj}_\text{cnf} \times (\text{value} \rightarrow \alpha) \rightarrow \alpha) \times (\text{value} \rightarrow \alpha) \rightarrow \alpha *) \\
& \text{fun normalize5_term_d (LIT}_\text{nnf} \ x, \ k, \ mk) \\
& \quad = k \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{leaf} \ x, \ mk) \\
& \quad |\ normalize5_term_d \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{nnf} \ (t_1, \ t_2), \ k, \ mk) \\
& \quad \quad = normalize5_term_d \ (t_1, \ k, \ fn \ c_1 \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad normalize5_term_d \ (t_2, \ k, \ fn \ c_2 \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad mk \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{node} \ (c_1, \ c_2)))) \\
& \quad |\ normalize5_term_d \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{nnf} \ (t_1, \ t_2), \ k, \ mk) \\
& \quad \quad = normalize5_term_d \ (t_1, \ fn \ (d_1, \ mk_1) \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad normalize5_term_d \ (t_2, \ fn \ (d_2, \ mk_2) \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad k \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{node} \ (d_1, \ d_2)), \ mk_2), \ mk_1), \ mk) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& (* \text{term}_\text{nnf} \rightarrow \text{result}_\text{or}_\text{wrong} *) \\
& \text{fun normalize5_term_c (LIT}_\text{nnf} \ x, \ mk) \\
& \quad = mk \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{leaf} \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{leaf} \ x)) \\
& \quad |\ normalize5_term_c \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{nnf} \ (t_1, \ t_2), \ mk) \\
& \quad \quad = normalize5_term_c \ (t_1, \ fn \ c_1 \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad normalize5_term_c \ (t_2, \ fn \ c_2 \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad mk \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{node} \ (c_1, \ c_2)))) \\
& \quad |\ normalize5_term_c \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{nnf} \ (t_1, \ t_2), \ mk) \\
& \quad \quad = normalize5_term_d \ (t_1, \ fn \ (d_1, \ mk_1) \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad normalize5_term_d \ (t_2, \ fn \ (d_2, \ mk_2) \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad mk_2 \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{leaf} \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{node} \ (d_1, \ d_2))), \ mk_1). \ mk) \\
\end{align*}
\]

This normalization function is compositional and can be expressed with the fold functional for terms in negational normal form.

7.4.4.2 Back to direct style

The refunctionalized definition of Section 7.4.4.1 is in continuation-passing style with two layered continuations. Its direct-style counterpart reads as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
& (* \text{term}_\text{nnf} \times (\text{disj}_\text{cnf} \rightarrow \text{conj}_\text{cnf}) \rightarrow \text{conj}_\text{cnf} *) \\
& \text{fun normalize6_term_d (LIT}_\text{nnf} \ x, \ k) \\
& \quad = k \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{leaf} \ x) \\
& \quad |\ normalize6_term_d \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{nnf} \ (t_1, \ t_2), \ k) \\
& \quad \quad = \text{CONJ}_\text{node} \ (\text{normalize6_term_d} \ (t_1, \ k), \ \text{normalize6_term_d} \ (t_2, \ k)) \\
& \quad |\ normalize6_term_d \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{nnf} \ (t_1, \ t_2), \ k) \\
& \quad \quad = \text{normalize6_term_d} \ (t_1, \ fn \ d_1 \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{normalize6_term_d} \ (t_2, \ fn \ d_2 \Rightarrow \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad k \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{node} \ (d_1, \ d_2)))) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& (* \text{term}_\text{nnf} \rightarrow \text{value} *) \\
& \text{fun normalize6_term_c (LIT}_\text{nnf} \ x) \\
& \quad = \text{CONJ}_\text{leaf} \ (\text{DISJ}_\text{leaf} \ x) \\
& \quad |\ normalize6_term_c \ (\text{CONJ}_\text{nnf} \ (t_1, \ t_2)) \\
& \quad \quad = \text{CONJ}_\text{node} \ (\text{normalize6_term_c} \ t_1, \ \text{normalize6_term_c} \ t_2)
\end{align*}
\]
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| normalize6_term_c (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2))
| = normalize6_term_d (t1, fn d1 ⇒ normalize6_term_d (t2, fn d2 ⇒ CONJ_leaf (DISJ_node (d1, d2)))))
| (* term_nnf → result_or_wrong *)
| fun normalize6 t = RESULT (normalize6_term_c t)

This normalization function is still compositional. Its component normalize6_term_d is expressed in the “continuation-composing style” characteristic of functional backtracking. This function is called in the clause for disjunctions, in the definition of normalize_term_c, with an initial continuation. In the clauses for literals and disjunctions, normalize6_term_d is in ordinary continuation-passing style, where all calls are tail calls. In the clause for conjunctions, however, there are two non-tail calls to normalize6_term_d. In direct style, this programming idiom is captured with the delimited control operators shift and reset [34].

7.4.5 Delimited continuations in direct style

In this section, we use Filinski’s encoding of shift and reset in ML [55]:

val shift : ((α → value) → value) → α
val reset : (unit → value) → value

The control delimiter reset is used to initialize the continuation. The control operator shift is used to capture the current continuation, as delimited by a surrounding occurrence of reset.

The direct-style counterpart of the normalization function of Section 7.4.4 reads as follows:

| (* term_nnf/value → disj.cnf/value *)
| fun normalize7_term_d (LIT_nnf x)
| = DISJ_leaf x
| | normalize7_term_d (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2))
| = shift (fn k ⇒ CONJ_node (reset (fn () ⇒ k (normalize7_term_d t1)),
| reset (fn () ⇒ k (normalize7_term_d t2))))
| | normalize7_term_d (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2))
| = DISJ_node (normalize7_term_d t1, normalize7_term_d t2)
| (* term_nnf/α → value/α *)
| fun normalize7_term_c (LIT_nff x)
| = CONJ_leaf (DISJ_leaf x)
| | normalize7_term_c (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2))
| = CONJ_node (normalize7_term_c t1, normalize7_term_c t2)
| | normalize7_term_c (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2))
| = reset (fn () ⇒ CONJ_leaf (DISJ_node (normalize7_term_d t1, normalize7_term_d t2)))
| (* term_nnf → result_or_wrong *)
| fun normalize7 t = RESULT (normalize7_term_c t)

In this normalization function, normalize_term_d is now expressed in direct style. Its call in the clause for disjunctions, in the definition of normalize_term_c, is now delimited with an occurrence of reset. In the clauses for literals and disjunctions, normalize_term_d is in ordinary direct style. In the clause for conjunctions, however, an occurrence of shift captures the current (delimited) continuation and duplicates it by applying it twice inside the
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conjunction, thereby realizing the duplication of contexts in the generalized distributivity law.

This normalization function can be expressed with the fold functional for terms in negational normal form.

7.4.6 Implementation and testing

All the elements of the spectrum, from normalize to normalize7 and including the versions with the fold functional, are implemented in Standard ML. We have run each of them on an array of tests and verified that they all yield the same results.

7.4.7 Summary and conclusion

We have first identified that the reduction rules implementing the distribution of disjunctions over conjunctions suffer from overlaps that make it impossible to refocus the corresponding reduction-based normalization function. We have therefore adjusted the reduction rules. Then, taking the same methodical steps as in Section 7.3, we have refocused the reduction-based normalization function of Section 7.4.2.3 into a reduction-free, small-step abstract machine, and we have exhibited a spectrum of corresponding reduction-free normalization functions that all are inter-derivable.

Ever since Wand’s foundational article on continuation-based program-transformation strategies [131], converting a formula into conjunctive normal form is a classic among continuations aficionados. We are adding the following stones to this foundation:

1. our big-step, reduction-free normalization function is not designed from scratch; it is systematically calculated from a small-step, reduction-based normalization function;
2. it is compositional and proceeds in one pass: no intermediate results are constructed and subsequently traversed for further transformation;
3. it shows that delimited continuations form a natural expressive medium to carry out the distributivity laws in the big-step normalization function; and
4. as developed next, it suggests a representation of conjunctive normal forms whose size is linear, instead of exponential, with respect to the size of source Boolean terms.

7.5 Conjunctive normal forms in linear space

In this section, we present a linear-sized representation of conjunctive normal forms. We first identify a source of duplication in conjunctive normal forms (Section 7.5.1). This duplication is due to the duplication of contexts, and therefore we mitigate it by naming continuations in normal forms (Section 7.5.2). In so doing, we discover that the (nested) duplication of contexts is the sole reason for the exponential blowup. We then reflect the naming of continuations through the spectrum of normalization functions, using the syntactic correspondence and the functional correspondence (Section 7.5.3).

Our linear-sized conjunctive normal forms are unrelated to Tseitin’s [127]. Tseitin constructs another Boolean expression (with new Boolean variables) which is in conjunctive normal form and which is equisatisfiable to the original expression. In contrast, we construct
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a shared conjunctive normal form induced by the distributive laws, and therefore our normal form is semantically equivalent to the original expression, not just equisatisfiable. Also, the variables we introduce are not Boolean variables – they are program variables denoting continuations.

7.5.1 Duplications in conjunctive normal forms

The size of conjunctive normal forms is known to be exponential with respect to the size of the source Boolean term. A source of this blowup can be readily identified in the definition of \texttt{normalize6\_term\_d} in Section 7.4.4.2. In the clause for conjunctions, the continuation is duplicated:

\begin{verbatim}
| normalize6_term_d (CONJ_mnf (t1, t2), k)
  = CONJ_node (normalize6_term_d (t1, k), normalize6_term_d (t2, k))
\end{verbatim}

Consider, for example, the following Boolean term:

\begin{verbatim}
DISJ_mnf (CONJ_mnf (LIT_mnf (POSVAR "a"),
                   LIT_mnf (NEGVAR "b")),
             LIT_mnf (POSVAR "c"))
\end{verbatim}

When \texttt{normalize6\_term\_d} is called on the left disjunct,

\begin{verbatim}
CONJ_mnf (LIT_mnf (POSVAR "a"),
          LIT_mnf (NEGVAR "b"))
\end{verbatim}

its continuation (essentially) reads as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
fn d1 \Rightarrow normalize6_term_d (LIT_mnf (POSVAR "c"),
                    fn d2 \Rightarrow k (DISJ_node (d1, d2)))
\end{verbatim}

for a given \texttt{k}. Unfolding the call to \texttt{normalize6\_term\_d}, it reads more concisely as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
fn d1 \Rightarrow k (DISJ_node ([1], DISJ_leaf (POSVAR "c")))
\end{verbatim}

This continuation is applied twice, giving rise to the two occurrences of the disjunction node with the same right disjunct, \texttt{DISJ\_leaf (POSVAR "c")}, in the normal form:

\begin{verbatim}
CONJ_node (CONJ_leaf (DISJ_node (DISJ_leaf (POSVAR "a"), DISJ_leaf (POSVAR "c"))),
            CONJ_leaf (DISJ_node (DISJ_leaf (NEGVAR "b"), DISJ_leaf (POSVAR "c"))))
\end{verbatim}

Nesting conjunctions in disjunctions gives rise to an exponential blowup.

As it happens, this duplicative phenomenon is the same as in the CPS transformation [119]. In the next section, we propose a similar solution [27]: naming (delimited) continuations in the normal form and sharing their names.

To be concrete, the normal form above would read as follows in ML:

\begin{verbatim}
fn (a, b, c) => (a orelse c) andalso (not b orelse c)
\end{verbatim}

With sharing, it would read:

\begin{verbatim}
fn (a, b, c) => let fun k j = j orelse c
              in k a andalso k (not b)
              end
\end{verbatim}
7.5.2 Sharing in conjunctive normal forms

Let us revise the BNF of normal forms with two new productions, one to define a join point (namely the continuation) and one to use this join point:

\[
\begin{align*}
l & ::= x | \neg x \\
t_{\text{dnf}} & ::= l | t_{\text{dnf}} \lor j \\
t_{\text{cnf}} & ::= t_{\text{cnf}} \land t_{\text{cnf}} | \text{defjoin } \lambda j. t_{\text{cnf}} \text{ in } t_{\text{cnf}} \land t_{\text{cnf}} | \text{usejoin } t_{\text{dnf}} \\
t_{\text{root}} & ::= \text{defjoin } \lambda j.j \text{ in } t_{\text{cnf}}
\end{align*}
\]

For uniformity, a vacuous join point is added at the root of the normal form. Definitions of join points are nested, but there is no need to name them: due to the tree structure of normal forms, each use of a join point refers to the lexically enclosing definition – in CPS jargon, “one continuation identifier is enough” [26]. (If one was to add associativity as a conversion rule, and orient this conversion rule into a reduction rule, the normal forms would be flat rather than tree-structured: “conjunctions of disjunctions of literals” would be represented as “lists of lists of literals.” When sharing contexts, the lexical scope of join points would be shared, and they would require distinct names.)

This revised BNF of normal forms is implemented with the following ML data types, where we implement join points with de Bruijn levels [18]:

```ml
datatype disj_cnfws = DISJ_leaf_cnfws of literal
| DISJ_node_cnfws of disj_cnfws * disj_cnfws
| DISJ_var_cnfws of level

datatype conj_cnfws = CONJ_node_cnfws of conj_cnfws * conj_cnfws
| DEFJOIN_cnfws of level * conj_cnfws * conj_cnfws * conj_cnfws
| USEJOIN_cnfws of disj_cnfws

datatype term_cnfws = DEFJOIN_init_cnfws of conj_cnfws
```

The clause for conjunctions is revised to not duplicate the current continuation but name it as the current join point, so that it is applied only once:

\[
| \text{normalize7} \_ \text{term} \_ d \left( \text{CONJ} \_ \text{nnf} \left( t_1, t_2 \right), l, k \right) \\
= \text{DEFJOIN} \_ \text{cnfws} \left( l, k \left( \text{DISJ} \_ \text{var} \_ \text{cnfws} 0, \text{DISJ} \_ \text{leaf} \_ \text{cnfws} \left( \text{POSVAR} \text{ "} c \text{"} \right) \right), \text{normalize7} \_ \text{join} \_ c \left( t_1, 1 \right), \text{normalize7} \_ \text{join} \_ c \left( t_2, 1 \right) \right)
\]

(The complete normalization function is described in Section 7.5.3).

Going back to the Boolean term from Section 7.5.1:

\[
\text{DISJ} \_ \text{nnf} \left( \text{CONJ} \_ \text{nnf} \left( \text{LIT} \_ \text{nnf} \left( \text{POSVAR} \text{ "} a \text{"} \right), \text{LIT} \_ \text{nnf} \left( \text{NEGVAR} \text{ "} b \text{"} \right) \right), \text{LIT} \_ \text{nnf} \left( \text{POSVAR} \text{ "} c \text{"} \right) \right)
\]

normalization with sharing yields a normal form where DISJ_leafws (POSVAR "c") is not duplicated:

```
DEFJOIN_init_cnfws
(DEFJOIN_cnfws
(0,
USEJOIN_cnfws
(DISJ_node_cnfws (DISJ_var_cnfws 0), DISJ_leaf_cnfws (POSVAR "c"))),
```
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In fact, looking at the definition of the normalization function, we can see that nothing (except for the names of the join points) is duplicated. Therefore, the size of the normal forms is linearly proportional to the size of the corresponding source terms. Furthermore, the duplication of continuations is the only cause of the exponential blowup. In fact, unfolding each definition of join point and their two uses gives back the normal forms of Section 7.4. Finally, it is now simple to invert the normalization function and get back the source term corresponding to a (shared) normal form, compositionally and in one pass, using an environment [25]:

```plaintext
(* term.cnfws \rightarrow term.nnf *)
fun un_normalize (DEFJOIN_init.cnfws c)
  = let fun visit_disj (DISJ_leaf.cnfws x, e)
      = LIT.nnf x
      | visit_disj (DISJ_node.cnfws (d1, d2), e)
        = DISJ.nnf (visit_disj (d1, e), visit_disj (d2, e))
      | visit_disj (DISJ_var.cnfws l, e)
        = lookup (l, e)
    fun visit_conj (CONJ_node.cnfws (c1, c2), e)
      = CONJ.nnf (visit_conj (c1, e), visit_conj (c2, e))
      | visit_conj (DEFJOIN.cnfws (l, b, c1, c2), e)
        = visit_conj (b, extend (1, CONJ.nnf (visit_conj (c1, e),
                                           visit_conj (c2, e))),
                      e))
      | visit_conj (USEJOIN.cnfws d, e)
        = visit_disj (d, e)
    in visit_conj (c, nil)
end

7.5.3 The spectrum of normalization functions with sharing

Here is, in full, the ML implementation of the normalization function described in Section 7.5.2. Essentially, it is a clone of the implementation of Section 7.4.4 where a de Bruijn level is threaded through the recursive calls and where, in the clause for conjunctions, a join point is inserted and the current (delimited) continuation is implicitly reset to yield a join use:

```plaintext
(* term.nnf \times level \times (disj.cnfws \times level \rightarrow conj.cnfws) \rightarrow conj.cnfws *)
fun normalize7_term_d (LIT.nnf x, l, k)
  = k (DISJ_leaf.cnfws x, l)
| normalize7_term_d (CONJ.nnf (t1, t2), l, k)
  = DEFJOIN.cnfws (l, k (DISJ_var.cnfws l, l+1),
                     normalize7_join_c (t1, l),
                     normalize7_join_c (t2, l))
| normalize7_term_d (DISJ.nnf (t1, t2), l, k)
  = normalize7_term_d (t1, l, fn (d1, 11) \Rightarrow
                        normalize7_term_d (t2, 11, fn (d2, 12) \Rightarrow
                                      k (DISJ_node.cnfws (d1, d2), 12)))
```
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(* term_nnf x level → conj.cnfws *)
and normalize7_join_c (LIT_nnf x, 1)
  = USEJOIN_cnfws (DISJ_leaf_cnfws x)
| normalize7_join_c (CONJ_nnf (t1, t2), l)
  = CONJ_node_cnfws (normalize7_join_c (t1, 1),
                     normalize7_join_c (t2, 1))
| normalize7_join_c (DISJ_nnf (t1, t2), l)
  = normalize7_term_d (t1, 1, fn (d1, 11) ⇒
                       normalize7_term_d (t2, 11, fn (d2, 12) ⇒
                       USEJOIN_cnfws (DISJ_node_cnfws (d1, d2))))

(* term_nnf → result_or_wrong *)
fun normalize t
  = RESULT (DEFJOIN_init_cnfws (normalize7_join_c (t, 0)))

The vigilant reader will have observed that this normalization function constructs no empty
join points.

In the code files associated with this paper, we have posited a reduction semantics for
conjunctive normalization with sharing. The entire spectrum of normalization functions of
Section 7.4 – reduction-free normalizer, defunctionalized abstract machine with two stacks,
CPS-transformed version with two continuations, version in continuation-composing style,
and direct-style version using shift and reset – can be methodically inter-derived using the
same steps as in Section 7.4. After refunctionalization, all of these normalization functions
are compositional and can therefore be expressed with the fold functional for terms in nega-
tional normal form.

7.5.4 Implementation and testing

All the elements of the spectrum, starting from the reduction-based normalization function
corresponding to the reduction semantics we posited and including the normalization func-
tion displayed in Section 7.5.3 and the versions with the fold functional, are implemented in
Standard ML. We have run each of them on an array of tests and verified that they all yield
the same results. We have also verified that for each test, unfolding each definition of a join
point and its two uses gives the corresponding normal form obtained in Section 7.4.

7.5.5 Summary and conclusion

We have identified that the duplication of evaluation contexts, i.e., continuations, is a cause
of the exponential blowup of conjunctive normal forms. We have also identified that this
duplication is the only cause of this exponential blowup. We have proposed the same solu-
tion as in the CPS transformation to avoid this blowup: naming contexts as join points, and
duplicating these names. The result is a representation of conjunctive normal forms that is
linear in size with respect to the corresponding source Boolean terms, that can be obtained
in one pass, and whose normalization can be inverted in one pass. As to whether this repre-
sentation is useful in practice, we leave it to a future work, but we note that the dual story
holds mutatis mutandis for disjunctive normal forms.
7.6 Related work

This section starts with a very brief history of the dynamic semantics of programming languages.

The notion of semantics arose from the wish to model computation in order to reason about it (Church, Curry, Turing, etc.). As Alan Perlis put it, programming languages are a notation to express computation, and the notion of formal semantics arose from the wish to model this notation in a formal model [56, 77, 81, 123]. This formal model embodies the notion of computation captured by this notation in order to reason about it. At first, models were selected for their reasoning comfort: the \( \lambda \)-calculus initially for denotational semantics [121], and subsequently the underlying domain theory [106] and eventually category theory [86]; natural deduction for natural semantics [76], etc. Rapidly, though, these formal semantics were refined for their expressivity, to specify particular notions of computation with a modicum of comfort – e.g., jumps in denotational semantics with continuations and control effects in reduction semantics with context-sensitive reduction rules. As a result, multiple semantic specifications are now routinely written to capture one aspect or another of a particular notion of computation. The ones closest to actual implementations are abstract machines. These varieties of formal semantics have given rise to proof obligations of adequacy and to a culture of deriving semantics from one another [58, 67, 114, 115, 132], often revealing foundational connections in passing [23, 24, 92, 125].

We observe, however, that while many derivational frameworks were presented as instrumental to derive new semantic artifacts, virtually none of them has been subsequently reused to derive other semantic artifacts. And indeed each one is tailored to relate distinct semantic models.

We are therefore taking a structural approach: rather than studying each semantic artifact in its own setting, we study their common representation in the same pure functional language. The resulting functional programs are archetypal: they are first-order or higher-order, they are in direct style or they use continuations, they only use tail calls (i.e., they are tail-recursive, i.e., iterative) or they use non-tail calls (i.e., they are recursive), they use stacks, they construct intermediate data structures, etc. Since many correctness-preserving program transformations exist, it is thus natural to apply these transformations to pre-existing archetypal programs and to compare the result to other pre-existing archetypal programs.

For one example, consider an ML function in CPS and the ML transition functions of a stack-based abstract machine:

- In CPS, all calls are tail calls, all sub-terms are values, and all functions are passed a functional accumulator representing the rest of the computation, the continuation.
- The transition functions of a stack-based abstract machine call each other tail-recursively, all their arguments are values, and they thread a stack.

Since defunctionalizing a continuation yields a last-in, first out data structure, it is natural to consider a continuation semantics and a stack-based abstract machine that specify the same programming language (top part of the diagram just below), a continuation-passing function that represents the valuation function of this continuation semantics (middle part of the diagram on the left), and stack-based transition functions in defunctionalized form that represent this abstract machine (middle part of the diagram on the right). Defunctionalizing the ML function in CPS (from the middle part on the left to the bottom part of the diagram
on the right) gives transition functions in defunctionalized form and that use a stack, and refunctionalizing the stack-based ML transition functions (from the middle part on the right to the bottom part of the diagram on the left) gives a function that is in CPS:

\[ \text{valuation function of} \quad \text{adequacy} \quad \text{stack-based} \]
\[ \text{a continuation semantics} \quad \text{abstract machine} \]
\[ \text{represents} \quad \text{represents} \]
\[ \text{ML function in CPS} \quad \text{stack-based} \]
\[ \text{defunctionalization} \quad \text{abstract machine} \]
\[ \text{in defunctionalized form} \quad \text{represents} \]
\[ \text{ML function in CPS} \quad \text{stack-based} \]
\[ \text{defunctionalization} \quad \text{ML transition functions} \]
\[ \text{in defunctionalized form} \quad \text{represents} \]
\[ \text{ML function in CPS} \quad \text{ML transition functions} \]
\[ \text{in defunctionalized form} \quad \text{stack-based} \]

The obvious two questions (the question marks in the diagram above) now are to compare

- in the lower part of the diagram on the left, the ML function in CPS that represents the valuation function of the continuation semantics and the ML function in CPS obtained by refunctionalization, and
- in the lower part of the diagram on the right, the ML transition functions in defunctionalized form that represent the abstract machine and the ML transition functions obtained by defunctionalization.

There are no data bases of continuation semantics and abstract machines: all continuation semantics and abstract machines we are aware of are scattered in many separate publications. Having perused the literature, here is the result of the comparison:

- First of all, we are not aware of continuation semantics whose ML representation cannot be defunctionalized.

- In numerous cases, defunctionalization yields the ML transition functions representing pre-existing abstract machines, and when the abstract machines are in defunctionalized form, refunctionalization yields the ML function in CPS representing pre-existing continuation semantics. These numerous cases range from the varieties of \( \lambda \)-calculus \[2, 4\] to the Algorithmic Language Scheme \[33\].

- In some cases, defunctionalization and refunctionalization suggest a tighter continuation semantics and a tighter abstract machine. For example, in the case of Propositional Prolog with Cut \[19\], the continuation semantics does not need a variable for the cut continuation (like the abstract machine), and the abstract machine can be made properly tail recursive (like the continuation semantics) \[16\].
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- In some cases, the transition functions of some abstract machines are not in defunctionalized form, e.g., Landin’s SECD machine [77]. We do not know how significant it is that an abstract machine is in defunctionalized form or not: for example, in Felleisen’s study of Landin’s J operator [52], the SECD machine is not the original one but a variant that is in defunctionalized form. In any case, heuristics now exist to put abstract machines in defunctionalized form [41].

- In all the other cases we have studied, given a canonical continuation semantics, defunctionalization yields a new abstract machine, and given a canonical abstract machine in defunctionalized form, refunctionalization yields a new continuation semantics. The results are canonical, i.e., they correspond to what an expert would have written by hand.

So continuation semantics and stack-based abstract machines can be related by defunctionalization and refunctionalization of their ML representation.

The same actually holds for the other styles of semantics:

- Closure conversion relates the representation of denotational semantics in direct style and the representation of natural semantics. In numerous cases, these semantics pre-existed and were known to be equivalent. In all the other cases we have studied, they were canonical.

- CPS transformation relates the representation of denotational semantics in direct style and the representation of continuation semantics. In numerous cases, these semantics pre-existed and were known to be equivalent. In all the other cases we have studied, they were canonical.

- CPS transformation and defunctionalization relate the representation of structural operational semantics and the constitutive elements of a representation of reduction semantics (i.e., decomposition, contraction, and recomposition). In numerous cases, this semantics and these constitutive elements pre-existed and were known to be equivalent. In all the other cases we have studied, they were canonical.

- The syntactic correspondence (i.e., refocusing, lightweight fusion, transition compression, and context specialization) relates reduction semantics and abstract machines. In numerous cases, these semantic artifacts pre-existed and had been shown to be equivalent. In all the other cases we have studied, they were canonical.

And so one can inter-derive semantic artifacts methodically and uniformly.

By now the syntactic and functional correspondences have been independently used for discovery (when the result of the derivation is new), for rediscovery (when the result of the derivation turns out to be known already), or as a springboard (when the result of the derivation improves on something known or leads somewhere else): Anton and Thiemann used them to derive type systems and implementations for coroutines [5]; Danvy and Johannsen used them to derive the same abstract machine out of the small-step and big-step semantics of Abadi and Cardelli’s calculus of objects [36]; Pirog and Biernacki used the functional correspondence to derive the STG machine out of Launchbury’s natural semantics for lazy evaluation [96]; Sergey and Clarke used them to inter-derive type checking by reduction and
7.7 Conclusion and perspectives

The inter-derivations illustrated here witness a striking unity of computation across small-step semantics, abstract machines, and big-step semantics. The structural coincidence between reduction contexts and evaluation contexts as defunctionalized continuations, in particular, plays a key role to connect reduction strategies and evaluation strategies, a connection that was first established by Plotkin [97] and that scales to delimited continuations. As for Ohori and Sasano’s lightweight fusion [93], it provides the linchpin between the functional representations of small-step and big-step operational semantics [39].

The resulting spectrum of Boolean normalization functions shows that the only cause of the exponential blowup in the representation of conjunctive normal forms is the duplication of continuations. Naming these contexts and continuations as join points is therefore sufficient to obtain a linear representation of conjunctive normal forms. As a consequence, conjunctive normalization operates in linear time and in one pass, and it can be inverted.

Conjunctive normalization also made us realize a limitation of refocusing for outside-in reduction strategies – namely in the presence of backward overlaps in the reduction rules – and how to overcome this limitation.

Overall, the inter-derivations illustrate the conceptual value of semantics-based program manipulation, as promoted at PEPM ever since its inception. For example, we still marvel at how reduction-based, small-step normalization functions keep giving rise to reduction-free, big-step normalization functions that are compositional.
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7.9. CODE FILES

7.9 Code files

The complete ML code listed in this chapter is available at the following URLs:

http://users-cs.au.dk/cnn/PhD-files/spectrum-in-sml.tgz
http://users-cs.au.dk/cnn/PhD-files/spectrum-in-sml.zip

It contains the spectrum of Boolean normalization functions for

- leftmost-outermost negational normalization (Section 7.3),
- leftmost-innermost negational normalization,
- leftmost-outermost conjunctive normalization (Section 7.4),
- leftmost-outermost conjunctive normalization with sharing (Section 7.5), and
- leftmost-outermost disjunctive normalization

together with an array of unit tests.
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Open Questions

This chapter outlines a number of open questions that have arisen in the course of our work.

Note: Each open question is discussed in its own section, but it is quite possible that the questions are related to each other.

For reference, we restate the definitions of backward overlaps and backward chains from Chapter 2:

**Definition 7 (Backward overlaps).** Let \( \text{pr}_1 \mapsto c_1 \) and \( \text{pr}_2 \mapsto c_2 \) be reduction rules. If there exist a non-empty context \( C \) and a meta-term \( t \) containing at least one term constructor such that

- \( \text{pr}_1 = C[t] \)
- \( t \) unifies with \( c_2 \) with the most general unifier \( \sigma \),

then \( \text{pr}_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are said to exhibit a backward overlap, and the two rules are said to be backward overlapping.

**Definition 8 (Backward chain).** Given a set of rewrite rules \( R \), a backward chain of \( R \) is a reduction sequence \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow t_n \) such that all reductions in the sequence (except possibly for the last one) give rise to a backward overlap.

In the remainder of this chapter, we shall refer to the meta-term \( C[\sigma(c_2)] \) as the witness of the backward overlap. Also, we shall refer to the meta-term \( C[\sigma(\text{pr}_2)] \) as the pre-witness of the backward overlap.

### 8.1 Non-problematic backward overlaps

As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, not all backward overlaps are problematic:

- **If the contractum \( c_2 \) cannot contain a potential redex:** We illustrate this condition using weak-head normalization of the \( \lambda \)-calculus using call by name [13, 43], where the \( \beta \)-rule backward-overlaps with itself, but where the contractum that gives rise to the backward overlap is a \( \lambda \)-abstraction, and therefore a value.

If the contractum of the backward overlap cannot contain a potential redex, then applying decompose_term to the contractum will return a value, and the decomposition process continues in the context, where the redex created by the backward overlap can
be found. In effect, this phenomenon allows call by name to be implemented using an innermost reduction strategy, because `decompose_term` can in this case safely be applied to a subterm of the current node before checking whether the current node is the root of a redex.

Since backward overlaps are unproblematic in combination with innermost reduction, refocusing can be applied without modification in this scenario.

- **If \( \sigma(pr_2) \) is not the first potential redex to be contracted in the pre-witness:** We illustrate this condition using outermost tree flattening using the associativity rule [31, Sections 10-11], where the associativity rule backward-overlaps with itself:

\[
(t_1 \cdot t_2) \cdot t_3 \mapsto t_1 \cdot (t_2 \cdot t_3)
\]

The pre-witness of this backward overlap is

\[
((t_1 \cdot t_2) \cdot t_3) \cdot t_4
\]

The outermost redex of the pre-witness is rooted at the node with \( t_4 \) as its right subterm, so \( (t_1 \cdot t_2) \cdot t_3 \) is not the first potential redex to be contracted in the pre-witness.

If the first potential redex of the pre-witness is not the redex that gives rise to the backward overlap, then contraction cannot construct a new redex above the position of the contractum. Therefore, the reduct will not contain a redex at a more outermost position than the contractum, and refocusing can be applied without modification in this scenario.

A similar observation can be made for negational normalization of Boolean terms (Section 7.3), and for conjunctive normalization of Boolean terms using generalized reduction rules (Section 7.4 and Section 7.5), where refocusing can be applied without modification as well.

In the three case studies where refocusing is not applicable without modification (full normalization of the \( \lambda \bar{\rho} \)-calculus using normal-order [48, 59, 60, 84, 89], addition of Peano numbers (Section 6.4), conjunctive normalization without generalized rules (Section 7.4 and Section 7.5)), neither of these two conditions are satisfied. This observation leads us to state the following two conjectures:

**Conjecture 1 (Soundness of refocusing).** For a reduction semantics with a deterministic reduction strategy, refocusing is unsound if all of the following criteria are satisfied:

- The reduction strategy is implemented as outermost.
- The reduction rules contains one or more backward overlaps for which reduction of the pre-witness results in that backward overlap.

**Conjecture 2 (Completeness of refocusing).** For a reduction semantics with a deterministic reduction strategy, refocusing is unsound only if all of the following criteria are satisfied:

- The reduction strategy is implemented as outermost.
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- The reduction rules contain one or more backward overlaps for which reduction of the pre-witness results in that backward overlap.

Our work makes a case for the soundness conjecture. The completeness conjecture less obviously holds, and it is quite possible that more assumptions need to be spelled out for that conjecture to be true.

Since the prelude to reduction semantics described in Section 4.1 applies in exactly the same cases as unmodified refocusing, it is possible that similar soundness and completeness criteria hold for the prelude.

8.2 Soundness of backward chaining

The rule generalization based on backward chaining which we apply in Section 7.4.0 is proved correct by Proposition 6. However, the soundness proof is specific to the normalization problem, and does not imply that the construction is sound in general.

In order to prove the construction sound in general, it is necessary to formalize the construction, and such a formalization is still work in progress. Here, we outline the steps that are needed towards such a formalization.

Once a backward overlap has been identified, the generic form of the rule generalization works as follows:

1. For each backward chain that respects the reduction strategy, generate a reduction rule that simulates the chain. The set of rules generated in this way is in general unbounded. However, the rules will exhibit a certain regularity, because they will be derived from repetitions of the same backward overlap.

2. Identify the regularity. The regularity will in part be suggested by the context C that gives rise to the backward overlap, but will in general also require multiple applications of the unifier \( \sigma \).

3. Express the regularity in terms of a restricted grammar of contexts, so that the rules can be collapsed into one context-sensitive rule.

The first step is easy to formalize, as it requires only that the definition of backward chains has to respect the reduction strategy. The second and third steps are possible to formalize for simple reduction systems, but for systems that contain multiple overlaps involving the same rules, the formalization is more challenging. To see the difficulty, we invite the reader to construct the generalized rules corresponding to the addition of Peano numbers described in Section 6.4.

However, once this generic formalization is established, it should be a simple exercise to prove the construction sound in general.

8.3 Unique decomposition for outermost reduction

In the paper that introduced refocusing [43], Danvy and Nielsen showed that refocusing is applicable to any reduction semantics using an innermost reduction strategy, if that reduction semantics satisfies unique decomposition. For outermost reduction, Section 8.1 lists a number of cases where refocusing is also applicable without modification. Common to these
cases is that the reduction semantics can be defined with a grammar of reduction contexts that satisfies the unique decomposition property:

- Weak-head normalization of the λ-calculus using call by name [13, 43]: The grammar of reduction contexts can be expressed with unique decomposition as follows:

  \[ C ::= [] | C[[] t] \]

- Outermost tree flattening using the associativity rule [31, Sections 10-11]: The grammar of reduction contexts can be expressed with unique decomposition as follows:

  \[ C ::= [] | C[t \cdot []] \]

  where \( l \) is a leaf.

- Conjunctive normalization using generalized reduction rules (Section 7.4): The grammar of reduction contexts can be expressed with unique decomposition as follows:

  \[ C ::= [] | C[[] \land t_{\text{nnf}}] | C[t_{\text{cnf}} \land []] \]

  (A similar grammar can be defined for conjunctive normalization with sharing (Section 7.5)).

In all cases, the grammar of reduction contexts can exhibit unique decomposition using only one context non-terminal.

For the cases where refocusing is not applicable without modification, it appears that a grammar exhibiting unique decomposition requires more complicated grammars:

- Outermost addition of Peano numbers: As mentioned in the footnote in Section 6.4, a more precise grammar of reduction contexts exists than the one presented in that section:

  \[
  C[] ::= C[[[]]] | C[S[]]
  D[] ::= C[[]] | D[A[], t]
  \]

  This grammar exhibits unique decomposition. However, the grammar does require two “layers” to capture the fact that once an addition node has been encountered, only further addition nodes allow the reduction context to be extended.

  Unique decomposition for conjunctive normalization without generalized rules (Section 7.4) can also be obtained using a two-layered grammar of contexts:

  \[
  C ::= [] | C[[] \land t_{\text{nnf}}] | C[t_{\text{cnf}} \land []] \\
  D ::= C[[]] | D[[] \lor t_{\text{nnf}}] | D[t_{\text{dnf}} \lor []]
  \]

  The grammar is identical to the one obtained by rule generalization and the two-stage prelude, except for the base case for \( D \).
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- Full normalization of the $\lambda\beta$-calculus using normal order: Unique decomposition cannot be obtained under common assumptions about reduction rules. To see this, consider the following term (where we use $\{e\}$ as the notation for an explicit substitution, and @ as the infix application operator):

$$((\lambda x.t)\{e\}@c)@c_1$$

The parenthesized application is a $\beta$-redex and is the first redex to be contracted, which means that the context $[]@c_1$ must be a legal reduction context.

Since the semantics requires full normalization of all terms, there is also a reduction rule which propagates substitutions inside $\lambda$-abstractions. Hence, $(\lambda x.t)\{e\}$ is a redex. If that redex occurs inside the context above, we obtain the term

$$(\lambda x.t)\{e\}@c_1$$

The first redex to be contracted in this term is the $\beta$-redex at the root. The decompositions consisting of that $\beta$-redex and the empty context must therefore be a legal decomposition.

However, since $(\lambda x.t)\{e\}$ is a redex and $[]@c_1$ is a legal reduction context, that pair also constitutes a legal decomposition. Hence, this non-value term does not decompose uniquely, and unique decomposition therefore fails.

Both Danvy, Millikin and Munk [48, 84, 89], and García-Pérez and Nogueira [59–61] overcome this problem by disregarding redexes of the form $(\lambda x.t)\{e\}$ on the left-hand side of applications. This means that the set of reduction rules changes depending on the reduction context that the redex appears in, and hence so does the grammar of redexes. Therefore, reduction is not closed under arbitrary legal reduction contexts, which is a non-standard assumption for reduction semantics. Also, in order to distinguish between which redexes are allowed in which contexts, it is necessary to express the grammar of contexts using multiple layers.

It therefore appears that unique decomposition for outermost reduction in the presence of backward overlaps can only be obtained by using a multi-layered grammar of reduction contexts.

The syntactic correspondence maps multi-layered grammars of contexts to multi-stack abstract machines, and if that abstract machine is in defunctionalized form, the functional correspondence maps it to a big-step normalizer in direct style which uses delimited control operators [30, 45]. In Chapter 6, we show how the syntactic correspondence can be applied even though the grammar of contexts is singly-layered. However, the resulting abstract machine is not in defunctionalized form, so the functional correspondence cannot be applied directly in that scenario. The resulting abstract machine has only one stack, but could be optimized into a two-stack machine (one stack to keep track of successor nodes, one to keep track of addition nodes). Such an optimization would put the abstract machine into defunctionalized form, and the functional correspondence could be applied. Unique decomposition therefore seems to have a connection with abstract machines in defunctionalized form.

As mentioned above, the two-stage version of the prelude results in a two-layered grammar of contexts. Since the one-stage version of the prelude to reduction semantics gives...
rise to only one data type of contexts, it is likely that the need for multi-layered contexts is
the reason why the prelude needs to be adjusted for outermost reduction in the presence of
backward overlaps.

All of these observations suggest that outermost reduction and backward overlaps are in
some way connected to multi-layered grammars of contexts in reduction semantics, multiple
stacks in abstract machines, and delimited control operators in big-step normalizers. It is still
an open question whether this connection can be established formally.

8.4 Backward chaining vs. hybrid reduction strategies

In order to make refocusing applicable to the $\lambda\rho$-calculus, García-Pérez and Nogueira have
developed a notion of hybrid reduction strategy [59–61]. Through personal communication
with García-Pérez and Nogueira, the present author has been made aware that there might
exist a connection between the hybrid reduction strategies and reduction semantics that arise
when using the backward chaining construction of Section 7.4.0.

A reduction strategy is defined as hybrid when “it does rely on a subsidiary uniform sub-
strategy” [60]. The possible connection between hybrid strategies and backward chaining is
based on the observation that the backward chaining construction can be said to create a
subsidiary strategy, and that the overall strategy is therefore hybrid.

It is an open question whether this connection exists. Furthermore, it seems impossible
to formally prove such a connection until the definition of hybrid reduction strategy can be
made more formal than the one given by García-Pérez and Nogueira.

Intuitively, however, there is some justification for the claim. The backward chaining con-
struction gives rise to a two-layered grammar of contexts, and each layer can be viewed as a
separate reduction strategy. Additionally, the backward chaining construction for conjunc-
tive normalization gives rise to a two-layered grammar of values. The two-layered grammar
of values also exists in the fully normalizing $\lambda\rho$-calculus (full normal forms for the hybrid
strategy, weak-head normal forms for the subsidiary strategy), and in addition the fact that
one reduction rule does not apply in one of the context layers means that one could think of
the grammar of potential redexes as being layered as well.

It therefore appears that in general all the grammars of a reduction semantics that uses
a hybrid reduction strategy exhibit this two-layered structure. If this is the case, then the
observations made in the present work about backward overlaps and outermost reduction
constitutes the criteria under which a reduction semantics needs to use a hybrid strategy,
and the backward chaining construction would be a useful tool to construct such a reduction
semantics.

That said, we observe that the actual reduction strategy itself (normal-order, or leftmost-
outermost) does not in fact change between the hybrid “strategy” and the subsidiary “strat-
egy”. It might therefore be more appropriate to refer to this type of reduction semantics as
“hybrid reduction semantics”.

8.5 Summary and conclusion

This chapter has introduced a number of open questions that have arisen in the course of
our work. The questions can be summarized as follows:
8.5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

• Some backward overlaps cause refocusing and the prelude to reduction semantics to be inapplicable, and some do not. What is the exact definition of a problematic backward overlap, and are the same backward overlaps problematic both with respect to refocusing and with respect to the prelude?

• Rule generalization based on backward chaining (as performed in Section 7.4.0) provides a useful stepping stone towards making refocusing applicable in the presence of backward overlaps. Can such rule generalizations be made mechanical, and can it be formalized such that rule generalization can be proved correct in general?

• In the presence of backward overlaps, a reduction semantics exhibiting unique decomposition appears to require a multi-layered grammar of reduction contexts. Can the connection between backward overlaps and multiple layers in the grammar of contexts be established formally? Is this connection related to the need for a two-stage version of the prelude to reduction semantics?

• If the grammar of reduction contexts in a reduction semantics does not exhibit unique decomposition, the syntactic correspondence appears to map the representation of that reduction semantics to a representation of an abstract machine which is not in defunctionalized form. Is there a formal connection between reduction semantics exhibiting unique decomposition and abstract machines in defunctionalized form?

• Rule generalization based on backward chaining appears to have a connection with García-Pérez and Nogueira’s notion of “hybrid reduction strategy”. Can such a connection be established formally?

Over the last 15 years, the syntactic and functional correspondences have been used extensively in programming languages that use innermost reduction strategies, both to verify the relative soundness between existing small-step semantics, abstract machines and big-step normalizers, and to derive new such semantic artifacts where none were known before. Given the large number of case studies, it must now be taken for granted that the correspondences capture a fundamental connection between these semantic descriptions.

The present work is the first to investigate whether the same fundamental connections exist for languages with an outermost reduction strategy. As can be seen from this chapter, this area is largely uncharted territory. The author hopes that the present work can provide an initial foray.
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This chapter is dedicated to simple arithmetic expressions with natural numbers and subtractions, which we first present informally (Appendices A.1 to A.3). Its goal is to present a natural semantics (Appendix A.4), a denotational semantics in direct style (Appendix A.5), a continuation semantics (Appendix A.6), an abstract machine (Appendix A.7), a reduction semantics (Appendix A.8), and a structural operational semantics (Appendix A.9) – all expressed in the same pure subset of Standard ML as in the body of this work – that each specifies the meaning of these arithmetic expressions. This language of arithmetic expressions is simple enough so that each semantic artifact is concise; it is also complex enough to illustrate the salient traits of each semantics. We then show how to mechanically inter-derive these semantic artifacts (Appendix A.10).

NB. The previous paragraph is unavoidably technical, but each of its technical terms is explained in the glossary, in Appendix B.

A.1 Abstract syntax

An arithmetic expression is either a literal or a subtraction. We implement the abstract syntax of arithmetic expressions with the following ML data type:

```
datatype expr = LIT of int (* assumed to represent a natural number *)
  | SUB of expr * expr
```

Literals are assumed to represent natural numbers, i.e., to be non-negative integers. An ML value represents an abstract-syntax tree when it is inductively constructed using the constructors LIT and SUB. It has then the type expr.

So for example, SUB (LIT 3, LIT 2) represents 3 − 2 and (4 − 1) − (7 − 5) is represented by SUB (SUB (LIT 4, LIT 1), SUB (LIT 7, LIT 5)). (If one wanted to be pedantic, one would write that SUB (LIT 3, LIT 2) evaluates to an ML value that represents the abstract-syntax tree corresponding to 3 − 2.)

A.2 Informal semantics

Any given arithmetic expression is computed by recursively carrying out all of its subtractions, unless one of them “underflows.” An arithmetic expression is constructed inductively and thus it has a finite number of subtractions; therefore computation always terminates.
Overall, the meaning of a given expression is either a natural number (represented as a non-negative integer) or an error (or more precisely, an error message represented as a string). So for example, the meaning of $3 - 2$ is 1 and the meaning of $2 - 3$ is “underflow: 2 − 3.” Likewise for $(4 − 1) − (7 − 5)$ and $(7 − 5) − (4 − 1)$.

### A.3 Towards formal semantics

An expression without any subtraction is said to be in normal form. Since ML does not support subtyping, we implement normal forms with the following specialized data type:

```
datatype expr_nf = NAT of int

(* expr_nf → expr *)
fun embed_nf (NAT n) = LIT n
```

Our notion of value is this normal form:

```
type value = expr_nf
```

As for the meaning of an expression as a natural number or an error, we implement it with the following data type:

```
datatype result_or_wrong = RESULT of value
| WRONG of string
```

### A.4 Representation of a natural semantics

The relation between source expression and resulting value is traditionally implemented as a function [71][91]. Here, the main function, `evaluate`, calls an auxiliary function, `evaluate_expr`, which is structurally recursive and traverses the given expression depth-first and from right to left. Each sub-expression evaluates to a natural number or an error message. For each subtraction, each of its operands is evaluated, and then if they both yield a natural number, the subtraction is performed, yielding a new natural number, or an error message is produced, where `toString` maps an integer to a string and `-` is an infix operator for concatenating strings. Error messages are blindly propagated until the initial call to the main evaluation function:

```
(* expr → result_or_wrong *)
fun evaluate_expr (LIT n) = RESULT (NAT n)
| evaluate_expr (SUB (e1, e2)) = (case evaluate_expr e2 of (RESULT (NAT n2)) ⇒ (case evaluate_expr e1 of (RESULT (NAT n1)) ⇒ if n1 < n2 then WRONG ("underflow: " - (toString n1) - " - " - (toString n2)) else RESULT (NAT (n1 - n2)) | (WRONG s) ⇒ WRONG s) | (WRONG s) ⇒ WRONG s)
```
A.5. REPRESENTATION OF A DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS IN DIRECT STYLE

A.5 Representation of a denotational semantics in direct style

The original idea of denotational semantics is that the meaning of a source term is obtained by syntax-directed translation into a meta-language, the \( \lambda \)-calculus \[121\]. The result of this translation (the 'denotation' of the source term) is then simplified according to the rules of the meta-language \[87\]. Expressive meta-languages, however, have a way of morphing into practical programming languages, and the \( \lambda \)-calculus is no exception: nowadays, we do not write \( \lambda \)-terms, we write functional programs, and our functional programs are not simplified, they are executed in the spirit of weak-head normalization by evaluation. The valuation function of the denotational semantics of arithmetic expressions is therefore transliterated in (pure) ML to give the following evaluation function:

\[
(* \ expr \rightarrow \ result_{or\ wrong}*)
\]

\[
\text{fun evaluate e = evaluate_expr e}
\]

Note how \text{evaluate_expr} is compositional: each of its recursive calls is over a strictly smaller part of the expression, on the left side of the equal sign.

In the original spirit of denotational semantics, the denotation of \( \text{SUB} (\text{LIT} 3, \text{LIT} 2) \) for example, reads as follows:

\[
\text{case RESULT (NAT 2) of (RESULT (NAT n2))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{(case RESULT (NAT 3) of (RESULT (NAT n1))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{if n1 < n2 then WRONG ("underflow: " - (toString n1) - " - " - (toString n2))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{else RESULT (NAT (n1 - n2))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{WRONG s)}
\]

This evaluation function is expressed as an eval/apply interpreter: \text{evaluate_expr} dispatches on the syntax of source expressions and \text{apply_sub} performs the subtraction of two values.

In the original spirit of denotational semantics, the denotation of \( \text{SUB} (\text{LIT} 3, \text{LIT} 2) \), for example, reads as follows:

\[
\text{case RESULT (NAT 2) of (RESULT (NAT n2))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{(case RESULT (NAT 3) of (RESULT (NAT n1))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{if n1 < n2 then WRONG ("underflow: " - (toString n1) - " - " - (toString n2))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{else RESULT (NAT (n1 - n2))}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \text{WRONG s)}
\]
where all the calls to evaluate and evaluate_expr have been unfolded. This denotation evaluates to RESULT (NAT 1).

A.6 Representation of a continuation semantics

A continuation semantics is a denotational semantics where the valuation function is written using continuations. The main evaluation function, evaluate, calls an auxiliary function, evaluate_expr, with the source expression and an initial continuation. The auxiliary function is compositional, and all of its calls are tail calls. Its second argument is a functional accumulator that represents how to continue the computation once (and if) its first argument has evaluated to a natural number. In case of underflow, the continuation is unused and the result is an error message:

\[
\begin{align*}
(*) \text{expr \times (value \to result\_or\_wrong) \to result\_or\_wrong *})
\end{align*}
\]

fun evaluate_expr (LIT n, k) = k (NAT n)

| evaluate_expr (SUB (e1, e2), k) = evaluate_expr (e2, fn v2 \Rightarrow evaluate_expr (e1, fn v1 \Rightarrow apply_sub (v1, v2, k)))

and apply_sub (NAT n1, NAT n2, k)
= if n1 < n2
  then WRONG ("underflow: " ^ (toString n1) ^ " - " ^ (toString n2))
  else k (NAT (n1 - n2))

(fun \text{evaluate e = evaluate_expr (e, fn v \Rightarrow RESULT v)})

So for example, the denotation of \text{SUB (LIT 3, LIT 2)} reads as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
(fn (NAT n2) \Rightarrow (fn (NAT n1) \Rightarrow
if n1 < n2
  then WRONG ("underflow: " ^ (toString n1) ^ " - " ^ (toString n2))
  else (fn v \Rightarrow RESULT v) (NAT (n1 - n2)))
(NAT 3))
(NAT 2)
\end{align*}
\]

where all the calls to evaluate and evaluate_expr have been unfolded. This denotation evaluates to RESULT (NAT 1).

A.7 Representation of an abstract machine

The abstract machine has two states, evaluate_expr and continue, each of which is implemented with a function. The transitions are implemented with tail calls to either function. The evaluation context is a pushdown stack that is either empty (C0) or that contains an expression (pushed with C1) or a natural number (pushed with C2):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{datatype cont} = \text{C0} \\
| \text{C1 of expr \times cont} \\
| \text{C2 of cont \times value}
\end{align*}
\]
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Each transition function maps a pair (expression and evaluation context for `evaluate_expr`, and evaluation context and value for `continue`) to the final result: a natural number or an error message. One function dispatches on the syntax of source expressions and the other dispatches on the structure of the context:

```
(* expr × cont → result_or_wrong *)
fun evaluate_expr (LIT n, k)
  = continue (k, NAT n)
  | evaluate_expr (SUB (e1, e2), k)
  = evaluate_expr (e2, C1 (e1, k))

(* cont × value → result_or_wrong *)
and continue (C0, v)
  = RESULT v
  | continue (C1 (e1, k), v2)
  = evaluate_expr (e1, C2 (k, v2))
  | continue (C2 (k, NAT n2), NAT n1)
  = if n1 < n2
    then WRONG ("underflow: " ^ (toString n1) ^ " - " ^ (toString n2))
    else continue (k, NAT (n1 - n2))
```

The main evaluation function, `evaluate`, initializes the abstract machine by calling `evaluate_expr` with the input expression and the empty context:

```
(* expr → result_or_wrong *)
fun evaluate e = evaluate_expr (e, C0)
```

Note how this program is not compositional: the recursive call to `evaluate_expr`, in the second clause of `continue`, is not over a strictly smaller part of the expression, on the left side of the equal sign. It is therefore not obvious that this program always terminates, which it actually does.

For example, the meaning of `SUB (LIT 3, LIT 2)` is computed as follows, from the initial state to the final state:

```
evaluate (SUB (LIT 3, LIT 2))
= [definition of evaluate ]
evaluate_expr (SUB (LIT 3, LIT 2), C0)
= [definition of evaluate_expr ]
evaluate_expr (LIT 2, C1 (LIT 3, C0))
= [definition of evaluate_expr ]
continue (C1 (LIT 3, C0), NAT 2)
= [definition of continue ]
evaluate_expr (LIT 3, C2 (C0, NAT 2))
= [definition of evaluate_expr ]
continue (C2 (C0, NAT 2), NAT 3)
= [definition of continue and simplification of if 3 < 2 then WRONG ... else continue ... ]
continue (C0, NAT 1)
= [definition of continue ]
RESULT (NAT 1)
```
A.8 Representation of a reduction semantics

A reduction semantics is defined with a grammar of terms, a notion of normal form, a collection of potential redexes, a partial contraction function implementing the reduction rules (this function is partial because not all potential redexes are actual ones: terms may be stuck), and a reduction strategy that determines a grammar of reduction contexts. The reduction strategy is implemented with a decomposition function that maps a term in normal form to itself and a term not in normal form to a potential redex and its reduction context. The recomposition function is a left fold over a reduction context. One-step reduction of a term which is not in normal form (1) locates the first potential redex in this term according to the reduction strategy by decomposing this term into a potential redex and its reduction context, (2) contracts this redex if it is an actual one, and (3) recomposes the reduction context around the contractum, yielding a reduct:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{reduce} \quad \text{decompose} \quad \text{recompose} \\
\Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \\
\text{contract} \quad \text{contract} \quad \text{contract} \\
\Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \\
\text{reduce} \quad \text{reduce} \quad \text{reduce} \\
\Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \\
\text{decompose} \quad \text{decompose} \quad \text{decompose} \\
\Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \\
\text{contract} \quad \text{contract} \quad \text{contract} \\
\Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \quad \Downarrow \\
\end{align*}
\]

Evaluation is defined as the iteration of one-step reduction:

Evaluation becomes stuck or yields a term in normal form. It is reduction-based because it enumerates the reduction sequence.

The grammar of terms It is defined in Appendix A.1.

The notion of normal form It is defined in Appendix A.3.

Potential redexes There is only one:

\[
\text{datatype potential_redex} = \text{PR_SUB of value} \times \text{value}
\]

The result of contraction is either an expression or an error message:

\[
\text{ datatype contractum_or_error} = \text{CONTRACTUM of expr} \\
\quad | \text{ERROR of string}
\]

The contraction function Given an actual redex, the contraction function yields an expression; otherwise it yields an error message:

\[
(* \text{potential_redex} \rightarrow \text{contractum_or_error} *)
\]

fun contract (PR_SUB (NAT n1, NAT n2))
  = if n1 < n2
    then ERROR ("underflow: " ^ (toString n1) ^ " - " ^ (toString n2))
    else CONTRACTUM (LIT (n1 - n2))
A.8. REPRESENTATION OF A REDUCTION SEMANTICS

The reduction strategy It determines the following grammar of reduction contexts:

\[
\text{datatype cont} = \text{C0} \\
| \text{C1 of expr } \times \text{cont} \\
| \text{C2 of cont } \times \text{value}
\]

Thus equipped, we define the notion of value or decomposition with the following data type:

\[
\text{datatype value_or_decomposition} = \text{VAL of value} \\
| \text{DEC of potential_redex } \times \text{cont}
\]

We are then in position to define a decomposition function and a recomposition function. The decomposition function maps an expression in normal form to this normal form and an expression not in normal form to a potential redex and its reduction context:

\(* \text{decompose : expr } \rightarrow \text{value_or_decomposition *})

The recomposition function recomposes the reduction context over an expression; as such it is a left inverse of the decomposition function:

\(* \text{recompose : cont } \times \text{expr } \rightarrow \text{expr *})

The result of reduction is either an expression or an error message:

\[
\text{datatype reduct_or_stuck} = \text{REDUCT of expr} \\
| \text{STUCK of string}
\]

We are then in position to define a decompose-contract-recompose function implementing one-step reduction:

\(* \text{expr } \rightarrow \text{reduct_or_stuck *})

fun reduce e
  = (case decompose e
      of (VAL v)
       ⇒ STUCK "irreducible expression"
       | (DEC (pr, k))
       ⇒ (case contract pr
            of (CONTRACTUM e') ⇒ REDUCT (recompose (k, e'))
            | (ERROR s) ⇒ STUCK s))

Accordingly, we define a reduction-based evaluation function that iterates one-step reduction, using the result of decompose to detect whether we have reached a normal form:

\(* \text{value_or_decomposition } \rightarrow \text{result_or_wrong *})

fun iterate (VAL v)
  = RESULT v
| iterate (DEC (pr, k))
  = (case contract pr
      of (CONTRACTUM e') ⇒ iterate (decompose (recompose (k, e'))))
  | (ERROR s) ⇒ WRONG s)

\(* \text{expr } \rightarrow \text{result_or_wrong *})

fun normalize e = iterate (decompose e)

This evaluation function enumerates the following reduction sequence, for example: the first redex in the term \((5 - 7) - (4 - 1)\) is \(4 - 1\), which contracts to \(3\) and gives rise to the first reduct \((5 - 7) - 3\); the first redex in this reduct is \(5 - 7\), which is not an actual redex and thus yields the error message “underflow: 5 – 7.”
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Much like a reduction semantics, a structural operational semantics is defined with a grammar of terms (defined in Appendix A.1), a notion of normal form (defined in Appendix A.3), a collection of potential redexes (defined in Appendix A.8), a partial contraction function implementing the reduction rules (also defined in Appendix A.8), and a reduction strategy. Unlike a reduction semantics, however, a structural operational semantics does not have an explicit, syntactic representation of the reduction context as a term with a hole; it represents it implicitly as a proof tree.

An expression either contains no potential redex that is reachable via the reduction strategy, or it contains one. If no potential redex is reachable, the expression is stuck. If a potential redex is reachable, either it is an actual one, in which case this redex can be contracted and give rise to the next reduct in the reduction sequence, or it is not, and the expression is stuck. The result of one-step reduction is thus either the next expression in the reduction sequence or an error message: the given term is irreducible because it is a value or its first potential redex according to the reduction strategy is not an actual one.

We thus implement one-step reduction as a function mapping an expression to the following co-domain:

```plaintext
datatype reduct_or_stuck = REDUCT of expr | STUCK of string
```

This main function, `reduce`, calls an auxiliary function, `reduce_expr`, which implements the reduction strategy. Given a sub-expression, this auxiliary function yields either a value (the sub-expression contained no potential redex), or a new sub-expression containing a contractum (the sub-expression contained a potential redex that was an actual one), or an error message (the sub-expression contained a potential redex that was not an actual one):

```plaintext
datatype intermediate_result = VALUE of value | REDUCED of expr | ERRONEOUS of string
```

The one-step reduction function maps such an intermediate result to the final result:

```plaintext
(* expr → reduct_or_stuck *)
fun reduce e = (case reduce_expr e of VALUE v ⇒ STUCK "irreducible expression" | REDUCED e’ ⇒ REDUCT e’ | ERRONEOUS s ⇒ STUCK s)
```

The auxiliary function is structurally recursive and traverses the given expression depth-first and from right to left, constructing the next reduct at return time. Error messages are blindly propagated until the initial call to the main reduction function:

```plaintext
(* expr → intermediate_result *)
fun reduce_expr (LIT n) = VALUE (NAT n) | reduce_expr (SUB (e1, e2)) = (case reduce_expr e2 of (VALUE v2) ⇒ (case reduce_expr e1 of (VALUE v1) ⇒ (case contract (PR_SUB (v1, v2)) of (CONTRACTUM e’))
```
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Evaluation is implemented by iterating one-step reduction and yields either a value or an error message:

datatype result_or_wrong = RESULT of value
| WRONG of string

(* expr → result_or_wrong *)
fun reduce_star e
  = (case reduce_expr e
       of VALUE v ⇒ RESULT v
       | REDUCED e' ⇒ reduce_star e'
       | ERRONEOUS s ⇒ WRONG s)

(* expr → result_or_wrong *)
fun evaluate e
  = reduce_star e

As in Appendix A.8, this evaluation function enumerates the following reduction sequence, for example: the first redex in the term \((5 - 7) - (4 - 1)\) is \(4 - 1\), which contracts to \(3\) and gives rise to the first reduct \((5 - 7) - 3\); the first redex in this reduct is \(5 - 7\), which is not an actual redex and thus yields the error message “underflow: 5 - 7.”

A.10 Inter-deriving representations

All the semantic artifacts from Appendix A.4 to Appendix A.9 are different means to a same end: to formally define the meaning of arithmetic expressions. And as it happens, these representations can be mechanically inter-derived using a toolbox of program transformations, as detailed in the accompanying file:

- Inlining the apply function in the denotational semantics of Appendix A.5 yields the natural semantics of Appendix A.4
- CPS-transforming the denotational semantics of Appendix A.5 using the type isomorphism from Chapter 3 to split its continuation, and lambda-dropping the resulting error continuation yields the continuation semantics of Appendix A.6
- Defunctionalizing the continuation in the continuation semantics of Appendix A.6 yields the abstract machine of Appendix A.7
- The reduction semantics of Appendix A.8 syntactically corresponds to the abstract machine of Appendix A.7
• CPS-transforming the reduction function of the structural operational semantics of Appendix A.9 using the type isomorphism from Chapter 3 to split its continuation, lambda-dropping the resulting error continuation, and defunctionalizing the remaining continuation yields the constitutive elements of the reduction semantics of Appendix A.8 (decomposition, contraction, and recomposition).
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Each entry is indented, and each reference to an entry is italicized.

abstract machine State-transition system where each transition requires no subgoal. A push-down automaton, for example, is implemented with an abstract machine. See big-step abstract machine and small-step abstract machine for two concrete examples.

actual redex Potential redex for which a reduction rule applies. See reduction rules and unique decomposition for two concrete examples.

artifact Man-made construct.

‘big-step’ abstract machine Abstract machine where transitions happen in one big step rather than step by step (see small-step abstract machine). For example, each state of the state-transition system is implemented with an ML function and each transition is implemented as a conditional clause and a tail call to the function that implements the next state. Each transition function maps the current state to the final result, if there is one. For example, the following big-step abstract machine implements a deterministic finite automaton that recognizes whether a given list of Booleans contains an even number of occurrences of true:

```ml
fun even nil = true
  | even (true :: bs) = odd bs
  | even (false :: bs) = even bs
and odd nil = false
  | odd (true :: bs) = even bs
  | odd (false :: bs) = odd bs

fun main bs = even bs
```

A big-step abstract machine forms an ideal candidate for lightweight fission by fixed-point demotion to obtain a small-step abstract machine.

call Short for “function call.”

call unfolding Action of consecutively inlining the name of a function in an application and performing the subsequent substitutions and simplifications. For example, let us unfold the call to foo in foo (bar 10, 11), where foo denotes fn (x, y) ⇒ (x × x) + (y × y):

```plaintext
foo (bar 10, 11)
= {foo is inlined}
```
(fn (x, y) ⇒ (x × x) + (y × y))(bar 10, 11)
= { the formal parameters are bound to the actual parameters }
let val x = bar 10 val y = 11 in (x × x) + (y × y)end
= { y denotes a value: it is inlined and the corresponding multiplication is simplified }
let val x = bar 10 in (x × x) + 121 end

Similarly, let us unfold the call to foo in the left-to-right call-by-value CPS counterpart of the same example (see continuation-passing style and CPS transformation):

fn k ⇒ bar (10, fn v1 ⇒ foo (v1, 11, k))
= { foo is inlined }
fn k ⇒ bar (10, fn v1 ⇒ (fn (x, y, k) ⇒ k ((x × x) + (y × y))) (v1, 11, k))
= { the formal parameters are bound to the actual parameters }
fn k ⇒ bar (10, fn v1 ⇒ let val x = v1 val y = 11 val k = k
in k ((x × x) + (y × y))end)
= { x, y, and k denote values: they are inlined and the multiplication is simplified }
fn k ⇒ bar (10, fn v1 ⇒ k ((v1 × v1) + 121))

closure A λ-term together with the bindings of its free variables, i.e., its lexical environment. As Biernacka and Danvy put it [13]: “This alternative to substitution is due to Hasenjaeger in logic [109, § 54] and to Landin in computer science [77]. In logic, it makes it possible to reason by structural induction over λ-terms (since they do not change across β-reduction), and in computer science, it makes it possible to compile λ-terms (since they do not change at run time). [...] The term is frequently overloaded (as in: a reflexive and transitive closure, a compatible closure, and also a closed term).”

closure conversion Particular case of defunctionalization where the function space is represented with one unary summand and the dispatch function is inlined. For example, closure-converting the ML implementation of a denotational semantics in direct style for a higher-order language gives the ML implementation of a natural semantics for this higher-order language.

closure unconversion Left inverse of closure conversion.

compiler Program for translating other programs from one language to another.

compositionality Property of a function that is recursive and defined by cases over an inductive data type: a function is compositional when all its recursive calls are over a proper subpart of what was on the left-hand side of the equal sign. A structurally recursive function over an inductive data type is always compositional: its control-flow graph is isomorphic to this data type. In general, defunctionalizing a compositional function that is higher-order (e.g., the evaluation function in Section A.6) yields a first-order function that is not compositional (e.g., the abstract machine in Section A.7).

context Literally: what surrounds something. Here: a term with a hole [9].

context-insensitive contraction Application of a reduction rule to an actual redex, independently of the reduction context, and resulting in a contractum. For one example, here is a reduction semantics for the pure λ-calculus with the left-to-right applicative-order reduction
strategy:

\begin{align*}
\langle \text{expression} \rangle & ::= x \mid \lambda x. \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{expression} \rangle \langle \text{expression} \rangle \\
\langle \text{value} \rangle & ::= \lambda x. \langle \text{expression} \rangle \\
\langle \text{context} \rangle & ::= [] \mid \langle \text{context} \rangle \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{value} \rangle \langle \text{context} \rangle \\
\langle \text{potential redex} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{value} \rangle \langle \text{value} \rangle
\end{align*}

The (β-)reduction rule reads as follows:

\[(\lambda x. e) v \rightarrow e[v/x]\]

Note how β-reduction is performed independently of the current reduction context. See reduction rules and unique decomposition for two other examples.

This reduction semantics is not random: Biernacka and Danvy have shown that the syntactic correspondence maps it into a canonical substitution-based abstract machine [13] — a machine that itself is mapped by the functional correspondence to the canonical substitution-based evaluation functions that are also agreed upon to specify the left-to-right call-by-value evaluation of λ-terms.

context-sensitive contraction  Application of a reduction rule to an actual redex together with its reduction context, and resulting in a contractum and its reduction context. This sensitivity makes it possible to capture the current reduction context and to reinstate a captured context when specifying a control operator or coroutines. For one example, here is a reduction semantics for the pure λ-calculus with the left-to-right applicative-order reduction strategy and the control operator callcc [21], which induces quoted contexts in the syntax:

\begin{align*}
\langle \text{expression} \rangle & ::= x \mid \lambda x. \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{expression} \rangle \langle \text{expression} \rangle \\
& \mid \text{callcc} \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{context} \rangle \\
\langle \text{value} \rangle & ::= \lambda x. \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{context} \rangle \\
\langle \text{context} \rangle & ::= [] \mid \langle \text{context} \rangle \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{value} \rangle \langle \text{context} \rangle \\
\langle \text{potential redex} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{value} \rangle \langle \text{value} \rangle\end{align*}

The reduction rules read as follows:

\begin{align*}
((\lambda x. e) v, C) & \rightarrow (e[v/x], C) \\
(\langle C \rangle^r v, C) & \rightarrow (v, C') \\
(\text{callcc} v, C) & \rightarrow (v^\langle C \rangle, C)
\end{align*}

See how β-reduction is performed independently of the current reduction context, and how the other reduction rules act on it: applying a captured context reinstates it, and capturing the current context copies it into a quotation.

This reduction semantics is not random: Biernacka and Danvy have shown that the syntactic correspondence maps it into the canonical substitution-based abstract machine that is agreed upon to specify callcc [12] — a machine that itself is mapped by the functional correspondence to the canonical substitution-based continuation-passing evaluation function that is also agreed upon to specify callcc.

continuation  Functional representation of the rest of the computation [103]. Applying a continuation to a value has the effect of completing the computation. Got its name to represent the meaning of labels in the range of gotos in denotational semantics [124].
continuation-passing style  Programming style where all intermediate results are named, their computation is sequentialized, all calls are tail calls, and all functions are passed a functional accumulator representing the rest of the computation, the continuation. Such a program is indifferent to the evaluation order (e.g., call by name or call by value) of its meta-language [97].

contraction  Mapping of an actual redex to a contractum according to a reduction rule.

contraction function  Partial function implementing contraction that maps a potential redex to a contractum if the potential redex is an actual redex. See also reduction rule.

contractum  Result of contraction. See also reduction rule.

corridor transitions  In a transition system, transition to a state for which the next transition is unconditional.

CPS  Acronym of continuation-passing style. Due to Guy Steele [119].

CPS transformation  Transformation of a program from ordinary direct style to the eponymous continuation-passing style. Each CPS transformation encodes an evaluation order [69]. Pure and total (i.e., effect-free) functions need not be CPS-transformed for Plotkin’s indifference property to hold [35].

For example, let us transform the following term into CPS, using right-to-left call by value, given three functions foo, bar, and baz and two variables x and y:

```plaintext
val e1 = foo (x, y + bar 10, 11, baz 12)
(* naming and sequentialization: *)
val e2 = let val v1 = baz 12
val v2 = bar 10
    in foo (x, y + v2, 11, v1) end
(* introducing the continuation: *)
val e3 = fn k ⇒ baz (12, fn v1 ⇒
        bar (10, fn v2 ⇒
            foo (x, y + v2, 11, v1, k)))
```

The addition function (the infix + just above) is kept in direct style because it is pure and total.

The mindful reader is welcome to verify that CPS-transforming the initial (resp. final) term of the first example in the entry on call unfolding yields the initial (resp. final) term of the second example in the same entry: call unfolding and CPS transformation commute with each other.

decomposition  For any given non-value term, pair that contains a potential redex and its reduction context such that recomposing the reduction context around the potential redex yields the given non-value term.

decomposition function  For a given reduction strategy that is deterministic, function that maps a value term to itself and a non-value term to the decomposition determined by the reduction strategy. See also unique decomposition.

decomposition relation  Relation between a non-value term and its decompositions.

deforestation  Program transformation that prevents intermediate data structures (typically trees) from being constructed when composing functions. The term is due to Philip Wadler [129].

defunctionalization  Generalization of Landin’s closure conversion due to John Reynolds [102].
that ‘firstifies’ a higher-order program into a first-order program where the inhabitants of each higher-order function space are partitioned into first-order summands. A function is defunctionalized into a collection of summands grouped in a data type, and a first-order apply function dispatching on the constructors of this data type, i.e., these summands. A functional value is introduced by injecting a first-order value in the sum, and it is eliminated by calling the apply function.

For example, consider the following higher-order program:

```plaintext
(* (int → int) → int *)
fun aux f = f 10

(* int → int × int *)
fun main c = (aux (fn a ⇒ a + 1), aux (fn b ⇒ b + c))
```

The main function pairs the result of applying the auxiliary function to two functions. Let us defunctionalize these two arguments. Two classes of functional values inhabit this function space: the one corresponding to \(\text{fn } a \Rightarrow a + 1\), which has no free variables, and the one corresponding to \(\text{fn } b \Rightarrow b + c\), which has one free variable, \(c\). We therefore defunctionalize this function space into a data type with two constructors (one zeroary, and one unary) that are interpreted by an apply function dispatching on them:

```plaintext
datatype funct = F1
| F2 of int

(* funct → int → int *)
fun apply_funct F1 = (fn a ⇒ a + 1)
| apply_funct (F2 c) = (fn b ⇒ b + c)
```

In practice, `apply_funct` is always fully applied and therefore it is uncurried so that its type reads `funct × int → int`.

At any rate, we defunctionalize the functional values by introducing them with one of the data-type constructors, and eliminating them with a call to `apply_funct`:

```plaintext
(* funct → int *)
fun aux f = apply_funct f 10

(* int → int × int *)
fun main c = (aux F1, aux (F2 c))
```

In this example, there is one partition with two summands. In general, the number of partitions and their granularity may vary: there can be one partition and one dispatch function, as in Reynolds’s original work; there can be as many partitions as there are function types \[10\]; and there can be even more of them if one uses control-flow information.

**denotational semantics** Historically the first formal semantics for programming languages. The meaning of a given term is obtained by mapping it (compositionally) to a \(\lambda\)-term and then by normalizing this denotation. Due to Christopher Strachey \[122\] and Dana Scott \[111\].

**direct-style transformation** Left inverse of the CPS transformation \[25\] \[38\].

**‘eval/apply’ interpreter** Style of interpreter typically for a functional language with an “eval” function dispatching on the syntax of source expressions and with an “apply” function that applies the denotation of functions to the denotation of their arguments. The notion is due to John McCarthy for his meta-circular Lisp interpreter \[80\].
‘eval/continue’ abstract machine Style of abstract machine for a language of expressions with an “eval” transition dispatching on the syntax of source expressions and with a “continue” transition dispatching on the structure of the context. Typically obtained as the result of defunctionalizing an evaluation function in continuation-passing style for this language of expressions, as done in the functional correspondence.

‘eval/apply/continue’ abstract machine Style of abstract machine typically for a functional language with an “eval” transition dispatching on the syntax of source expressions, an “apply” transition to apply functions to their arguments, and a “continue” transition dispatching on the structure of the context. Typically obtained as the result of defunctionalizing an eval/apply interpreter in continuation-passing style for this language of expressions, as done in the functional correspondence.

evaluation Interpretation for a language of expressions.

evaluation context First-order representation of the rest of the evaluation. Its grammar is linear and can be mechanically obtained as the data-type part of the defunctionalized continuation of an evaluation function.

evaluation function Interpreter for a language of expressions. Typically specified by a big-step semantics such as denotational semantics or natural semantics.

evaluator Nickname of evaluation function.

filling a context with a term See recomposition function.

first-order function Function whose argument is not and does not contain a function. For example, the factorial function is first-order: it maps a number to another number.

first-order program Program containing only first-order functions.

fission Inverse of fusion.

formal semantics Specification of a meaning using a formal system, e.g., the λ-calculus, domain theory, or mathematical logic.

functional correspondence Series of program transformations connecting evaluation functions and abstract machines, and consisting in lambda-lifting (not used in this work since none of the evaluation functions use block structure), closure conversion (not used in this work since all the expressions are first order), CPS transformation, and defunctionalization. Laid out in John Reynolds’s foundational article “Definitional Interpreters” [102], but only identified as such 30 years later [2]. Very versatile: is also used, e.g., for web programming [64].

fusion Act of merging the construction of an intermediate result with its subsequent deconstruction when two functions are composed. Due to William Burge [20] and Peter Landin. Deforestation is a form of fusion.

higher-order function Function taking another function as an argument. Any second-order, third-order, etc. function is higher order.

higher-order program Program containing some higher-order functions.

inlining Replacing a name by its denotation.

interpreter Program for executing other programs.
\textbf{lambda-dropping} Left inverse of \textit{lambda-lifting} \cite{44}.

\textbf{lambda-interpreter} Nickname of an interpreter for $\lambda$-terms. Due to Guy Steele and Gerry Sussman \cite{120}.

\textbf{lambda-lifting} Transformation of a scope-sensitive block-structured functional program into scope-insensitive recursive equations. Due to Thomas Johnsson \cite{75}.

\textbf{lightweight fission by fixed-point demotion} Left inverse of \textit{lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion}.

\textbf{lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion} Form of \textit{fusion} due to Atsushi Ohori and Isao Sasano \cite{93} between a stepping function and a driver loop. Has been found to fittingly connect \textit{small-step abstract machines} and \textit{big-step abstract machines} \cite{39}.

\textbf{literal} Compiler jargon for a constant (Boolean, character, integer, etc.) in a program.

\textbf{meta-language} Language used to describe another language. When the description is an implementation, e.g., an interpreter, then the meta-language is called an ‘implementation language’ and the language is called a ‘source language.’

\textbf{ML} Family of functional programming languages that are call by value and polymorphically typed. Originally the name of the \textit{meta-language} of LCF in Edinburgh \cite{98}. Due to Robin Milner.

\textbf{mutatis mutandis} Latin for “changing only what needs to be changed.”

\textbf{natural semantics} Big-step operational semantics with an implicit, logical representation of the evaluation context as a proof tree. Inspired by natural deduction and due to Gilles Kahn \cite{76}.

\textbf{non-value term} Term that is not in normal form. See also stuck term.

\textbf{normal form} Term containing no potential redex that can be reached through a given reduction strategy.

\textbf{normalization} Process of reducing a term into the corresponding normal form according to some reduction strategy.

\textbf{normalization by evaluation} See reduction-free normalization.

\textbf{normalization by reduction} See reduction-based normalization.

\textbf{normalization function} For a given reduction strategy that is deterministic, partial function that maps a term to its normal form, if this normal form exists. Typically specified by iterating the one-step reduction function of a small-step operational semantics or by a big-step semantics such as denotational semantics or natural semantics.

\textbf{normalization relation} For a given reduction strategy, the relation between terms and their normal form. Typically specified as the transitive closure of a one-step reduction relation.

\textbf{one-step reduction function} For a given reduction strategy that is deterministic, partial function that maps a term to the next term in the reduction sequence, if this next term exists. Typically specified by a small-step operational semantics such as structural operational semantics or reduction semantics. Operates by (1) finding a potential redex in a reduction context in a given term using the reduction strategy, (2) contracting this potential redex, if it is an actual one, and (3) recomposing the reduction context around the resulting contrac-
tum, either explicitly in a reduction semantics or implicitly in a structural operational semantics:

One-step reduction relation For a given reduction strategy, relation between a term containing an actual redex that can be reached using the reduction strategy and the term where this actual redex is replaced by the corresponding contractum.

Operational semantics Formal semantics for programming languages where the execution of a program is described directly, e.g., by rewriting this program or by executing it on an abstract machine.

PLT Redex Graphical tool of choice for engineering reduction semantics [54].

Plugging a term in a context See recomposition function.

Potential redex Term for which a reduction rule might apply. See reduction rule and unique decomposition for two concrete examples.

Prelude to a reduction semantics Derivation of the reduction contexts of a reduction semantics out of the search function implementing a deterministic reduction strategy [47]. The derivation consists of CPS transformation and defunctionalization. The data type of the defunctionalized continuation is that of the reduction contexts, which are notoriously difficult to state correctly, even with experience. (For example (Matthew Flatt, personal communication to Danvy, 2011), try to write the reduction contexts for the λ-calculus with applicative order and exceptions.) All the reduction contexts presented in this work have been obtained using this prelude.

‘push/enter’ abstract machine Style of abstract machine for a language of expressions. Typically obtained as the result of inlining the “continue” transition of an eval/continue abstract machine when it is not recursive. This term is due to Simon Marlow and Simon Peyton Jones [79]. (NB. For terminological consistency, we do not overload the term eval/apply in favor of eval/continue.)

Rational deconstruction Left inverse of the functional correspondence. Initially its stepping stone [28].

Recomposition function Left inverse of the decomposition function.

Redex Originally, short for “reducible expression.” See actual redex.

Redexes Plural form of redex.

Redices Alternative plural form of redex, in reference to the plural form of ‘index.’

Reduct Element of a reduction sequence.

Reduction-based normalization function Normalization function that enumerates the reduction sequence to compute its last element (i.e., the normal form), if there is one:
reduction context  Context in which a potential redex can be found according to the reduction strategy (see also decomposition). In a structural operational semantics, is implicitly represented as a proof tree. In a reduction semantics, is explicitly specified with a linear grammar. This grammar can be mechanically obtained as the data-type part of the de-functionalized continuation of the search function implementing the reduction strategy, if this strategy is deterministic. See prelude to a reduction semantics.

reduction-free normalization function  Normalization function that does not enumerate the reduction sequence to compute its last element (i.e., the normal form), if there is one:

For example, a compositional evaluation function and an abstract machine are reduction free.

reduction order  See reduction strategy.

reduction rule  Pair consisting of an actual redex and a contractum that may contain meta-variables ranging over the grammar of terms. For example, consider the following toy language of expressions:

\[
\langle \text{boolean} \rangle ::= \text{true} \mid \text{false} \\
\langle \text{integer} \rangle ::= 0 \mid 1 \mid -1 \mid 2 \mid -2 \mid 3 \mid -3 \\
\langle \text{value} \rangle ::= \langle \text{boolean} \rangle \\
\quad \quad \mid \langle \text{integer} \rangle \\
\langle \text{expression} \rangle ::= \text{if} \langle \text{expression} \rangle \text{then} \langle \text{expression} \rangle \text{else} \langle \text{expression} \rangle \\
\quad \quad \mid \langle \text{expression} \rangle / \langle \text{expression} \rangle
\]

If the reduction rules are the expected ones, i.e., the following three pairs, noted with an infix right arrow and containing the meta-variables \(e_1, e_2, n_1, n_2, \) and \(n_3,\)

\[
\text{if} \quad \text{true} \quad \text{then} \quad e_1 \quad \text{else} \quad e_2 \quad \rightarrow \quad e_1 \\
\text{if} \quad \text{false} \quad \text{then} \quad e_1 \quad \text{else} \quad e_2 \quad \rightarrow \quad e_2 \\
\quad \quad \quad \mid \quad n_1 / n_2 \quad \rightarrow \quad n_3
\]

for all expressions \(e_1\) and \(e_2,\)

then the grammar of potential redexes reads as follows:

\[
\langle \text{potential redex} \rangle ::= \text{if} \langle \text{value} \rangle \text{then} \langle \text{expression} \rangle \text{else} \langle \text{expression} \rangle \\
\quad \mid \langle \text{value} \rangle / \langle \text{value} \rangle
\]

The three terms \(8/4, 5/\text{true},\) and \(5/0\) all are potential redexes. Among these, only the first one is an actual redex, i.e., a potential redex for which a reduction rule applies; its contractum is 2. The second one contains a type error, and the third one contains a division by zero; these two terms are stuck.

reduction semantics  Small-step operational semantics with an explicit, syntactic representation of the reduction context. Due to Matthias Felleisen [53].
reduction sequence  Series of intermediate terms (the reducts) obtained by successive applications of a one-step reduction function, starting with a given term.

reduction strategy  Strategy to find a potential redex in a given term. Examples include leftmost-outermost, rightmost-innermost, etc. Specified by ‘congruence rules’ or again ‘compatibility rules’ in a structural operational semantics and by the grammar of reduction contexts in a reduction semantics.

refocus function  Composition of the recomposition function and the subsequent decomposition function in a reduction-based normalization function:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{reduce} \quad \text{reduce} \quad \text{reduce} \\
&\text{decompose} \quad \text{refocus} \quad \text{refocus} \\
&\text{contract} \quad \text{contract} \quad \text{contract} \\
&\text{recompose}
\end{align*}
\]

refocusing  Deforestation of the reducts in a reduction sequence [43]. Is achieved by writing a deforested version of the refocus function.

refunctionalization  Left inverse of defunctionalization [41].

search function  Function implementing a deterministic reduction strategy that maps a non-value term to the first potential redex according to this reduction strategy.

second-order function  Function taking a first-order function as argument. For example, in the example of the entry about defunctionalization, aux is second order.

‘small-step’ abstract machine  Abstract machine where transitions happen step by step rather than in one big step (see big-step abstract machine). For example, each state of this state-transition system is implemented with an ML data-type constructor and each transition is implemented with a conditional clause in an ML function that maps the current state to the next state. An outer driver loop makes the machine progress. For example, the following small-step abstract machine implements a deterministic finite automaton that recognizes whether a given list of Booleans contains an even number of occurrences of true:

```ml
datatype intermediate_state = EVEN of bool list 
| ODD of bool list

datatype state = INTERMEDIATE of intermediate_state 
| FINAL of bool

fun single_step (EVEN nil) = FINAL true 
| single_step (EVEN (true :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (ODD bs) 
| single_step (EVEN (false :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (EVEN bs) 
| single_step (ODD nil) = FINAL false 
| single_step (ODD (true :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (EVEN bs) 
| single_step (ODD (false :: bs)) = INTERMEDIATE (ODD bs)

fun driver_loop (FINAL b) = b 
| driver_loop (INTERMEDIATE is) = driver_loop (single_step is)

fun main bs = driver_loop (INTERMEDIATE (EVEN bs))
```
A small-step abstract machine forms an ideal candidate for lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion to obtain a big-step abstract machine.

**Standard ML (SML)** Standardized version of ML [85].

**Standard ML of New Jersey** Conservative extension of Standard ML originally developed by Andrew Appel and Dave MacQueen [6]. Programming language of discourse in the present work. Features the control operator callcc [68]. See context-sensitive contraction.

**structural operational semantics** Small-step operational semantics with an implicit, logical representation of the reduction context as a proof tree. Due to Gordon Plotkin [99].

**stuck term** For a given reduction strategy, term for which the potential redex that can be reached is not an actual redex. See also reduction rule.

**syntactic correspondence** Series of program transformations connecting the reduction-based evaluation function of a reduction semantics and an abstract machine, and consisting of refocusing, inlining the contraction function, lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion, transition compression, and context specialization. Laid out by Biernacka and Danvy [12, 13].

**tail call** Function call that is in tail position.

**tail position** In the body of a λ-abstraction, an expression is in tail position if it is the last expression that needs to be evaluated to complete the evaluation of this body. For example, in λf.λx.f (fx), two sub-expressions are in tail position: the λ-abstraction λx.f (fx) and the outer application f (fx). The inner application fx is not in tail position.

**third-order function** Function taking a second-order function as argument.

**transition compression** Symbolic composition of transitions to eliminate corridor transitions. For example, given a corridor transition from state A to state B and an unconditional transition from state B to state C, the transition from A to B is replaced by a transition from A to C. Each transition compression can give rise to another compression opportunity; for that reason, transition compression is also referred to as ‘hereditary.’ After transition compression, unreachable corridor transitions are removed.

**unique decomposition** For any given potential redexes and reduction contexts, the non-trivial property [134] that if a term can be decomposed into a potential redex and its reduction context, this decomposition is unique. For example, consider the following toy language of expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{integer} \rangle &::= 0 \mid 1 \mid -1 \mid 2 \mid -2 \mid 3 \mid -3 \\
\langle \text{value} \rangle &::= \langle \text{integer} \rangle \\
\langle \text{expression} \rangle &::= \langle \text{expression} \rangle + \langle \text{expression} \rangle 
\end{align*}
\]

If the reduction rule is the expected one,

\[n_1 + n_2 \rightarrow n_3\]

where \(n_3\) is the sum of \(n_1\) and \(n_2\),

then the grammar of potential redexes reads as follows:

\[
\langle \text{potential redex} \rangle ::= \langle \text{value} \rangle + \langle \text{value} \rangle
\]

If the grammar of reduction contexts reads

\[
\langle \text{context} \rangle ::= [] \mid \langle \text{context} \rangle + \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{value} \rangle + \langle \text{context} \rangle
\]
then the unique decomposition property holds. However, if it reads

\[
\langle \text{context} \rangle ::= [] \mid \langle \text{context} \rangle + \langle \text{expression} \rangle \mid \langle \text{expression} \rangle + \langle \text{context} \rangle
\]

then the unique decomposition property does not hold, since a term such as \((1 + 2) + (3 + 4)\) can be decomposed both into \(1 + 2 + \) and \(2 + (3 + 4)\) and into \(3 + 4 + (1 + 2)\).

**value** Result of *evaluation* and/or nickname of *value term*.

**value term** Term in *normal form*.

**virtual machine** Run-time component of the factorized version of a source-language *interpreter*, as depicted in the following traditional commuting diagram:

```
source program \(\rightarrow\) compiler \(\rightarrow\) target program
\(\downarrow\) \(\downarrow\)
interpreter \(\rightarrow\) virtual machine \(\rightarrow\) result
```

The virtual machine is a target-language interpreter.
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